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ABSTRACT
Meteoroid impact damage to Apollo and Gemini heat shield material has been
experimentally and analytically studied. Hypervelocity impact tests were per-
formed on these materials both in honeycomb and as tiles at room temperature
and at temperatures dow_to -250°1 _. Projectiles of aluminum and Delrin were
used to investigate the effect that changing projectile density would have on im-
pact damage. Impact velocities varied from B krn/sec to 8 krn/sec.
The data from this extensive parametric study were treated with a regression
analysis on the 7094 computer to determine the best curve fit to the data. Com-
bined with an analysis of the h_rpervelocity impact process in these materials,
this resulted in equations that permit prediction of impact damage to these heat
shields.
Q
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I. 0 SUMMARY
Hypervelocity impact tests of Apollo and Gemini heat shield materials (Avcoat-
5026 and Sylgard 325 respectively) were made with varying conditions of velocity,
temperature, heat shield structure, and projectile to provide engineering data
for predictions of meteoroid damage. Impact velocities were varied from 3 krn/sec
to 8 km/sec. Target temperatures were -250"F, -150*F and room temperature.
These experiments show that for a high-strength projectile into a low-density
target the transition into the hypervelocity region occurs at a very high velocity.
For an aluminum projectile impacting an Avcoat target, an impact at 8. 2 krn/sec
is probably still in the transition region.
Experimentally there was no enhancement of penetration due to the honeycomb
structure that could not be accounted for by material changes between the tile
and the honeycomb filler. The honeycomb, however, did inhibit the very large
spall area in the Sylgard material at -250"F. All other effects were minor.
The effects of target temperature on the extent of the impact damage were negli-
gible in the Avcoat but quite pronounced in the Sylgard 325. These effects can be
explained qualitatively by changes in the materials properties of Sylgard at very
low temperatures. The Sylgard exhibited typical rubbery behavior at room
temperature with deep puncture penetrations at low velocities and profuse cracking
of the crater wails at higher velocities. At -150 and -Z50*F, the Sylgard behaved
like a brittle material with more uniform cratering.
Extensive materials properties tests were performed at various temperatures and
with various strain rates. An attempt has been made to relate these tests to the
prediction of hypervelocity impact damage. For these materials, there does not
appear to be any standard laboratory material test that provides enough informa-
tion to predict hypervelocity impact damage quantitatively. The standard labora-
tory tests do permit some qualitative conclusions as to trends that the damage
will follow (such as the temperature effect on Sylgard).
A study of the theory of hypervelocity impact, and an analysis of the experimental
data, has resulted in the conclusion that the principle of late stage equivalencell, 12
can be successfully applied to scale the results of this study to meteoritic velo-
cities. On this basis, the following relationship predicts the penetration in
the hypervelocity region:
1P OP V0 •58
-_- =
D \Pt I
where the constant C is determined for each individual material from hypervelocity
impact tests.
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Z. 0 INTRODUCTION
The intelligent design of space vehicles requires an accurate estimate of the
meteoroid hazard. If a meteoroid shield is needed, its weight can be a signifi-
cant fraction of the total vehicle weight. Therefore, the more exactly the hazard
can be specified, the better the design can provide the adequate protection at
minimum weight.
To accurately assess the meteoroid hazard, one must know first the properties
of the meteoroid and frequency of encounter. NASA has been vigorously pur-
suing flight programs to obtain this information. Also required is knowledge of
the impact damage meteoroids will cause when they hit a space vehicle. This
damage may take several critical forms, one of which is sufficient damage to
the heat shield so that it will not protect the vehicle during reentry into the
earth's atmosphere. The purpose of this program was to provide enough infor-
mation about meteoroid impact damage to low-density heat shield materials to
determine the degree of protection, if any, the heat shield of the reentry capsule
will require. Very little experimental data exist on hypervelocity impact into
heat shield materials. 1 This is especially true of the low-density materials such
as those used on the Gemini vehicles and to be used on Apollo. The experimental
phase of this program was a parametric study to provide sufficient data on impact
damage into these materials to permit damage predictions and extrapolations to
higher velocities.
The materials considered were the Gemini material, Dow Corning Sylgard 3Z5, in
cast tile and fiberglass honeycomb, and the Apollo material, Avcoat 50Z6-39,
gunned into fiberglass honeycomb and cast into tile.
Impacts were made into these materials at velocities varying from Z. 4 km/sec
to 8 km/sec with 1/16-inch diameter aluminum and Delrin projectiles. Each of
the four types of target was impacted at three temperatures: room temperature,
-150°F, and-Z50°F.
The resultant impacts were carefully measured for total penetration, crater
diameter, volume of material removed, spall diameter and spall depth. These
data, along with the projectile parameters (such as velocity, energy and momen-
tum) were then analyzed by a linear regression analysis programmed to be run on
an IBM 7094-computer. The computer program was written to accept and plot all
the data, and apply the curves with a "least squares" fit. From these data and the
analysis of the phenomena of hypervelocity impact, equations were derived for
predictingthe damage to Sylgard 325 and Avcoat 5026-39 from a meteoroid impact.
In addition to the impact testing, research was conducted into the physical and
thermal properties of these materials. This information was studied in conjunc-
tion with impact results to find a correlation between them. A high-strain rate
penetrometer test comes closest to simulating hypervelocity impact. Applying
-2-
the principle of temperature-strain rate superposition, it is possible to produce
curves which indicate the trends that the hypervelocity penetration will take in
these materials at various temperatures. It has not been possible, however, to
obtain a direct numerical prediction of penetration from these materials proper-
ties.
From the limited number of materials tested it appears that similar penetration
formulas may hold for other materials of this general type. To determine the
constants in the equation, however, it is still necessary to conduct hypervelocity
impacts at one condition to fix one point on the curve. From this one experi-
mentally-determined point it is possible to extrapolate to other velocities and
projectile densities.
Data have been expressed in various units, largely for numerical and physical
convenience. Though cgs units are used generally, the data in Appendix C and
the Materials Testing Section are reported in the units in which the measure-
ments were originally made. Other deviations used throughout the report are:
energy, expressed in joules; temperature, reported as °F; and velocity, re-
ported as kilometers per second.
3. 0 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM t
3. 1 HYPERVELOCITY EXPERIMENTS
The hypervelocity impact experiments conducted on this program were performed
in the Avco Space Systems Division Terminal Ballistics Laboratory (see Figure i).
These experiments used the . ZZ caliber shock compression light gas gun shown
in Figure Z.
In the impact test phase of this program, a total of 484 light gas gun shots were
made. These shots resulted in Z88 documented data points. A good data point is
defined as one in which a good velocity measurement was taken, an intact pro-
jectile was photographed at both light stations, and a clean impact resulted with
no debris hitting the target in the vicinity of the crater.
The test program originally called for velocities up to 12 km/sec where all
impacts over 9 Km/sec were to be made on abest effort basis using an ex-
ploding foil hypervelocity accelerator. At the time this program began, Avco
was operating such an accelerator at velocities of the order of 9 km/sec. It was
felt that since this system was under continual development, these velocities would
increase to at least 1Z km/sec during the course of the contract. When these
expectations did not materialize a close analysis of the exploding foil system was
undertaken by Dr. Edwin Langberg. His main conclusion showed that the mylar
projectile could not stand the violent acceleration necessary to achieve velocities
over 9 km/sec. A summary of this analysis is given in Appendix B of this report.
This analysis agrees very closely with the experimental results.
A survey of the other exploding foil facilitJ _s in this country I' Z indicated that all
were experiencing particle breakup at velocities over about 9 km/sec. To date
no one has been successful in accelerating single projectiles to much higher
velocities with an exploding foil gun.
On the basis of Avco's extensive experimentation and analysis, together with
experience at other laboratories, it was agreed to drop the exploding foil gun
from the program and substitute additional light gas gun shots at the highest
velocity obtainable. At the high end of the curve these increase the confidence
level by giving enough data for a reasonable statistical fit.
The heat shield targets that were impacted in this program were 6 x 6 x 1 inches,
large enough to be considered semi-infinite compared to the size of the projectile
and its velbcity. Each target consisted of the ablator attached to a 0. 064-inch
thick aluminum backplate to simulate the spacecraft structure. The backplate
acoustically terminated the ablator in such a way as to allow the shock wave from
the impact to reflect and contribute to the cratering or spall as it would in a real
situation. The Sylgard 3Z5 appeared to be cast directly onto the backup and was
self adhering while the Avcoat material was bonded to the backup with HT4Z4, a
commercial epoxy manufactured by Bloomingdale Rubber Company, a Division
-4-
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of American Cyanirnide. The test sarnple8 of the Sylgard Gemini material
were fabricated by McDonnell Aircraft to guarantee that they were made to the same
specifications as the operational material. The Avcoat Apollo material was fabri-
cated by Avco/SSD to the Apollo operational specifications.
The projectile materials used for these tests were Z017-T3 aluminum and Delrin.
Both types of projectile were 1/16-inch in diameter. The aluminum projectiles
weighed 5.8 mg and the Delrin projectiles weighed 3 rag. The aluminum had a
density of Z. 8 gms/co and the Delrin, a density of 1.43 gins/co. This projectile
density variation of a factor of Z provided a good range in this parameter.
The targets were impacted at three temperatures, -Z50 °F, - 150 °F, and room
temperature, and at impact velocities varying from 3 krn/sec to 8 km/sec.
The procedure followed in all the tests was identical except for the target cooling.
The following discussion of the sequence of events for a cold shot will cover the
entire procedure.
The target sample was instrumented with three iron-constantan thermocouples
as shown in Figure 4a. They were placed as follows: 1/16-inch from the front-
face, in the center of the ablator and 1/16-inch from the bond at the back/ace of
the target. The target was then placed in the cooling box shown in figure 4b and
clamped in place. Liquid nitrogen was then circulated through the cooling coils
until all of the thermocouples stabilized at the test temperature desired. The
output from all three thermocouples was continuously recorded on an Offner 6-
channel recorder. For the target temperature of -Z50°F, it was necessary to
cascade liquid nitrogen over the target and cooling box. Once the target was at
temperature, the cooling coils would hold it there.
While the target was being cooled and the temperature stabilized by valving the
liquid nitrogen, the light gas gun was loaded and readied to fire. A photograph
of the light gas gun and range used in the tests is shown in Figure 2. The spheri-
cal projectile was first fitted into a sabot as shown in Figure 5. This sabot was
machined to fit tightly into the light gas gun barrel. The sabot sealed the gas
pressure behind it and protected the projectile from the hot propellant gas,
barrel erosion and deformation during launch. After leaving the barrel, the
sabot was separated by the aerodynamic forces acting on it in such a way as to
let the projectile fly free without disturbing its trajectory. The range pressure
was maintained at 50 mm pressure to furnish the aerodynamic drag for good sabot
separation. This pressure was low enough so that no appreciable ablation of the
projectile occured before impact. After the sabot separated, the projectile
passed through a i/Z-inch hole in a stop ring used to catch the sabot pieces.
The remainder of the range consisted of 1) a light screen which started a time
interval counter and triggered a Kerr cell shadowgraph camera to photograph
the projectile, Z) a second light screen which stopped the counter and triggered
the second Kerr cell shadowgraph, 3) the target tank (Figure 3) where the
26-183 I 
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projectile impacted the target. Each shadowgraph contained a fiducial line. The
distance between the fiducials was known to be within (±. 0Z0 inch). The counter
reading and the projectile position in relation to the fiducial permitted calculation
of the projectile velocity within ± i percent. The target tank was evacuated to the
same pressure as the range. This also minimized the heat loss from the cold
targets and allowed them to come to equilibrium at the test temperature desired.
3. Z MEASUREMENT OF IMPACT DAMAGE
The problem of characterization of impact damage is particularly difficult in the
target materials used in this program because the Avcoat is non-homogeneous
and brittle while the Sylgardis rubbery. Both materials tend to produce irregular,
rough craters compared to metallic targets. The following is a description of
exactly how these craters were measured:
Crater Diameter
A Starrett small hole gage was inserted in the crater and adjusted to fit. The
diameter was then measured on a micrometer. Three readings were taken,
then averaged. Figure 6a shows the small hole gage in use.
Spall Diameter
When spall was reasonably round, three diameter readings were made at
different points using vernier calipers and then averaged. Figure 6b shows
this operation.
If spall was irregular, a long and short dimension was measured using
vernier calipers.
Crater Depth
A Starrett depth indicator was used to measure crater depth. Three read-
ings were taken, then averaged. Figure 6c shows a target being measured
with this setup.
All the Sylgard targets and the Avcoat targets impacted at low velocities were
sectioned through the center of the crater and remeasured for penetration
using the vernier calipers. This was necessary because in many cases in the
•Sylgard, the crater had closed up at the surface to the extent that the micro-
meter probe would not penetrate and in all cases a simple depth of crater
reading was not indicative of maximum damage depth.
Spall Depth
Same method as crater depth.
-i0-
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Total Damage Volume
The crater was sprayed lightly with clear lacq_ler to s,_] it_ Using a mix-
ture of 50 percent glycerine and 50 percent water, the c_r_ler was filled a1_d
then blown out with air. This was done to "pre-wet" lhe crater, thereby
eliminating the meniscus when the actual measurement was made.
A micrometer burette was filled with the above mixture _nd the indicator set
at "0". The crater was then filled, making sure the li,luid was level with the
surrounding area of the target. The burette was re_d Io indicate exactly how
much liquid was left in the instrument. Figure 6d illustrates the technique
used in this measuren_ent. The micrometer burette i_ calibrated in 0. 001 cc
and can be interpolated to 0. 0001 cc.
3. 3 ANALYSIS OF ERROR
Analysis of the physical errors involved in the cond_ict of the, hypervelocity im-
pact experiments show that the target material properties contribute the largest
source of error. Of the four target materials tested, the Sylgard 3Z5 tile has the
most reproducible properties. Its density is uniforn_ and it is a homogeneous
material. Scatter is produced, however, by the rando_nnes_ with which the rubbery
material responds to shearing and tensile forces. This s_atter is further accen-
tuated by the fiberglass structure in the Sylgard honeycomb targets. In these
impacts, the projectile might impact on a honeycomb wall or in the center of a
cell, (with the small cell size of this honeycomb, most of the impacts involved
more than one cell). In addition to this, the strain in the l_)nd between the Sylgard
and the fiberglass was added at low temperatures. All of these items tend to
produce an impact condition that is different for each shot.
The _Avcoat material is basically nonhomogeneous, b_in_ made of randomly-
oriented chopped silica fibers and phenolic microballoons in a phenolic resin
binder. The response of this material to impact damage is small compared to
its structure and tends to be more random than for similar damage into a uni-
form homogeneous material. The density of this material may also vary between
targets. A random sampling of the density showed variation of +Z. 5 percent.
There were undoubtedly individual targets where this variation was larger.
The Avcoat honeycomb exhibits the greatest scatter due to material properties.
In the Avcoat honeycomb, the density can vary as much as IZ percent and still
be within specifications. Since each cell is a separate entity, it is possible for
adjacent cells to show this variation. Short of weighing each individual cell,
there is no way of defining the density of an individual cell. Since in the Avcoat
most of the craters made were small enough to be contained primarily in one
cell, the target material was basically undefined. This was also true of the
other material properties on an individual cell basis in the Avcoat honeycomb.
The location of an impact in relation to the honeycomb structure also influenced
crater size and shape. This also contributed to the data scatter.
-iZ-
tAnother property of the material which could affect the impact data scatter is the
temperature effect. The laboratory materials tests show that the physical pro-
perties of Avcoat are largely unaffected by temperature: consequently, slight
variations in test temperature should not materially contribute to the data scatter.
The Sylgard, being a rubbery material, does go through a transition to a brittle
material as it is cooled. However, the effect of a few degrees temperature varia-
tion on this material at the test temperature of -150°F would introduce negligible
scatter in the results. The target temperature was stabilized so that all three
thermocouples were normally within ± 10°F of the test temperature.
It has also been observed that the properties of Avcoat change somewhat under
prolonged exposure to vacuum. In these experiments the target was not in a
vacuum environment for more than an hour, but it is possible that some outgassing
did occur.
The experimental parameters are quite well defined. The mass of the projectile
will vary about ± 1 percent and the velocity is measured to ± 1 percent_
The actual measurement of the impact damage involves two sources of error.
First, since many of the craters are of irregular shape, the crater diameter and
spall diameter becomes largely a matter of judgement. The criterion used has
been to take an average diameter equivalent to a circle of equal area.
The second source of scatter is the human error in the measurement itself. To
define this aspect of the analysis the craters in a representative Sylgard and
Avcoat tile were measured several times by the same technician who measured
all of the craters. The deviation in the various measurements is shown in
Table I.
TABLE I
ERROR IN CRATER MEASUREMENT
Sylgard 3Z5
Crater Diameter
Spall Diameter
Penetration Depth
Spall Depth
Volume
Total Damage Depth
±3 percent
± 1.5
±3
±5
±6
±Z. 5
J Avcoat 5026-39
±1
±Z. 5
±1.5
±5
±.5
±2.5
percent
It can be seen that the measurement variation in the Sylgard is a little larger than
in the Avcoat. This is due to the irregular appearance of the crater interior and
to the rubbery behavior of the material being measured. The error in the spall
depth is large because the spall depths were of the order of 0. 005 -inch and a
0. 001 - inch variation in reading represents a large error.
• -13-
There are many significant errors involved in the acquisition of hypervelocity im-
pact damage data in the general class of low density, nonhomogeneous ablative
materials used as targets in this program. However, from the preceeding dis-
cussion of the sources of errors, it would appear that they are independent. Thus,
while any one data point may be subject to large error, the data taken as a whole
and fitted to curves by the computer should yield substantially correct results.
e
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4.0 MATERIALS TESTING
4. 1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the materials testing portion of this contract was to measure
certain mechanical, thermal and analytical properties of the target materials
in the hope of correlating these properties with hypervelocity impact damage.
Tensile, compressive and shear properties were measured over 3 to 4 orders
of magnitude in strain rate and at temperatures from 80°F to -Z60 ° F. Meas-
urements of the retarding force on a 0. 06Z5 inch diameter pin penetrating the
surface of the targets were made at various velocities over the same tempera-
ture range. A description of the test facilities, test results, and analytical
approaches used to analyze the data are given in Section 4.2.
The thermal properties measured were thermal conductivity and specific heat.
These properties were measured at temperatures from Z50°F to -Z50°F. The
experimental facilities and test data are discussed in Section 4.3.
Section 4.4 is devoted to presenting the properties of the projectiles. The data
presented in this section are handbook properties supplied by the vendors.
4.2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF TARGETS
The mechanical properties measurements were carried out on a dynamic
mechanical test facility built around a high-speed tensile and fatigue tester
(Figures 7 and 8). The capabilities of this facility are:
4. Z. 1 Description of Experimental Facilities
Conventional engineering properties of metallic and nonmetallic materials
in tension, compression, shear, and flexure can be measured at strain
rates from less than 1 x 10 -3 in/in-rain to 1 x 104 in/in-rain. Fatigue
properties of m_t_rials can be mcasured at frequencies from 10 -3 cps to
10 3 cps at either constant strain or load amplitudes with a variety of
wave form s.
Associated instrumentation permits the measurement of dynamic load and
strain imposed on the test sample; therefore, the phase angle between load
and strain, due to hysteresis under cyclic loading, can be measured. Thus,
the dynamic damping characteristics of a material can be determined as a
function of strain, frequency, and temperature.
All these tests may be performed at temperatures from -260°F to 1000°F.
-15-
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The high speed tensile and fatigue tester uses a closed-loop controlled
hydraulic ram capable of velocities up to 700 in/min, with a I0,000-pound
force. The ram has a full stroke of 5 inches of controlled travel. The
ram is capable of higher velocities at full-load capacity but the amount of
closed loop control begins to fall offandthe ram motion approaches an open
loop operation with the associated tendency for the ram to slow down when
loading the specimen. However, velocities up to 18, 000 in/minhave been
obtained with i0,000-pound force on the ram when testing an aluminim
specimen. The associated change in the velocity of the ram was only about
i0 percent (i.e., the velocity of the ram dropped from 18, 000 to 16, 000
in/min throughout the duration of the test. Performance surpasses the
present tentative ASTM specification in high-speed testing (tentative method
of test for tensile properties of plastics at high straining rates D-E289-64T).
Under closed-loop control three separate modes of control are available:
loading rate, ram velocity, or strain rates as measured directly on the
test specimen.
Strain gages of various types are used mainly for measuring the strain in
hard brittle materials. For low modulus or highly ductile materials,
strain may also be measured directly on the specimen using two electro-
optical trackers (Optron model No. 680). This particular system is capable
of measuring strain at strain rates up to 120, 000 in/in-min. Unlike strain
gages or L.V.D.T. strain followers, this strain-measuring system is not
in contact with the specimen; hence, its accuracy is not affected by temp-
erature or strain rate.
The Avco high-speed tensile and fatigue machine is equipped with a Missimer's
temperature chamber (model FTI-3.2-300 I, 000), shown in Figure 8, which
operates at temperatures from -300°F to +I000°F. Other cryostats or
furnaces are available for testing at temperatures at either end of the range
of the Missimer's chamber.
During a test, all pertinent data parameters versus time are recorded
using a Tektronix Model 565 Oscilloscope and camera. A typical trace of
load and strain versus time is shown in Figure 9. Data in this format are
reduced to punch card format by means of a Benson-Lehner Oscar Model J
Reader and an analog to digital converter. Each punch card obtained from a
given photograph contains the time value and the corresponding stress and
strain levels as well as pertinent facts identifying both the test specimen
and test conditions. These punched card decks (12 to 15 cards per photo-
graph) then serve as input to a computer program which, by use of the
SC4020 Computer Recorder made by Stromberg-Carlson, gives an output
in the form of a conventional stress-strain diagram labeled with the per-
tinent specimen and test parameter data as well as coordinate identifica-
tion.
-18-
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Work Request No.
66371
Material Designation
PO7651
Vendor
Lycoming
Part No.
T C 208
Specimen No.
57
Type Test
Direction
Area
Load Scale
Time Scale
Strain Scale
Test Temperature
Bar Design TS-
Tensile x Compression 0
circumferential
0.127
500 Ibs./cm
2 x 10 .3 sec/cm
2000 x 10 -6 cm
80 OF
142
Strain rate 1.63 in./in.-sec
Maximum Load 2,070 lb.
Maximum Strain 0.0091 in/in
Comments:
A-5 gages - specimen broke outside gages.
65-3291
Figure 9 TYPICAL TRACE OF LOAD AND STRAIN VERSUS TIME
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4.2.2 Discussion of Analytical Techniques
As pointed out in Section 4.2. I above, the high-speed tensile and fatigue
machine has a maximum ram velocity of 18,000 inches-rain. This enables
one to subject materials to strain rates in excess of 104 in/in-min or im-
pacts at velocities up to 25 ft/sec. However, for many materials the
maximum strain rate or impact velocity is limited to rates from 1 to 2
orders of magnitude lower because of limitations in load cell response.
The natural frequency of the load cell should be such that at least i0 cycles
will transpire within the test period. The natural frequency of the load
cell in the high-speed tester is 7.5 x 104 cps; with the addition of grips,
fixtures, etc., the natural frequency may drop to 104 cps. This limitation
requires that the test periods be greater than 5 x 10 -4 seconds. In this
program it was desired that material properties in the time range of 10 -4
to 10 -5 second be measured. This corresponds to velocities which are
three to four orders of magnitude higher than can be obtained experimentally
with the above facility. The principle of time-temperature superposition
may be used to obtain estimates of mechanical properties at time periods
or strain rates not obtainable with conventional high strain rate machines.
This approach has been used by Avco with considerable success on various
Air Force Programs on a wide variety of materials.
The principle of time-temperature was discovered simultaneously by Ferry 4,
Leaderman 5, and Tobolsky 6, each of whom did major work in establishing
the validity and scope of the principle. This principle is based on the hy-
pothesis that the rate sensitivity of a material is a thermodynamic property.
Hence, the rate sensitivity of a material at one temperature is the same
as its rate sensitivity at another temperature over a different time scale
(see Figure I0). Figure 10 is a log-log plot of tensile strength versus r ,
where r is the duration of test in seconds.
Here it is seen that the tensile strength at 250°F over the time scale from
i0 -l to 102 seconds is the same as its strength at 350°F in the time scale
from 10 -3 to i00 seconds. The time-temperature superposition principle
may be used to construct a "master curve" relating tensile strength of the
Epoxolite 5403 over a much larger time scale than is obtainable in a prac-
tical laboratory experiment. Figure Ii is the master curve constructed
from the data depicted in Figure I0. Figure ii is a log-log plot of tensile
strength versus r/k , where 'rk" is the amount the data had to be shifted
along the time axis to obtain the superimposed master curve. Figure 12
is a plot of the shift factor (I/k) versus the reciprocal of absolute tempera-
ture (I/T) which was used in the construction of the master curve in Figure
II.
l_oom temperature was chosen arbitrarily as the reference temperature
for the master curve shown in Figure I I. By definition, then, "k" equals
to one and the value of (r/k ) equals (r). The master curve in Figure I0,
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therefore, provides an estimate of the tensile strength of Epoxolite 5403
for test times ranging from 10 -8 to 1010 seconds.
It must be emphasized that the principle of time temp; rature superposition
is an analytical approach based on certain thermodynamic assumptions, and,
therefore, can be considered absolute only over that time scale where it
can be verified experimentally. For instance, it has not yet been experi-
mentally verified that the tensile strength of the Epoxolite 5403 at -35°F is,
in fact, indicative of its strength at room temperature in the time range
from 10 .8 to 10 -6 seconds.
The mechanical properties of Epoxolite 5403 are of no importance to this
program but are included here for the purpose of illustrating the application
of time-temperature superposition.
4.2.3 Mechanical Properties of Sylgard 325
Tensile tests were performed on the Sylgard 325 tile at strain rates ranging
from 0.06 to 600in/in-rain at temperatures from 80°F to -260°F. These
data are tabulated in Table II. Figure 13 is a log-log plot of tensile strength
versus time at various temperatures (Note: each data point represents one
test). These data are presented as a function of time (the duration of test)
because of the difficulty involved in defining an effective strain rate associated
with a hypervelocity impact. It will be noted that tests were performed at
several intermediate temperatures which were not of direct interest to this
program. At these temperatures behavior was determined to establish the
shape of the shift factor-temperature relationship.
Figure 14 is the "master curve" which was constructed using the principle
of time-temperature superposition. It is a log-log plot of tensile strength
versus reduced time (r/k ), where r is time and (I/k) is the shift factor.
Figure 15 is a plot of log (I/k) versus the reciprocal of absolute tempera-
ture (I/T) used to construct Figure 14. It will be noted that there are two
distinct slopes or activation energies associated with this material.
The transition in the shift factor-temperature curve is in the region of
-50°F to-100°F. This agrees well with transitions found in thermalex-
pansion curves. If in fact, there is a phase change in this temperature range,
one would expect to observe different activation energies associated with
each phase.
If room temperature (80 °F) is chosen as the reference temperature for the
master curve in Figure 14, then (1/k) equals one, and the value of (r/k }
equals r. For room temperature then, the curve in Figure 14 covers the
time scale from 102 down to 10 -26 seconds. As demonstrated earlier, this
is an analytical approach and the validity of extrapolating down to 10 -26
seconds is questionable. At present however, we are interested in materials
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response in the time scale of 10 -5 to 10 -4 . The value of tensile strength
is on the order of 900 psi. Referring to Figure 15, we see that the value
for log (i/k) at -150 °F is -7.5. The value of log (r!k) for times in the
range of 10 -5 to 10 -4 seconds is then -12.5 to -Ii. 5.
Figure 16 is a log-log plot of tensile strength versus time at 80°F, -150°F,
-260°F. The curves drawn through the data points are based on the curve
established in the master curve of Figure 14. The curves have been extra-
polated into the time range of interest (10 -5 to l0 -4 seconds).
In attempts to obtain tensile data on the Sylgard 325 honeycomb material
considerable difficulty was encountered. The main problem was to arrive
at a specimen design which would work. No data were obtained on any of
the specimens tested.
Compression tests were performed on Sylgard 325 tile materials at various
strain rates and temperatures. Very little sense could be made of the data.
There was no compression failure at room temperature until bottoming out
occurred (i. e., greater than 50 percent compression). There may have
been significant size effects.
Compression tests were also performed on the Sylgard B25 honeycomb
material. This material failed in compression at fairly moderate strain
levels (less then 25 percent) and the mode of failure is probably the buckling
of the honeycomb wall. The significance of this failure mode in hypervelocity
impact is questionable. The data obtained are tabulated in Table IIL Figure
17 is a log-log plot of compressive strength of the Sylgard 325 versus time
at various temperature s.
Core shear tests were performed at various loading rates and temperatures
on both the Sylgard B25 tile and honeycomb materials. These data are tab-
ulated in Tables IV and V. Figure 18 is a plot of the master curves for both
the tile and honeycomb materials (Note: the strength scales are separated).
The general shape of the "master" shear strength time curve for the title
material is essentially the same as that observed for the tensile strength.
The shear strength of the honeycomb material definitely falls off at the low
temperature end. This may be a manifestation of high thermal stresses
resulting from the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients between the
fiberglass honeycomb and the Sylgard 325 filler. Based on this observation,
one might expect to see delamination of the Sylgard B25 pencils when im-
pacted at temperatures of -200oF and below.
Penetration tests were performed using a 1/16-inch diameter steel pin
with a hemispherical head. These tests were performed at various velocities
and at temperatures ranging from 80°F to -260°F. Table VI is a tabulation
of maximum force required to penetrate the surface of the Sylgard B?5 tile
material. Figure 19 is the master curve relating penetration force to
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Specimen
No.
36
18
33
19
30
20
15
IZ
Z9
5
28
32
9
17
Z5
D
13
C
ZZ
II
I0
31
Z
TABLE III
COMPRESSION PROPERTIES OF
SYLGARD-325 HONEYCOMB
Test Temperature
(°F)
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
-150
-150
-150
-150
-150
-150
-150
-Z50
-Z50
-Z50
-Z50
-Z50
-Z50
-Z50
-Z50
-250
Total Test
Time
(Seconds)
7,
6.
0.
O.
5.
0.
O.
o
8.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
18.
18.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
StrainRate
0 0.
4 0.
080 I0.
I0
117
1
086 10. Z
9 . Zl
0014 75Z
0017 720
8 0.
0 0.
145 14.
148 14.
0038 1050
0035 1140
004Z 1140
5 0.
0 0.
195 II.
191 11.5
176 11.5
187 11.6
0056 665
0045 665
0047 685
169
180
5
6
116
123
Z
Compression
(psi)
17Z0
1860
ZI40
2140
2000
Z5Z0
Z560
7000
7000
8400
8400
106O0
10600
1080O
18,400
18,400
19,600
17,200
18,000
18,800
18,600
18, ZOO
19, 200
Strength
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velocity. This is a log-log plot of penetration force versus velocity.
Using room temperature as the reference temperature the velocity ranges
from 10 -5 to 1065 ft/sec. The tVlimittw of this extrapolation is obviously
ridiculous but in the range of velocities of interest, 104 ft/sec, the extra-
polation is believed to be quite good. From the master curve in Figure 19,
the estimated penetration force at 104 ft/sec at room temperature is on the
order of 30 pounds, at -150 ° it is 115 pounds, at -ZS0 ° it is on the order
of 200 pounds.
The test matrix followed in this program was not complete in that not all
tests were performed on both the Sylgard 325 tile and honeycomb materials.
There was also very little redundancy or replication of tests to determine
material variable. However, some general conclusions can be drawn.
First, all the data indicate that the predicted properties in the time or
velocity range of interest at -150°F and -260°F are about the same and
are quite different than those predicted for room temperature. This appears
to agree well with the observed trends in the hypervelocity impact tests.
There would also appear to be little difference between the tile and honey-
comb materials except at the low temperatures. Here the honeycomb
material appears to be weaker than the tile. This may be the result of
residual stresses resulting from differences in thermal expansion coeffi-
cients.
4.2.4 Mechanical Properties of Avcoat 5026 Materials
Tensile tests were performed on the Avcoat 50_6 tile material at various
strain rates and temperatures. These data are tabulated in Table VH,
and depicted graphically in Figure 20. As can be seen, all the data are
about the same level and the scatter is such that one could not delineate
any temperature or rate sensitivity.
The same specimen configuration problem existed with the ivcoat 50_6
honeycomb as was experienced with the Sylgard 325 honeycomb. Suitable
tensile specimens were obtained for Avcoat 5026 honeycomb material in
the plane of the material, though not for the radial direction which was of
intere st here.
Compression tests were performed at various strain rates and temperatures
for both the 5026 tile and honeycomb material. These data are tabulated
in Tables VIII and IX. _WMaster curves wwhave been constructed of compres-
sive strength versus time for both materials and are shown in Figures 21
and 22. The plot of log (I/k) versus the reciprocal of the absolute tempera-
ture used in the construction of these curves is shown in Figure 23.
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TABLE VII
TENSILE PROPERTIES OF
AVCOAT 5026 TILE
Test
temp.
(°F)
80
8O
8O
8O
80
8O
8O
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
-30
-I00
-I00
-I00
-I00
-i00
Total test
time
(seconds)
0.
0.
0.
0.
i.
20.
21.
0,
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
I.
3.
16.
14.
0.
0.
0.
23
25
005
004
015
14
9
2
6
0057
005
015
038
044
35
7
0
5
6
0044
040
3
Ultimate stress
(psi)
1640
1460
1650
1570
1410
1360
1450
1530
1650
1810
1530
1670
1380
1470
1540
1630
1310
Test
temp.
(°F)
-150
-150
-150
-150
-150
-150
-200
-200
-Z00
-200
-200
-200
Total test
time
(seconds)
0. 004
0. 034
0. 25
0.31
2.7
21
O. 0046
O. 037
O. 045
0.3
2.7
14.2
1270
1580
1520
1760
1740
-260
-Z60
-260
-260
-Z60
0. 034
0.38
0.34
4.0
16
Ultimate stress
(psi)
1470
1630
1530
1490
1380
1650
1720
1540
1540
1520
1240
1180
1540
1990
1700
1560
1880
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TABLE IX
Test temp..
(°F)
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
-150
-150
-150
-150
-150
-150
-150
-150
COMPRESSION PROPERTIES OF AVCOAT 5026 HONEYCOMB
Total test
(seconds)
O. 0O03
O. 0003
O. 00043
O. OIZ
O. 019
O. 028
O. 27
0. 0003
0. 0004
0. 0008
0. 0003
0. 0044
0. 0054
0. 0047
O. 0052
Comp. strength
(psi)
3830
3800
2800
3200
3400
3600
3000
5600
5100
4200
5200
3700
4700
4100
4100
Test
(OF)
-150
-150
-150
-150
-250
-250
-250
-250
-250
-250
-250
-250
-250
-250
-250
-250
-250
temp. Total test
(s e conds )
0.064
0.052
0.048
0.064
O. OOO5
0.0007
0.0004
0.0040
I 0.0047
0.00Z0
0.0021
0.0032
0.0033
0.054
0. 048
0. 053
0. 053
Comp. strength
(psi)
4700
5000
4700
460O
6300
5300
4900
6100
5700
4500
5400
4800
4700
2900
5700
5500
56OO
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Figure 23 SHIFT FACTOR FOR AVCOAT 5026 TILE AND HONEYCOMB MATERIALS
One would expect the honeycomb to measureably increase the compressive
strength; however, the compression strength for the two materials do not
appear to be significantly different. This would indicate that the Avcoat
5026 filler in the honeycomb is weaker than in the tile. This is borne out
in the shear and penetration tests discussed below.
Core shear tests were performed on both the Avcoat 5026 tile and honey-
comb materials at various loading rates and temperatures. These data
are tabulated in Tables X and XI. The master curves for both materials
are shown in Figure 24. Here it is seen that the shear strength of the two
materials varies in about the same manner. However, the strength of the
tile materials is 2.5 to 3 times as much as the honeycomb material.
The shift factor-temperature relationship used to construct the curves in
Figure 24 is the same as that used for the compression data.
Penetration tests similar to those run on the Sylgard 325 were performed
on the Avcoat 5026 tile material. These data are tabulated in Table XIL
The master curve constructed from these data is shown in Figure 25. For
purposes of comparison, some limited data obtained on Avcoat 5026 honey-
comb are included (Table XHI_. Again it can be seen that the penetration
force for the 5026 tile is on the order of 1.5 times that of the honeycomb
mate rial.
Both Avcoat 5026 materials exhibited relatively little rate or temperature
sensitivity. One would expect, therefore, that temperature would not play
a significant role in hypervelocity damage level. However, a comparison
of the properties of the tile and honeycomb materials indicates that the honey-
comb material is weaker. One would expect that the honeycomb itself is con-
tributing to the strength of the composite. This, in turn, indicates that the
pencils of 5026 within the honeycomb are even weaker than the measured
properties indicated. Carrying this to the next step, one would expect that
the damage due to hypervelocity impact would be higher than the measured
differences in properties would indicate.
4.3 THERMAL I_I_OPERTIES
The "guarded hot plate" technique of determining thermal conductivity, an
ASTM-accepted test, was used for the measurements in this study.
The test can be best described by reference to Figure 26. The apparatus in the
figure is identified as the "G" apparatus and illustrates general technique. With
this type of apparatus, the heat flow proceeds from both faces of the disc-
shaped main heater axially through two specimens on opposite sides to the
cooler plates. The main heater, which also serves as a calorimeter, is the
central element of the heater-specimen-cooler arrangement. The thermal con-
ductivity is calculated from the measurement of main heater input "q", the
specimen face area A, the length of path of heat flow (thickness) L, and the
-45-
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TABLE XII
PENETRATION TEST, AVCOAT 5026 TILE
v
Velocity Test Temperature (°F)
Ft/sec 75 -30 -100 -115 -125 -150 -Z00
76 100 101 1360.0002
0.00023
0.0044
0.0080
0.045
0.058
0.44
0.7
49
53
54
65
68
80
79
86
98
100
99
103
105
107
110 110
101 110
109 112
100 112
TABLE XIII
PENETRATION TEST, AVCOAT5026 HONEYCOMB
122
115
12Z
120
-260
139
153
148
143
Velocity
Ft/sec
U. UUIJ --
0.0013 --
0.0018 33
0.0018 33
0.032 --
0.032 --
0.045 35
0.045 35
0.8 34
0.8 44
0.8 37
9.5 34
9.5 37
Test Temperature ( ° F)
80 -150
6
63
65
61
D--
64
57
5.5
5.5
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temperature drop across the specimen (t 1 - t 2 , where t 1 = hot surface tempera-
ture and t 2 = cold surface temperature). The relationship used is
L
q
K =
A (t 1 - t2)
Common to the several designs used at Avco is the provision of a flat, ring-
shaped guard heater encircling the main heater and of the same thickness as the
heater. Radial heat flow from the main heater is minimized by adjusting the
guard heater input for a minimum temperature difference between the se two
heaters as monitored by a differential thermocouple bridging the gap between
them.
At least three determinations (4 preferably) are made on each specimen at
mean temperatures within the practical operating limits of the material. For
any test, the temperature difference across the specimen is not less than 40°F.
The heating element of the central heater is supplied with electrical energy
regulated to give the desired temperature gradient through the specimen and
held constant within ± 1 percent.
The cooling units are so adjusted that the temperature drops through the two
test specimens do not differ by more than 1 percent.
After steady state has been reached, the test continues with the necessary ob-
servations being made to determine temperature difference, center-to-guard
balance, and heat input with successive observations made over a period of 3
hours. Thermal conductivity values that are constant to within 3 percent were
obtained by use of the technique described above.
With the exception of actual sample loading and final calculations, the entire
process is automatically controlled at all temperature levels.
The guarded hot-plate technique has been extended to low-temperature meas-
urements by means of a relatively minor modification of the test apparatus des-
cribed previously. The auxiliary heater-cooler arrangement was replaced
with a constant-level, low-temperature liquid reservoir. The apparatus for
low-temperature measurements is shown schematically in Figure 27. The
change provides a refractory guarded hot plate to a metal face guarded hot
plate with modified cooler assemblies. For low-temperature tests, the faces
of the specimens were instrumented. Thin insulating mats were interposed
between the heater plates and the specimens to electrically insulate the thermo-
couples and assist in obtaining the desired temperature differential across the
specimen. A variety of cooling fluids were used in the end-plate reservoirs
and the electrical power to the main heater to provide incremental thermal
conductivity measurements from a -250°F temperature to room temperature.
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In a procedure similar to that used in the automatic guarded hot-plate control
system, the radial heat transfer was monitored and automatically controlled
to assure undirectional heat flow.
For measurement at the very low mean temperatures, liquid nitrogen was used
in the cooling reservoirs. To insure a uniform temperature distribution over
the cold plate face it is required that the horizontal portion of the reservoir be
completely filled at all times. To accomplish this requirement automatically,
two controllers were used to maintain a constant level. The level controllers
consist of two thermistors located at vertical positions. The thermistor signals
are used to maintain the fluid level at the thermistor separation by operating
through a controller, a solenoid valve which supplies a cooling liquid supply
from reservoirs or tanks.
Intermediate data points were obtained by using liquid-solid combinations, such
as alcohol and dry ice or crushed ice and water. The use of various cooling
fluids and combinations was chosen rather than using one fluid and increasing
the heater power. This technique provides small temperature increments and
avoids the necessity of forcing excessive temperature gradients in order to
obtain several mean temperature levels.
The method of mixtures is used in measuring specific heat. In this method, as
the experiment is usually performed, a sample of the material under investiga-
tion is heated or supercooled and then lowered into a vessel of water or copper.
A copper vessel was selected, since it provides repeatable data and avoids the
need for frequent corrections due to losses associated with the use of water.
The heat lost or gained by the specimen is set equal to the heat lost or gained
by the rest of the system. If the unknown quantity in the heat balance is the
specific heat of the specimen, cp , this may readily be obtained.
The experimental arrangement is illustrated in Figure 28. If, for example, a
specimen at the temperature of the furnace tf is lowered into a copper slug
which is equipped with a temperature-measuring device, the temperature of the
copper and its contents rises from an initial temperature h to a final temperature
tF. From a heat balance, the equation
CpX (tf-tF) = (Cpc + CpT)(tF-TI)
is obtained, in which C signifies thermal capacity and the subscripts X, C , and
T, refer to the specimen, copper, and temperature device, respectively. A
calibratian check is obtained by measuring the specific heat of synthetic sapphire
at regular periodic intervals. Synthetic sapphire is used for calibration on the
basis of NBS recommendations. It is well suited as a standard for the calibra-
tion of calorimeters.
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Figure 28 SCHEMATIC OF FURNACE CALORIMETER SPECIFIC HEAT SET
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Modification of the illustrated apparatus allows specific heat measurements to
be made at low temperatures. This modification involves replacing the furnace
assembly with a cryogenic container from which the supercooled sample is
lowered.
For a nonuniform rise, graphical methods may be used. Where most Avco
measurements concern insulating materials the first condition is most prevalent.
In this case, the procedure justification is based upon Newton's law of cooling
which states that if the difference in temperature is not large, the rate of cool-
ing of a body is proportional to the difference in temperature between the body
and its surrounding. Multiplication of any given time interval by the corres-
ponding rate of cooling gives the temperature loss during the interval.
It is estimated that the methods using this procedure have an accuracy of ±8
percent; with extra precaution, the accuracy can be improved to ±4 percent.
Thermal conductivity of both of the Sylgard and Avcoat materials were measured
at temperatures of 250, -150 and -250°F. Plots of thermal conductivity versus
temperature are presented in Figures 29 and 30.
Enthalpy-temperature curves were determined on all four target materials over
the temperature range from 250°F to -Z50°F. The resulting enthalpy-tempera-
ture curves are shown in Figures 31 and 32.
4.4 PROPERTIES OF PROJECTILES
The mechanical and thermal properties of the aluminum and Delrin projectiles
are presented in Table XIV. These data were obtained from vendor handbooks.
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5.0 IMPACT TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
5. I INTRODUCTION
The data for this program are given in the appendixes. The data are tabulated
in Appendix C. Linear plots of the data versus velocity, momentum and energy
are given in Appendixes D, E and F, respectively.
Photographs of typical craters are shown in Figures 33 through 37. Figure 33
shows a series of impacts into Avcoat 5026 at room temperature. Since there
is no significant variation in test results with temperature for impact on Avcoat
5026, these can be regarded as typical for all temperatures.
The upper samples are for Delrin projectile impact, the lower are for aluminum
projectile impact. Honeycomb targets are on the left, tile targets are on the
right. In each group, the impact velocity increases with increasing number,
and samples of the velocity range from 3 to 7.6 km/secs are shown. A similar
display is given for room temperature Dow Sylgard 325 targets in Figure 34.
In the Sylgard, however, temperature variation is quite important; (see Figure
36).
These three figures show the principal features of the impact results. The
impacts in Avcoat 5026 are deep and relatively narrow. The crater geometry
is not hemispherical at any velocity. At low velocities for aluminum projectile
impacts, the projectile is not shattered, but penetrates deeply into the material.
Two of the more pathological instances of this type of penetration are shown in
Figure 37. Here the projectile although deformed, is intact and is lodged at
the bottom of a deep crater whose diameter corresponds to that of the projectile.
These figures indicate that the Avcoat resin expanded into the region behind the
projectile during the last stages of impact. There is no feature of the material
just above the lodged projectile that, to the naked eye, distinguishes it from the
undisturbed Avcoat 5026.
At higher impact velocities, the projectile is shattered and the crater, diameter/
penetration ratio increases, but remains less than the value of 2 obtained for a
hemispherical crater. (see samples 43 and 127 RI in Figure 33).
Figure 36 shows the typical effects of sample temperature on the final crater
characteristics in Sylgard. Sample 295 was at room temperature. The ex-
tensive crkcking of the crater walls is typical of impact craters into targets at
this temperature. Sample 297 Rl was at -150°F at impact; sample 300 was at
-250°F at impact. The principal difference between the two low temperatures
is that the front surface spall at -250°F is much more extensive than at -150°F.
Neither of the low temperature craters shows the extensive cracking typical of
craters formed in room temperature material.
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Some of the impacts into the Sylgard 325 material produced unusual penetra-
tions worthy of notice. Specimens 279 and 289 in Figure 35b show examples
of very deep penetration by a piece of the projectile. Apparently the impact
pressure at thesevelocities was not high enough to completely shatter the
projectile. As a result some of the projectile material was slowed down suf-
ficiently to survive the impact and go on penetrating as a low velocity slug.
The fact that this phenomenon was not observed at the highest impact velocities
tends to confirm the interpretation given above.
The deepest of these penetrations occurred when the penetrating slug intersected
a honeycomb wall. In this case, the slug turned and followed the wall. Appar-
ently, there was much less resistance to breaking the bond than to penetrating
the Sylgard material itself.
There was another failure mode peculiar to the Sylgard 325 Honeycomb at -ZS0 ° F.
In some of these targets , complete cells adjacent to the impact point were
debonded from the honeycomb and the backup and lifted out of the honeycomb
structure a few mils. Some of these samples, numbers 197, 257, and 294,
shown in Figure 35a. The Sylgard pencils are entirely debonded and can easily
be pulled free with the fingers. In some cases, they can be vibrated out by
inverting the piece and tapping it. Possibly this type of failure is due to the
differential coefficient of thermal expansion between the fiberglass in the
honeycomb and the Sylgard 325 filler.
The coefficient of thermal expansion of Sylgard is much greater than the honey-
comb so the bond is highly stressed at -ZS0°F. When the shock wave from the
impact further loads the bond, it breaks, allowing the Sylgard to contract. The
reflected shock from the backup plate then lifts the freed Sylgard filler out of
the honeycomb as observed.
5.2 DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
The data for this program are graphically presented in basic form in Appendixes
D, E, and F. The data are plotted versus velocity, momentum and energy in
Appendixes D, E, and F respectively. In each case, straight lines have been
fitted to the data, and all data points have been considered. For penetration
of aluminum projectiles into the Sylgard material, a broken straight line was
used for a fit. The momentum and velocity plots are similar with the following
exception:
In the velocity plots for Avcoat, straight lines are fitted separately to the data
taken at the three temperatures, whereas in the momentum plots only one line
is fitted to the data. By comparing a velocity plot with the corresponding
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momentum plot, it can be seen that Avcoat shows no significant variation with
temperature. Some of the parameters are plotted again in Appendix G. For
the plots in this Appendix, those points which appeared to be in excessive
error in the previous plots were removed from the regressions. This point
will be discussed in more detail below. Log plots of the crater diameter,
penetration, and damage diameter are presented. The latter may be either
spall diameter or crater diameter. Also, crater volume is again plotted versus
energy in Appendix G.
Almost all of the data have good linear fits. The outstanding exception is the
penetration by the aluminum projectiles (see Figures D-17, -18, -ZI, and 22).
For impact upon the Sylgard material, there is a definite penetration minimum
at a velocity of about 4 km/sec (Figures D-17, -18). Penetration into the
Avcoat material is essentially constant for velocities less than 6 km/sec, but
seems to rise with higher velocities. This behavior can be related to the
properties of the targets and to effects characteristic of velocities below the
hypervelocity region. At low velocities the projectile retains its physical
integrity. As the velocity of impact is raised, the projectile becomes more
and more deformed, if ductile, but still retains its physical integrity. At still
higher velocities, the deceleration pressures that occur during the initial phases
of impact completely break up the projectile. If this breakup is complete
enough, the later stages of impact will not depend significantly on the strength
properties of the projectile. For the purposes of this report, "hypervelocity
impact" will be used to describe impact at velocities sufficiently high that the
strength properties of the projectile will have insignificant effect on the damage
caused by the projectile. The velocity range over which the projectile is partial-
ly, but not completely, broken up is called "the transition region". Herrmann
and Jones 10 re served "hypervelocity impact" for velocities above which target
strength has insignificant effects on the observed effects. However, since
there are both theoretical ii, 12 and experimental 13, 14 reasons for believing
that such a range may be imaginary, the definitions given will be used.
Still the definitions are still not precise. In practice, the region of smooth
variation of penetration with velocity ( p = KV n, where n is less than I), will
be called the "hypervelocity region". There is a low velocity region where
penetration varies as V 2, and an intermediate region termed the "transition
region". The observed effects in the transition region depend upon the target
and projectile materials. If the projectile is ductile with a yield strength not
much greater than the target strength, the penetration variation with velocity
goes smoothly through the transition region. If the projectile is much stronger
than the target, however, penetration may increase very slowly through the
transition region, or decrease with increasing velocity. Several examples of
effects in this region are given in Reference I0. Both types of behavior occurred
in this study. Compared to the Sylgard and Avcoat, aluminum is a dense, high-
strength material, and the behavior of the penetration versus velocity is charac-
teristic of the transition region of a high-strength material for aluminum on
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Avcoat for V less than 6 km/sec and for aluminum on Sylgard for V less than
4 km/sec. Delrin, on the other hand, is a ductile projectile, and the pene-
tration versus velocity curve would be expected to vary smoothly through the
transition region. Actually it is difficult to test this assertion, because it is
not known how much of the transition region for Delrin is covered by the ex-
perimental velocity range.
By definition, the transition region is characteristic of the pressures required
to break up the projectile. This assertion can be tested with the data accumu-
lated in this program. The impact pressures during the initial phases of
impact when one-dimensional geometry is a reasonable assumption can be easily
calculated from the Hugoniots of the materials involved. The Hugoniot relates
the thermodynamic conditions behind a shock wave to those in front of the wave.
It can be expressed in several equivalent ways: those that are useful here are
pressure as a function of the particle velocity behind the shock wave and shock
velocity as a function of the particle velocity behind the shock wave. The fact
that Hugoniots are not available for the Avcoat 5026 and the Sylgard 325 repre-
sents only a minor inconvenience, since for estimation purposes reasonable
assumptions can be made. Figures 38 and 39 show estimated Hugoniots for the
Avcoat 5026 and the Dow Sylgard 325 respectively plotted as pressure versus
particle velocity. The estimated part of the Hugoniot is the dependence of the
particle velocity behind the shock on the velocity of the shock itself. This
dependence is linear over the velocity range of interest, and varies slightly;
the values given are representative. Nevertheless, the values are just rough
estimates and should not be used for any purpose more detailed than the present
one.
m" k_'inA +_'o shock intoAaAC SUlTA of _he -+-_1pa ..... c velocity .... +".......... pror-_--Ing the projectile
and the particle velocity behind the shock propagating into the target must equal
the projectile velocity during the initial phases of impact where one dimensional
geometry is a reasonable assumption. Hence, in Figures B8 and 59, the alum-
inum Hugoniot is superimposed on the estimated heat shield Hugoniots, so that
the sum of the particle velocities to the point of intersection is the projectile
velocity at the end of the transition region. It can be seen that the initial
pressure generated in the projectile at this point by impacts on either material
is 0. Z megabar, and is comparable to pressures created in aluminum
projectiles at the beginning of the hypervelocity region for impacts in other
materials (as collected, for instance, in Reference 10). The pertinent rela-
tionships that were used are:
P = "0.01 pu 1 u 2
whe re
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P = pressure in megabars
# = initial density in gin/cc
Ul= shock velocity, in km/sec
u2= particle velocity behind the shock in km/sec
and the assumed relationships between u1 and u2 are:
upper Sylgard curve u1 = 1.7u 2 + 1.4 krn/sec
g = 0.91 gm/cc
lower Sylgard curve u1 = 1.4u 2 + 0.8 km/sec
p = 0.86 grn/cc
upper Avcoat curve u1= 1.7 u 2 + 1.0 kin/see
p = 0.59 gm/cc
lower Avcoat curve Ul= 1.4u 2 + 0.4 km/sec
p = 0.52 grn/cc
xne._e suffice to give P _ _ fuauction of u2 for the Hugoniot curvcs in Figures
38 and 39 which represent graphical solutions to the simultaneous equations:
Pprojectile -- Ptarget
U2target ÷ U2projectil e = V, impact velocity
In the following sections, various features of the results are discussed. In
general, numbers given are taken from functions fitted by the regression
program described in Appendix A. The actual form of regression used is
given in the caption of each Figure in Appendixes D-G. The RMS (root mean
square) deviation of the data from the fit is also given with the caption, and
occasionally in the text. For linear plots this parameter is given in the units
of the dependent variable; for log plots, it is given in percent of the independent
variable. If two parameters are measured for the i th data point of N total data
points, say Xi and Yi and a function of the form Y = f(X) is fitted to the data,
the RMS deviation, a of the data from the fit is:
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a = _ [Yi - f(Xi)]2/(N-1)
In the curves shown in Appendixes D-G, the curve shown is that function of the
form given that minimizes a .
Some of the regressions could not be meaningfully plotted because of the number
of independent variables included in the form of the regression. Those that
gave meaningful results are listed in Appendix H, along with a listing of some of
the forms used in the regressions.
Log plots are given for several parameters, and a fit of the form
P/D = a Vk
is obtained.
In the data fits illustrated in Appendix G, data points that produced results which
were inconsistent with the rest of the data were discarded. In each case, the
numbers that were omitted are listed in the caption. The criterion for omission
was a 3o or more deviation from the fit.
In a study such as the present one this practice has its pitfalls. When deciding
whether to remove "bad data" one should consider the physical reasons for the
abnormal deviation. For essentially every case in the present study the most
tenable reason for an abnormal deviation of the data would be a local deviation
of material properties. This is due to the lack of uniformity characteristic of
these materials, a point already discussed.
Removal of "bad" points has some justification, in that such points have an
inordinate effect on the curve fit (especially on the slope). Thus, in an attempt
to study the average properties of the material such a practice is useful.
Experimental scatter is due primarily to the properties of the materials; and,
although straightlines will be given in Section 6.0 for scaling to meteoritic
velocities, there is a characteristic scatter about the mean behavior. Most of
the data points omitted gave damage values that deviated above the mean.
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5.2. 1 Crater Volume
Volume versus energy plots are presented in Figures F-33 to 40 and again
in Figures G-38 to 5Z, with exceptional points removed. All of the plots
are straight-line fits, but there are differences in the restrictions placed
on the Y-axis intercept. In particular the following options were tried in
these G plots: The straight line was required to pass through the origin;
there was no restriction on the intercept. For Sylgard, which had a
different fit for each temperature, the intercept was allowed to be different
from zero, but was required to be the same for all three temperatures.
For Avcoat, requiring the curve to pass through the origin was found to
give a good fit. The two pairs of plots, (Figures G47 and 8 and G50 and 1)
show the same data with the first regression allowed to pass through the
origin, while the second is unrestricted. The difference is small enough
so that, over the experimental range the crater volume increases propor-
tionaUy to the projectile energy for Avcoat 50Z6 tile and honeycomb
materials. The slopes of the curves are given in Table XV. The estim-
ated standard error due to data scatter is ±. 00013 cc/joule.
TABLE XV
CRATERING EFFICIENCY FOR AVCOAT 5026
(Crater Volume per Projectile Energy in cc/joule)
Projectile
Aluminum
Delrin
Tile Honeycomb
0.00Z66 0.00433
0.00Z78 0.00536
The variation between the numbers for the different projectiles on the
honeycomb targets is significant and may be due to the fact that the honey-
comb structure is more likely to restrict the volume of the larger craters.
In that case, Figure G49 should show data above the curve in the 70 to 80
joule range. This effect is not seen.
The volume/energy ratios at the higher velocities are shown for the Sylgard
material in Table XVL The estimated standard error due to data scatter
is ± . 00007 cc/joule.
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TABLE XVI
CRATERING EFFICIENCY FOR SYLGARD 325
(Crater Volume per Projectile Energy in cc/joule)
Projectile Temp. Tile Honeycomb
Aluminum
Delrin
RT
-150°F
-250°F
RT
-I50°F
-250°F
0.00083
0.00055
0.00134
0.00O79
0.00059
0.00116
O. OOO96
0.00085
0.00086
0.00097
0.00081
0.00088
For the Sylgard material, the variation between the RT and low temperature
impacts is discussed elsewhere. The two low temperatures show similar
effects. The principal exception is that the spall formed at -250°F is much
more extensive than at -150 °F. This difference accounts for the volume/
energy ratio difference between the two low temperatures, and for the
large change in the volume/energy ratio between tile and honeycomb at
-250 °F, since the honeycomb material tends to reduce the amount of spall
formed at -250°F. For the other two temperatures, the volume tends to
increase slightly and probably represents the tendency for failure to follow
the honeycomb walls in the Sylgard honeycomb material.
In the volume/energy plots for the Sylgard material, forcing the curve to
pass through the origin results in a very bad fit at low velocities. Fits
requi_ring the curve to pass through the origin and fits that do not restrict
the intercept are shown in figures G38 through G46. Nonetheless, over
the greater part of the velocity range, volume increases proportionally
to the projectile energy in a way that does not depend significantly on the
projectile material and only to a secondary extent on the presence or ab-
sence of honeycomb structure.
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5. Z. Z Crater Diameter
Log plots of crater diameter in Sylgard targets are shown in figures GI3
to GZ0. One value of the slope seems to fit the data well: G14 and G17
show fits in which the slope is allowed to vary with the temperature.
Overall, the diameter varies as V 0. 908 in Sylgard. The crater diameters
for the two low temperatures are comparable and are smaller than the
room temperature diameters by an average factor of 1.21. The honeycomb
decreases the diameter by an average amount of 5 percent. The diameter
increases with the projectile density by a factor equivalent to (pp)0.382
The RMS deviation from this fit is 13 per cent.
Similar plots for Avcoat are shown in Figures GZl to G26. The overall
regression gives a velocity dependence of V 0. 921, shows an enhancement
of the crater diameter of 9 percent in the honeycomb, shows a projectile
dependence equivalent to (pp)0.232 , and has an RMS deviation of 9 percent
from this fit.
5.2.3 Damase Diameter (Spall Diameter)
Log plots of damage diameter (spall diameter or crater diameter are given
in Figures G1 and G12. The variation in slope with temperature for the
Sylgard targets did not seem significant. Figures G2 and G5 are included
as examples of plots with this variation allowed, but in the other two plots
the slope is required to be the same for all temperatures. There are
several interesting features to these plots. One is the fact that the effect
of honeycomb on the impacts at -250°F is quite different than on the impacts
at other temperatures. There is a 25 percent reduction in damage diameter
due to the honeycomb at -250°F for both projectile types. For the other
two temperatures, the damage diameter is about 25 percent greater in
Sylgard honeycomb for the aluminum projectile impacts, and remains about
the same in both target structures for the Delrin projectile impacts. The
effect at -750°F seems to be due to the fact that the large spall which occurs
in the Sylgard tile at -250°F is inhibited by the honeycomb structure. This
effect is also noticeable in the variation of the total crater volume with
ocity for impacts with the aluminum projectile is as V I" 1 whereas the
variation for impacts with Delrin projectile is as V 0. 73. The effect of
projectile variation is hard to determine because of the difference in other
variations, but is about equivalent to (pp)0.35 For impacts on Avcoat,
the temperature complications do not occur and it is possible to run a
general correlation which gives a damage diameter velocity dependence of
0 139
V 1. 33 , a projectile dependence equivalent to (pp) • , and essentially no
variation with structure. The standard deviation from this fit is 16 percent.
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5.2.4 Penetration
Log plots of penetration are presented in Figures GZ7-G37. Since the
bulk of the aluminum on Avcoat data was dominated by phenomena not ex-
pected to persist to meteoritic velocities, it was not plotted in this form.
For the Delrin data, the variation of penetration with velocity goes as V 0"51
and the penetration is increased in the honeycomb by a factor of I. 32. A
regression was run that essentially compared the high velocity aluminum
projectile data with the high velocity Delrin data was run; it gave a pene-
tration variation with respect to projectile density of (pp)0.554 and a honey-
comb enhancement factor of 1.30.
For the penetration into Sylgard targets, the variation of slope (i.e.,
a log _ /a log V) with temperature may be significant. This variation was
not allowed for the aluminum projectile data because the combination of the
short velocity range above the transition region and the large scatter in the
data produced slope values that are physically meaningless. The variation
of slope with temperature was allowed in the Delrin projectile data, and is
the second of the pair of plots in each case (in the first of the pair, slope
variation was not allowed). The Delrin data is summarized in Figure G-34.
The distance between a pair of parallel lines represents the effect of honey-
comb; it can be seen to be negligible. The three pairs of lines represent
the different temperatures, and go up in order of temperature. It can be
seen that the difference between the temperatures decreases as the velocity
increases and material strength effects become relatively less important.
For Figure G34, the standard deviation from the fit is ZZ percent. This is
primarily due to scatter in the honeycomb data. A fit which includes all of
the Delrin data except for the low velocity aluminum impacts gives an
average penetration variation with velocity as v 0"953 ,a projectile density
dependence equivalent to (pp)0.794 and a (negligible) honeycomb enhancement
of 3 percent.
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5. Z. 5 Total Damase Depth
No log plots were run for total damage depth in the Sylgard material.
Linear plots versus projectile energy are given in Figures D41-D44.
The total damage depth is an important parameter, but the presence of
several competing phenomena makes interpretation of the data difficult.
Damage below the crater penetration is caused by low velocity, deep
penetration of small particles of aluminum projectiles, cracking of the
crater walls, and the propagation of failure along honeycomb walls.
The first effect, deep penetration by small aluminum particles, is an ex-
tension of the transition region in the Slygard. The 4 to 7 km/sec can be
regarded as still in the transition region (although the projectile is broken
up, the breakup is not complete; also, perhaps because of local variations
in projectile or in target materials, some of these particles retain their
integrity and puncture the material). This effect is appreciable only in
the room temperature material, and is due to the resiliency of the material
at this temperature. The cracking of the crater walls is another pheno-
menon that occurs only in impacts on Sylgard at room temperature. This
effect also is due to the resiliency of the material at this temperature.
During the cratering process, the material is compressed and pushed
radially outward. Because of the large amount of compression the room
temperature Sylgard can withstand, tensile hoop stresses are induced and
the material at the crater walls fails in tension. Then the compressed
material expands, leaving the crater walls with cracks comparable in
length to the radius of the crater.
Failure along the honeycomb walls occurs at all temperatures, but is most
noticeable at the lower temperatures. In part this may be because the
other two effects are reduced; certainly, however the difference in mater-
ial properties at lower temperatures is significant. For instance, the
complete debonding of honeycomb cells occurred only at -Z50 °F. Deep
penetration by small projectile pieces also occurred in the honeycomb
material. Apparently, the projectile fragment finds less resistance when
traveling along the bond between the honeycomb structure and the Sylgard
325 filler.
The deep penetration by aluminum fragments into room temperature Sylgard
material is peculiar to the material properties characteristic of the rubber
and to impact velocities sufficiently low that the projectile is not completely
pulverized. The data show that this type of penetration decreases with
velocity. It is expected that this phenomenon will not occur at meteoritic
velocities.
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The cracking is characteristic of the mode of crater formation in room
temperature Sylgard material and can be expected to occur at all velocities,
and to scale as other linear dimensions of the crater (see Section VI on
scaling).
The ratio of total damage depth to crater penetration at the high velocity
end of the experimental range is given in Table XVII.
TABLE XVll
TOTAL DAMAGE DEPTH/CRATER PENETRATION
Projectile Temperature Sylgard 325 Tile Honeycomb
Aluminum
Delrin
RT
-150°F
-250°F
RT
.150°F
-Z50°F
I.48
1.35
l.Z6
1.59
I.23
1.20
1.74
1.82
1.15
2.00
1.59
1.51
The honeycomb material shows considerable variation. The tile material,
which does not have the complication of honeycomb debonding, shows a
consistent total damage depth/penetration enhancement for the KT material
by an average factor of i.54 and for the other two temperatures by an
average factor of I.25.
When the Avcoat craters were split for photographic purposes, it was
found that, at the lowest velocities, damage had occurred below the depth
measured as the crater penetration. Two examples are shown in Figure
37, and the maximum penetration is listed under "Total Damage Depth" in
Appendix C when it was greater than the penetration. This is not a hyper-
velocity phenomenon, and no attempts were made to include this parameter
in any correlation.
5.2.6 Effects of Projectile Variation
The effects of varying the projectile material are best considered in light of
the volume/energy relationships. Tables XV and XVI on pages 73 and 74 indi-
cated that there is no significant variation in this ratio with projectile material.
This result is expected -- in general, cratering efficiency does not depend
strongly on projectile material. Thus, projectile effects on other parameters
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can be related to a changing of crater geometry. In particular, a dense
projectile can be expected to form a crater deeper and less wide than
would a projectile of the same mass but with lower density.
This effect can be expected to diminish at higher velocities, as will be
discussed in Section VI on scaling. Since volume varies linearly with the
mass, if the crater had the same shape for all projectile densities, a
1/3linear parameter, such as p , should vary as p_ . However, at the
velocities attainable experimentally, the depthfwidth ratio of the crater
increases with increasing projectile density. Hence, at the velocities of
this study, penetration can be expected to vary as p a The crater dia-
meter can be expected to vary aSppb where a>1/3<5, and where 1/3 is
the value to be expected if the crater remained _ emispherical for all pro-
jectile densities. The data fits give a = 0. 554 for Avcoat and a = 0. 794 for
Sylgard, b = O. 232 for Avcoat and b = O. 384 for Sylgard.
The numbers given for the Sylgard material are influenced by other factors
in the regression, apparently, because the crater volume dependence on
energy implies that a + 2 b= 1, which is inconsistent with the value of
a + 2b = 1. 56 obtained above. Figures 47 and 48 in Section VI indicate that
the Sylgard data have the correct dependence, since the Delrin crater
radius data lie above the aluminum data {this would not be if b were actually
greater than 1/3). The Avcoat values for a and b are consistent with the
requirement a+ 2b = 1.
5.2.7 Effect of the Presence of Honeycomb
For quite different reasons, restdts of impacts on boL__ target materials
studied are quite different in the honeycomb than in the tile materials.
Penetration is much deeper in the Avcoat 5026 honeycomb than in the tile.
The appearance of the craters is very much the same, however (see Figure
33). It is only when the crater becomes of the order of the cell size that
the presence of the honeycomb appears to have much effect. The major
difference in penetration observed {penetration in the honeycomb is a factor
of i. 3 times that in the tile) is due to a difference in the manufacture of the
two types of targets. The effect of this difference can be seen by compar-
Lug the strength properties given in Table XVIII. The shear strength for
the honeycomb is only 40 percent that of the tile; the penetration force
measured in the Avcoat 5026 honeycomb is only 70 percent of that measured
in the Avcoat tile. Comparison of the compressive strength is not meaning-
ful because the macroscopic resistance of the honeycomb structure domi-
nates the results on that material (see Paragraph 4. 2.4).
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Previous correlations on target strengths indicated a linear crater para-
meter dependence proportional to (Pt Ht )-i/3.
Using the shear strength for H t would give
H )-1/3(Pt t H.C.
1.41
H _-1/3(Pt t- tile
using the penetration resistance for H t would give
,a _-1/3
(Pt "t j H.C.
1.19
H )-1/3(Pt t tile
These two values bracket the observed factor increase (1.3) in penetration
mentioned above. Thus the difference between honeycomb and tile targets
in Avcoat 5026 can be ascribed to material differences. The data do not
determine whether there are differences due to the structure, but visual
inspection indicates that any such effect is small.
With the Dow Sylgard 325 material the situation is quite different. Figures
34, 35 and 36 prove that the presence of honeycomb has a significant effect
on the damage caused by hypervelocity impact. However, examination of
the data shows the effect of honeycomb on crater diameter and crater
penetration is negligible. Consideration of the spall diameter shows that
the presence of honeycomb inhibits the formation of the large spall character-
istics of impacts into materials at =250 ° F. Actually, the principal effects
of the honeycomb structure on impacts in Sylgard are on the total damage
depth and on the honeycomb bond. At =250°F there is a tendency for one
or more ceils to completely debond as illustrated in Figure 35a. At all
temperatures, there is a tendency for debonding to occur and for penetra-
tion to foIlow the honeycomb walls, as iliustrated in the two samples in
Figure 35b. Examination of the total damage depth data indicates that in
Sylgard 325 total damage depth in the honeycomb structure is, on the aver-
age about 1.3 times that in the tile targets for similar conditions.
Not all of the effects of the honeycomb structure are well represented
graphically, as the photographs indicate. One point that must be considered
when attempting to scale these results is the relation of the extent of a
feature of interest to the characteristic size of the honeycomb. It is reason-
able to assume that, for craters 8mall with respect to the honeycomb di-
mensions and far from the honeycomb walls, the behavior observed will
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not be significantly different than for the corresponding tile material
{except, of course, when the tile is a different material, as in the case
for the Avcoat targets).
In the present study, the craters produced in the Sylgard material had
spa]/ damage over several honeycomb cells for the higher velocities. In
the Avcoat material, the crater diameter approached the diameter of the
honeycomb cells for the higher velocities. Occasionally a projectile struck
on or very near to a structure wall.
This means that there are two more variables of importance in the honey-
comb impacts: the size of the damage in terms of the honeycomb spacing,
and the point of impact in relation to the honeycomb structure.
This latter variable, the point of impact, could not be controlled and re-
presents a source of experimental uncertainty that serves to increase the
scatter of the data observed in the honeycomb targets. Only qualitative
estimates of the effect of this variable can be given. However, based on
observations of the craters, the following generalizations can be made.
As might be expected, the honeycomb structure in general is less damaged
than is the heat shield material, and bare honeycomb is often noticed in
craters that include part of the structure.
The honeycomb inhibits the growth of the crater. This not surprising,
since the structure presents a region of different shock propagation pro-
perties, with the result that some energy is reflected which would other-
wise be transmitted. This effect results in a tendency for crater bound-
aries to appear to "grow" or "shrink" to fit the honeycomb boundaries.
This effect, illustrated in Figure 40, occurs in both Avcoat and Sylgard
materials.
86-1468
Solid line: crater boundary with honeycomb
Dashed line: possible boundary without honeycomb
Vertically hatched area: material that is not removed because of the honeycomb
Horizontally hatched area: material that is removed because of the honeycomb
Figure 40 EFFECT OF STRUCTURE MATERIAL ON CRATER BOUNDARIES
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II,
In the Sylgard material, the honeycomb - heat shield bond is vulnerable,
especially at low temperatures, and debonding occurs outside the crater
region, as mentioned earlier.
5. Z. 8 Effects of Temperature Variation
The effect on crater parameters due to the variation of the initial tempera-
ture is due to the change in material properties at the different temperatures.
Table XVIII shows that the properties of Avcoat do not change markedly with
temperature. Since previous correlations indicate that linear crater para-
meters would depend on the cube root of a pertinent strength property, it
is not surprising that no significant temperature effect was observed in the
Avcoat 5026 material. Table XVIII shows that it is no surprise that the
results of impacting Dow Sylgard 325 do vary with temperature. Sylgard
at room temperature is quite different from Sylgard at low temperatures.
The room temperature Sylgard is rubbery, resilient and weak while the lo_v
temperature Sylgard is brittle and an order of magnitude stronger than the
room temperature material. The results of the impacts reflect these
differences. The profuse and deep cracking observed in the craters made
in the room temperature material occurs because of the tensile stresses
resulting from the large amount of strain that this material will support.
(The outward radial compression produced during the impacting process
resulted in high tensile hoop stresses, with the result that the crater walls
failed in tension, then expanded again to the configuration shown in Figure
36. ) The small-particle puncture phenomenon that was observed in the
4 to 7 km/sec velocity range is also peculiar to the room temperature
mate rial.
Impacts on the Sylgard at the two low temperatures were very much the
same, with one exception. Spall at -250°F was much larger than at -150 °F,
and probably accounts for the difference in crater volume observed between
the impacts at the two temperatures. This excess spall is largely inhibited
in the honeycomb material.
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6.0 SCALING
• 6. 1 INTRODUCTION
Because laboratory experiments at meteoritic velocities for projectile masses
of interest seem out of the question in the immediate future, an important
question is whether or not impacts at experimentally attainable velocities can
be scaled to meteoritic velocities and if so, how. Several plausible relation-
ships have been proposed, but the strongest principle proposed to date seems
to be the principle of "late-stage equivalence", which has been extensively in-
vestigated by Walsh ll and Riney 12. This principle will be used in this section
in conjunction with the experimental results described in the previous section
to estimate the results to be expected from meteoroid impact.
The principle of "late-stage equivalence" does not attempt to surmount the
problem of strength effects, but tries to avoid it. It asserts that the solutions
to two different impact conditions become asymptotically the same and approach
each other, while the pressure wave is still strong compared to material
strengths. In particular, if the parameter mV 3a is kept constant, the pressure
profile as a function of time, the total radial momentum as a function of time,
and the total axial momentum as a function of time become asymptotically iden-
tical and converge within times comparable to that required for the formation
of the crater. One can then argue that since these quantities become nearly the
same, any subsequent damage will be essentially the same in all cases. This
principle then provides a basis for scaling results of impacts at experimental
velocities to results of impacts at meteoritic velocities for identical projectile-
target combinations. In particular, since the linear dimensions of the crater
are observed to scale as ml/_ the velocity dependence is simply V a. The con-
stant a can be expected to be a function of velocity and of the materials con-
sidered. Walsh found values of a to range between 0.56 < a < 0.59; however,
for velocities just slightly above the material sonic velocity, a was higher
(about 0.6) and that the equivalence was not good. He gives a "best value" of
a = 0.58. Riney considered values of a of 0.66 and 0.33 and found a = 0.66 to
give good equivalence, while a = 0.33 gave no equivalence. The velocities Riney
considered were at the low end of the range considered by Walsh; basis of com-
parison was somewhat different. These points--in addition to the fact that Riney
apparently did not search for an a which would give the best equivalence--ac-
count, perhaps, for the difference in the results.
In addition to the studies described, both Walsh and Riney studied the effect of
projectile density and of moderate changes of projectile geometry. They found
that the principal parameter was the mass of the projectile. Increasing the den-
sity of the projectile or its length to diameter ratio would apparently increase
the depth of penetration somewhat, but the effect was small and it decreased
with the velocity of impact. However, correlations at experimental velocities
show a crater geometry dependence on 9p and give a penetration dependence of
pp2/3 rather than the ppl/3 dependence found above,
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6.2 SCALING PRINCIPLES
It is proposed to use the principle of late-stage equivalence to scale the results
of this study to meteoritic velocities. There are several points which must be
considered before applying this principle.
6.2.1 Applicability of Late-Stage Equivalence
One important question is whether or not the experimental velocities attained
are sufficiently high that late-stage equivalence will hold. This question is
difficult to answer. One reason for the success of the late-stage equivalence
principle is the fact that at high pressures the equations of state for most
materials approach the same form. This is especially true for the metals
for which the bulk of the investigation has been conducted. The equations of
state for the target materials of this study might not converge to a common
form as rapidly as do those of the metals (if, indeed, they converge at all).
Moreover, as was shown in paragraph 5.2, the impact pressures that were
achieved in this study are lower than those achieved at these velocities for
normally dense materials because of the low density of the target materials.
Short of measuring the equations of state for these materials, it is impossible
to satisfactorily answer the question of whether late-stage equivalence can
be justifiably applied to scaling this data.
Nonetheless, the principle of late-stage equivalence will be used because
it represents the current best estimate and because reasonable alternatives
are not very different. A reasonable alternative in the lower part
of the h.vpervelocity region is evergy scaling, which asserts that the
damage produced by two impacts will be the same if the projectile
energy is the same in both cases. This can be regarded as a "max-
imal" scaling principle, since it asserts that the efficiency of converting
energy to damage remains the same for all velocities. Actually, one would
expect that the entropy increase associated with the strong shocks created
at high velocities would result in a decrease of cratering efficiency or
damage-creating efficiency with velocity. In essence, one expects an
"over-kill" and io_ of efficiency near dle point of impact for hypervelocity
impacts. Another scaling principle that has been proposed is momentum
scaling; damage will be the same in two impacts if the projectile momen-
tum is the same in both cases (For a review and bibliography of the energy
scaling - momentum scaling arguments - see Reference I0). A more
reasonable assumption might be that the damage would be the same in two
impacts if the momentum transferred to the target were the same in both
cases. The calculations by Walsh and Johnson 11 showed that because of
the ejecta from the forming crater, a momentum greater than the initial
projectile momentum was imparted to the target in an amount such that the
principle of equal damage for equal momentum transfer turns out to be
identical to the principle of late-stage equivalence.
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Furthermore, correlations of hypervelocity impact in the experimental
velocity range show either energy scaling 10 or scaling agreeing with that
predicted by late-stage equivalence. 15 (In Reference 10, Herrmann and
Jones give energy scaling correlations and a logarithmic correlation.
However, in the experimentally attainable hypervelocity region, the log-
arithmic correlation agrees closely with the energy scaling correlations
and with those obtained in Reference 15. Over the short velocity range
that this represents, there is little or no significant difference among the
three approaches. )
Based on the points mentioned above, and on the fact that Walsh and
Johnsonll found a to increase slightly for lower velocities, the following
assumptions seem reasonable and will be used:
a. Late-stage equivalence will hold for all target materials for suf-
ficiently high impact velocities.
b. The radius of a crater for like material impact will always increase
with velocity faster than predicted by late-stage equivalence. This
premise is based on the fact that the radius starts out increasing
faster than predicted by late-stage equivalence; the behavior is expected
to converge to that predicted by late-stage equivalence, and there is
no physical reason to expect a crossover.
c. The equations of state of the target materials of this study are
sufficiently similar to those studied by Walsh and Johnson that a =
0.58 is a good representation over the meteoritic velocity range.
The velocity dependence that has been postulated is
r = KV 0"58
The "maximal" behavior expected is
r = KV 2/3
The meteoritic velocity range extends only a factor of 10 above the experi-
mental range. The difference in the above two expressions over a factor
of 10 is 20 percent.
In the graphs of the scaled results to be presented, the use of a = 0.58 will
be presented as a "best estimate" of the expected results. A dashed line
representing energy scaling will be presented as a "maximal estimate" of
expected results.
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%6.2. Z Scaling of Crater Geometry
The work done by Walshll and Riney lz indicates a hemispherical crater
at hypervelocities, and little or no dependence of crater geometry on pro-
jectile geometry. The results of the present study show a crater geometry
that is deeper than it is wide, and a dependence of penetration on projec-
tile density as well as on projectile mass. Some reaBonable means of join-
ing these two typea of behavior must be assumed.
One basic principle that seems to be fairly well supported is that crater
volume is insensitive to projectile density changes and to geometry changes.
This is, of course, a result of late-stage equivalence scaling. Experi-
mental results vary. A recent correlation 18 of metal-metal impacts gives
a volume dependence on projectile density of pp0.545 (with a linear scaling
with mass removed). Another recent study 14 reports no projectile density
effect. In the present study, the density of the projectiles varied by a
factor (I. 43:2.79) of nearly Z. The difference in cratering efficiency ob-
served between the projectiles was not significant, but it should be noted
that the Delrin spheres showed the highest cratering efficiency. It is ex-
tremely unlikely that the actual behavior in the present study involves a
strong dependence of volume on projectile density, which the chance distri-
bution of data scatter has made to seem smaller.
It is necessary to consider how the shape of the crater will change with
velocity. Late-stage equivalence scaling indicates that the shape will be-
come independent of prOjectile density and hence probably hemispherical.
T.._* _LO_" .I-:- col_vei_eilce _- - - _- oll " ""o till Liki_ u p_LLu_ ve_ocl_y has not been determined
theoretically or experimentally.
It is possible to argue qualitatively that the difference between penetration
and crater radius will not grow at hypervelocities. As the projectile velo-
city is increased, the resulting increase in crater dimensions is due pri-
marily to the fact that the region of highly compressed material that is
formed after impact has been increased in volume and pressure. It is the
expansion of this region that causes further cratering. The pressure of
course is isotropic; hence the argument that p - r should not increase with
increasing velocity. In actuality, because of the free boundary at the sur-
face, p -r probably decreases and becomes negative. However, the con-
servative assumption would be that p -r remains constant. This assump-
tion still provides that the crater geometry will approach a hemisphere at
high velocities.
Combining the points made in the preceding section leads to the following
assumptions which will be used in scaling:
a. Crater volume will depend only on mV 3a = mV 1"74
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b. Pr 2 = 13 will depend only on mV 3a
c. p -r will remain constant
The first two assumptions are not quite as equivalent as they might appear.
First, because of the unevenness of the crater walls, the volume of an
2_
ellipsoidal crater, in general, would not be V -- -- pr2 . Secondly, the
5
volume in the front surface spall is an appreciable part of the total volume.
The first assumption, then, involves extending the crater volume depen-
dence to the spall volume. There is some justification for this; it will be
shown that the spall dimensions; hence the spall volume will also scale as
mV 3 a
6. 2. 3 Scaling Spall and Other Damage
In the present study, the data indicated that the dimensions of the actual
crater were not always the parameters of greatest concern. At the high-
est velocities there was appreciable front surface spall; also the Sylgard
material showed damage below the crater penetration, especially for tar-
gets impacted at room temperature.
To scale the spall _henomena, the dimensional analysis developed by
Walshand Johnson ll will be assumed to apply. They assume that the equa-
tion of state can be characterized by two parameters, Po ' the initial density,
and c O , the velocity of sound in the undisturbed material.
It is assumed that two similar parameters will suffice to characterize the
high pressure behavior of these targets, say Po and Cl, where Po is as be-
fore, but, because the targets are underdense, c I may not be the velocity
of sound in the undisturbed material. The solutions to an impact are ex-
pressible innondimensional form; in particular, the pressure is expressed
as:
p - PoV2f , _-=--,
D
where _ is a position in the target and D is a characteristic dimension of
the projectile. The point is that pressure is a function of position mea-
sured in terms of the characteristic dimension of the projectile. If it is
now assumed that the spall boundary is determined by the presence of a
tensile wave of a certain strength, then it can be seen that the spall bound-
ary will scale with the dimension of the projectile, which means that it will
scale as ml/3v a in the velocity range where late-stage equivalence applies.
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A similar assumption can be made for the cracking observed in the room
temperature Sylgard. If it is assumed that the boundary of the cracking
is determined by the locus of tensile stress of a certain level, then this
phenomenon, too, can be scaled as ml/3v a
The phenomenon of deep penetration by small projectile particles, whether
of the puncture nature or of the honeycomb debonding nature, is not ex-
pected to occur at meteoritic velocities.
6. Z. 4 Scalin_ in Honeycomb
The scaling of the results obser'ved in the honeycomb materials involves
another dimension -- there is a characteristic length for honeycomb mate-
rials, the characteristic dimension of the cell.
It may be that late-stage equivalence will obtain -- especially if the dimen-
sions of the projectile are small compared to the honeycomb dimensions.
However, all that this principle states is that the results will be the same
if mV 5a is the same. For a homogeneous material a scaling of linear di-
mensions with m I/5 is a good assumption. For the honeycomb targets such
an assumption is unjustified. Hence the scaling in the next section can be
used for final craters of the order of the craters obtained in this study.
For smaller craters, tile relationships can be used. (These were not signi-
ficantly different from the honeycomb relationships for Sylgard; the differ-
ences in Avcoat could be accounted for by material property differences. )
These scaling relationships cannot be safely used for crater dimensions
large uon_pared to honeycomb spacing.
These comments apply in particular to the phenomenon of debonding that
occurred in the Sylgard when impacted at -Z50 °F. it is anticipated that
similar behavior will occur if a meteroid with the same mV 5a as produced
the debonding were to strike a similar target in space. However, the pre-
sent study does not give information with which to estimate damage that
might occur from impact by meteroids with larger mV 5a .
6. 3 SCALING RESULTS TO METEORITIC VELOCITIES
Here, the principles presented in the previous sections will be applied to scale
the results of the impacts made in the course of this study to estimate results
expected from impacts at meteoritic velocities.
6.3. 1 Scalin_ for Penetration and Crater Diameter
In Figures 41 through 44, crater volume scaling relationships are presented.
In each case, the horizontal line represents the approximately constant
cratering efficiency observed in this study. The mV 1"74 scaling is assumed
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to start at 8 km/sec at that velocity the cratering efficiency begins to de-
crease as V -0"26 . The horizontal line is continued in dashed form to repre-
sent a maximal estimate as discussed in Paragraph 6. Z. I.
In Figures 45 through 48, scaling is given for linear crater dimensions.
The verical axis is given as:
l (Ot)1/3
p =
B (Op) 1/3
whe r e
l = (pr 2) 1/3
and D is the diameter of the sphere that is mass equivalent to the projectile.
(Note that if the crater wails were smooth, as in craters in ductile metals,
l would be the radius of a hemisphere of volume equal to the crater volume.
However, this relationship would not necessarily hold for craters with very
uneven walls, as were observed in the present study, or for craters with
spall. ) It is not necessary to include the target density in the parameter,
p*; this is done just to make p* dimensionless.
According to the predictions of late-stage equivalence, p* = kV 0"58, where
k is a function of the target material only. The data indicated that four
groups had significantly different crater diameter and penetration. These
are: Avcoat tile, Avcoat honeycomb, room temperature Sylgard (both
structures) and low temperatureSylgard (both structures). In Figures 45
through 48, the fits to the crater diameter and penetration data are plotted
• r 2 . 1/3for 3 < V < 8 km/sec. At V = 8, l is computed as (P ) , and is assumed
to vary as V 0-58 for higher velocities. (A dashed line which varies as V 2/3
is included as a maximal estimate.)
If the scaling relationships used here are correct, l computed from the
Delrin projectile impacts should agree with the l computed for the aluminum
impacts. Within the accuracy of the data, this agreement is obtained.
(Note that the slopes of the data curves do not agree with those of the scaled
curves. The phenomena determining'the experimental slopes are not ex-
pected to persist to meteoritic velocities; hence it was necessary to deter-
mine velocity behavior for these velocities by theoretical means. )
It would be desirable to be able to express p - r in terms of the projectile
and target densities. The first step is to try to express p -r in terms of
(Pp/Pt)' This turns out to be impossible. Some other parameter is impor-
tant. A possible candidate for this other parameter could possibly be the
porosity of the target materials, since the crater penetration/crater
-94-
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diameter ratios are much higher in these targets than are observed in nor-
really dense targets, with comparable values of (pp /Pt )" (Porosity, m, is
the ratio of the density of the normally dense material to the density of
the actual material. )
One difficulty in using the porosity is the fact that the density of the nor-
really dense materials is not available. Avcoat 5026 is known to have a
normal density of about 1.3 gm/cc. The Sylgard material is composed of
material of normal density of 1.04 plus glass micro balloons. These
micro balloons are made of a material with a density of 2. 5 gm/cc; this
material comprises 0. 24 to 0. 29 of the volume of the micro balloon. 19
Hence, its normal density can be estimated to be from 1.3 to 1.6 gm/cc.
An attempt was made to fit the data to the form
This form has the following advantages:
a. It goes to zero for like material impact.
b. It has the correct density dependence for the crater geometry ef-
fects for long rod impact using the predictions of simple jet theory.
A reasonable fit at V = 8 km/sec was found with the form
p-r (Ppl 1/2m _ - 1
B /
The assumption that this value would remain constant for higher velocities
p--r
is expected to overestimate _ at higher velocities. This relation
5
should be useful for interpolation; since it has no theoretical basis, how-
ever, it should not be used for extrapolation.
6.3.2 Scaling for Spall Diameter
The ratio of spall diameter to l in the Sylgard tile material is not signifi-
cantly different for impacts into targets at room temperature and at -150 °
(see Table XIX). For impacts on targets at -250°F, the spall is much
larger. According to the scaling principle given in Paragraph 6.2.3, this
ratio can be assumed to be independent of velocity.
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TABLE XIX
SPALL DIAMETER/MEAN CRATER RADIUS FOR SYLGARD TILE
Temper ature RT - 150 o F -250 oF
ds/l 2. 56 Z. 56 4. 88
The situation is quite different for impacts in the honeycomb Sylgard tar-
gets, and represents a case where the characteristic size of the honeycomb
cell is affecting the results. The spall for the aluminum projectile im-
pacts is much larger than for the Delrin projectile impacts, and the differ-
ence between the spall at -Z50°F and other temperatures is suppressed.
It is postulated that the difference in projectile mass was such that for the
Delrin projectile there was an average tendency for the spall to be stopped
by a particular honeycomb boundary, whereas for the aluminum projectile
the spall would pass that boundary and be stopped at the next. Thus, there
was a quantization effect which obscured the normal variation observed in
the tile. The actual ratios observed are given in Table XX.
TABLE XX
SPALL DIAMETER/MEAN CRATER RADIUS FOR SYLGARD HONEYCOMB
p r ojectileKT emper atur e
Aluminum
Delrin
RT
3.34
2.58
-150°F
3.34
2.58
-250°F
4.08
3. 60
Again, the difference between targets impacted at room temperature and
those impacted at -150°F was not significant, and the numbers for those
cases represent average values. Note that the ratio for the Delrin projec-
tile for the two higher temperatures is not significantly different from
the values observed in the tile, whereas the aluminum projectile impacts
into honeycomb targets give a much greater ratio at these temperatures.
Note that the ratio for -Z50°F is much lower for impact into honeycomb
than for impact into tile targets.
The same behavior is observed in reverse for the Avcoat material:
-I00-
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TABLE XXI
SPALL DIAMETER/MEAN CRATER RADIUS FOR AVCOAT
Combination ds/d
Avcoat Tile
Delrin on H. C.
Aluminum on H. C.
2.38
2.24
1.92
Here the spall diameter is reduced for aluminum impacts, but increased
for Delrin impacts by the effect of the honeycomb structure. The spall
diameter is about the same for aluminum and Delrin impacts of the same
velocity of impact into the honeycomb, but the dependence of l on projec-
tile mass results in the effective decrease of the ratio for aluminum im-
pacts. In this case the spall diameters produced by the Delrin and alumi-
num impacts are kept to the same size by the effect of the honeycomb struc-
ture.
6.3.3 Scaling for Total Damage Depth
The only total damage depth phenomenon that is expected to persist to
meteoritic velocities is the crater wal! cracking observed in room tempera-
ture Sylgard targets. The ratio of total damage depth to the mean crater
radius is
pm/l = 2.45
6. 4 EXPECTED VARIATIONS
In applying these scaling relations, deviations from physical reality will occur
for causes which may be separated into three distinct groups:
1. There are errors in the theoretical formulation of the scaling relations.
2. The scaling relation has an associated experimental uncertainty.
3. The physical situation, i. e., the cratering phenomenon, has an intrin-
sic uncertainty not expressed in the scaling relation.
, -I01 -
The scaling relations given represent expected mean values. Groups 1 and 2
above represent uncertainties or errors in these mean values. Group 3 repre-
sents a variation of a particular physical situation from the mean.
It is difficult to assess the amount of error of Group i. There were several
assumptions made in arriving at the scaling relations used. Furthermore,
the scaling is an extrapolation and is suspect on general principle. One esti-
mate of the possible error is the "maximal" curve given. The crater geom-
etry assumption that p -r is constant is conservative; p - r should decrease
with increasing velocity.
The experimental error is more easily assessed. The scale factor for each
curve is determined by an averaging operation involving approximately 30
points, each with an intrinsic deviation of approximately 15 percent. If one
were sure that all of these points physically had the same mean, then the un-
certainty would be approximately 15 percent_--O or about 3 percent. Actually
different groups of data (data for targets at different temperature or with or
without honeycomb) were combined because there was no significant difference
between them. However, for each group individually, the level of significance
is approximately 5 percent; this latter figure is representative of the experi-
mental uncertainty in the scaling factors. There may also be systematic error
resulting from measurement techniques and instruments. Alikely source of
significant systematic deviation would be that due to definition of crater para-
meters which, because of their irregularity, are ambiguous. Another possible
source of systematic error would be projectile mass loss.
The deviation from the mean to be expected in practice due to the nature of the
materials is the most easily estimated, for the RMS deviations for the fits can
be used. An average value of the RMS scatter is 15 percent.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
The results of this program have characterized the damage to be expected when
Apollo and Gemini heat shield materials are impacted at hypervelocities.
Impacts into Avcoat 5026 produce craters typical of brittle materials. Due to the
porosity of the material, craters have extraordinarily large penetration to crater
diameter ratios, and for impacts by aluminum projectiles, transition to hyper-
velocity behavior occurs at the relatively high velocity of 7 km/_sec.
The Avcoat 5026 was tested over a range of temperature from -250 °F at room
temperature. Over this range, there was no significant temperature effect in
the damage produced by hypervelocity impacts.
Over this same range, the Sylgard 325 material showed significant temperature
changes in response to impact. Craters produced in room temperature targets
had walls which were severely cracked, and which illustrated the large strains
which this rubbery material will sustain. Craters formed in targets at tempera-
tures of -150 °F and -250 °F were typical of craters formed in brittle materials
and did not evidence this cracking. Targets impacted while at -250 °F showed
significantly more surface spall than did the other targets.
The transition region for impacts by aluminum projectiles persisted until the
relatively high velocity o5 4.5 km/sec was reached. At velocities up to about
6 km/sec, a puncture phenomenon was observed in the targets impacted at room
temperature. This phenomenon, chara_cteristic of the transition region; involved
the deep penetration of the target by small particles of the projectile.
The craters produced in honeycomb materials were quite different in appearance
than those produced in tile. The heat shield material was more susceptible to
damage than the honeycomb structure, and crater boundaries were obviously
affected by the presence of the structure. Nonetheless, there was no significant
difference in the mean crater parameters for impacts into tile or honeycomb
that could not be readily explained by material differences.
One significant difference between impacts into tile and honeycomb targets in the
Sylgard 325 materials was the tendency of cells of the honeycomb to debond when
impacted while at a temperature of -250 °F. Complete debonding of one or more
cells occurred in several instances for impacts into targets at this temperature:
this property was not observed in targets impacted at higher temperatures.
Extensive materials testing has been performed on the target materials. The
principle of time-temperature superposition has been applied to relate tempera-
ture variations to strain rate variations.
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The results of the materials tests have been related to the cratering effects
observed. The changes with temperature observed in the materials properties
of Avcoat 5026 were small. The materials properties of Sylgard 325 showed a
transition from rubbery to brittle material between -50 °F and -100 °F.
The results of this study have been scaled to meteoritic velocities using the
principle of late stage equivalence. 11 For hemispherical craters, the following
relationships predict the crater penetration:
Avcoat 5026 tile p/D =
Avcoat 5026 honeycomb p/-D =
Sylgard 325 (room temperature) p/D =
Sylgard 325 (-150°F, -250°F) p/D =
0.624 (pp/Pt)1/3 V0"58
0.705 (pp/Pt)1/3 v 0"58
0.473 (pp/Pt) 1/3 V0.58
0.379 (pp/pt )1/3 V 0"58
= diameter of projectile mass equivalent sphere
V = velocity in km/sec
where, in general: the crater will not be hemispherical, but will approach a
hemispherical geometry at high velocities. For an underdense material such
as Avcoat, there may be appreciable deviation from hemisphericity throughout
the meteoritic velocity region. This effect may be calculated by assuming
(where l is the penetration in a hemispherical crater):
pr 2 = 13
_=P-r m (pp/Pt)1/2 - 1
D
This is a conservative prediction in that the actual deviation from a hemisphere
will be less than or equal to that predicted.
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APPENDIX A
DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
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%A. 1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this program is to fit the data obtained in this study to a specified
form by a least-squares method, and to plot the data points and the computed
function that is fitted to the data. Of particular interest are the features of the
program that permit flexibility in specifying the form of the regression on the
data to be included in a particular program. This program was written in
FORTRAN IV by John Oliver of the Mathematics Department. The bulk of the
program is applicable to any installation which can process FORTRAN IV, (that
part which applies to the curve plotting, however, is not generally applicable).
A. 2 METHOD
In this program the data fitted to a function by linear regression. A form is
chosen from the function. For example
p = a1 + a2V + a3T + a4T2
where al, a 2 ... a4 are unknown coefficients. The only restriction on the form
is that it be linear in the coefficients, i.e. of the form:
P -- al fl (variables) + a2f2 (variables) + ._
and that the number of unknown coefficients be less than or equal to 10. The
last is an arbitrary restriction that could be relaxed if necessary.
A fit that includes products can be performed by fitting logarithms:
log'10(_-) = al + a21ogl0V+ a31°gl0(Tt)
gives a fit of the form
' pp ' a3
In more general notation, the form of the regression is (using the symbols used
in the FORTRAN program):
• NROW
F(v) = _ an AMATn (v) NROW,,¢ NROW < 10
n=l
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where F(v) is some function of the variables, and each of the AMATn(v ) is some
function of the variables. The constants, a , are to be determined by requiring
n
that
(v i) - a nAMAT n(v
i=l n=l
= SIG
be minimal, where the sum over i is the sum over all the NCOL data points that
are included in the regression.
In words, a fit is determined which minimizes the sum or squares of the deviations
of the data from the fitted curve.
If SIG is minimal, then
OSIG
- 0
Oa K
since we can vary SIC; by varying a K
OaK MAT K (vi) (vi) - a n AMAT n (v = 0
i=l n=l
If there are NROW unknown coefficients, the above procedure gives NROW linear
equations in NROW unknowns which are solved by standard methods to give the a K.
The program performs the regression and prints out the computed coefficients and
and the RMS {root mean square) deviation) a. (a = SIG/NCOL-1)where NCOL is the
number of data points included in the regression. )
A. 3 INPUT
Any number of data points up to 250 may be read in for one regression. Each
data point can have up to 14 variables. The first six variables are considered
as independent variables and may be used to specify data to be skipped. The
last eight variables are considered dependent. The specification of independent
and dependent does not restrict the form of the regression but does affect the
processing of the data in a way to be discussed below.
A subroutine which defines the form of the regression must be included. This
subroutine is named DEFINE and is included in the listing. The subroutine,
DEFINE, computes F(v i) and AMAT n (vi) . In addition, it defines the variables to
be plotted on the axes of the plots. F(v) is taken as the vertical axis. The
I
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horizontal axis can be anything, but usually one of the AMAT'sis chosen.
The rest of the input consists of control cards which specify the data to be used
in a regression of the form given in DEFINE. This information gives the number
of terms(AMAT's)to be included in the regression, the values of independent
variables to be skipped, the captions for the axes of the plots, and those depend-
ent variables for which the regression is to be run.
A. 3.1 Input details
a. Data
The data is in a FORTRAN IV namelist format. One data point is read
at a time. Fourteen variables are expected per data point. The first
six are treated as independent; they can be used for specifying data
to be skipped. The last eight are treated as dependent; they will be
checked for missing data. The variables which were used in this study
were:
O
W
Variable
Number
5
b
7
8
9
10
11
lZ
13, 14
Interpretation
Identification number
Material code
Structure code
Tempe rature
iProjectile code
Velocity of impact
Spall diameter
Crater diameter
Penetration
Spall depth
Total damage depth
Crater volume
Not used
FORTRAN
Symbol
AID(), XX(I, )
FM.AT(), XX(2, )
STRUG(), XX(3, )
TEMP(), XX(4, )
PROJ(), XX(5, )
VEL(), XX(S, )
DD(I, )
DD(2, )
DD(3, )
DD(4, )
DD(5, )
DD(6, )
DD(7,), DD(8, )
Code
1. Identification: Given as a
number with a decimal part to
identify a repeat. For example,
shot number 120 -vou!d be given
as 120.00, whereas 120 RZ
would be 120.02.
2. Material code: 1 if the target
material were Avcoat, 2 if it
were Sylgard.
3. Structure code: 1 if the target
were tile, Z if it were honey-
comb.
4. Temperature: in degrees
Fahrenheit.
5. Projectile code: 1 if the pro-
jectile were aluminum, 2 if it
were Delrin.
6. Velocity in ft/sec: the de-
pendent variables were given
in the units reported in
Appendix C, cc for volume,
inches for the rest.
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The actual format used is shown; it could be changedwithin the
limits set by namelist format restrictions. Except for the plotting
routine, which subroutines are peculiar to the Avco installation, there
is no identification of the variables in the program, so the order may
be changed, or this program canbe applied to an entirely different
problem.
The first data entry on the last data card must be 999.99.
b. Control card
This card is also in namelist format. NROW is the number of terms
to be used in the regression. ISKIP is the code giving information
about data to be skipped. There are six values, one for each of the
six independent variables. A negative integer means that the corres-
ponding variable will not be used for skipping data. A zero means that
a range of the variable will be skipped. A positive integer, n means
that n specific values will be skipped.
c. Caption cards
The next three cards have data in columns 1 -54 which are reproduced
on the captions of the plots. The title is first, followed by the x-axis
caption, with the y axis caption last.
d. The next cards specify the skipping values, SKIP.
The numbers are written with a decimal point. For every ISKIP of
zero, there must be two SKIP cards, one for the lower end of the
range, and one for the upper. For each ISKIP of n there must be n
cards, giving the n specific values of the variable to be skipped. These
must be given in the same order as the numbers appeared in ISKIP.
e. The use card
This card is in namelist format. Eight integers are expected. For any
integer, K, not equal to zero, but K <__8, the K th dependent variable
will be included in the regression.
For the last control card, make NROW greater than 10. This will
terminate execution of the program and return control to the system
monitor.
@
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A. 4 PROGRAM FLOW DESCRIPTION
A. 4.1 Read in data and store independent variables in X and dependent
variables in D. Total number of data points is KSTOKE.
A.4. Z Read in control data which gives:
a. Number of terms to be used in the regression called NROW.
b. The independent variables to be used in skipping. Skipping can
be over a range of variables or can be any number of specific values.
This information is stored in ISKIP and SKIP.
A.4.3 Select all data not to be skipped.
A.4.4 Read in the use card. This card specifies the dependent variables
to be used in the regression. The information is stored as NUSE.
A.4.5 For each dependent variable, in turn
a. Remove any points for which dependent variable data is missing.
Store the rest in XX (independent variables) and DD (dependent variables}.
The number of data points left is NCOL.
b. Call subroutine DEFINE.
F (v i ) .
c. Construct the vector E
E = e 2
o
This subroutine defines the AMATn(vi) and
e k = _ F (v i) AMAT k(v i)
i data points
d. Construct the matrix, D
NCOL
dkj =
i=l
AMAT k (vi) AMATj (v i)
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Let the vector h be
A = a 2
The problem to be solved can be expressed in matrix notation.
DA -- E
The solution is
A =D-IE
Consequently, the next step is
e. Call MATXIN, a subroutine which computes D -1 from D
f. Compute D -I E
g. Compute a = (F (vi) - an AMAT n (vi)) 2
i=l n=l
NCOL-1
h. Print results and repeat for all specified cases.
A. 5 SUBROUTINE DEFINE
A listing of subroutine DEFINE is included in this appendix. The FORTRAN
statements immediately preceding the statement with statement number 2,
define the AMAT's, which are the terms included in the regression. For example,
a constant is included in the regression. Hence the first statement might be"
AMAT (1, K) = 1.0
If a term linear in velocity were desired, the next term might be:
AMAT (2, K) = VEL (K)
Other terms can be defined as desired. This subroutine has storage in common
with the main program. The symbols as used are shown below. In general,
(those symbols marked "no '_ should not be used.}
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no
no
no
no
no
no
Symbol
X CKI, J)*
An) (ID
FMAT (Jl)
STRUC ( JI )
TEMP (JI)
PROJ ( Jl )
VEL (JI)
D(J)
NUSE (N)
Y (JI)
U(I, L)
AMAT ( I, JI)
A(1)
Z (JI)
G(1)
xx (KL ji)
DD (KI, JI)
F (JI)
NROW
NCOL
no SKIP (N, J)
no DUMMY (K)
no ISKIP (N)
PLX (Jl)
K as a subscript will refer to the
Interpretation
Independent variable
Identification number XX( 1, Jl)
Material code, xx(2, JI)
Structure code, xx(3, JI)
Temperature, °F, XX (4, Jl)
Projectile code XX (5, JI)
Velocity in ft/sec XX(6, JI)
Dependent variable
Current dependent variable in the
regression
DD (NUSE (N), JI)
Element of D or D" I depending
on stage of computation
The I th term in the regression
Coefficient of I th term in the
regression.
Value computed from fitted curve
Vector in matric equation, ca/led
E in previous sections
L_devender, t variable
Dependent variable
Dependent function, to be defined
Number of terms included in
regression
Number of data points included
in regression
Skipping va/ue s
Last data point
Skipping values
Independent function, to be defined.
K th (of 14} variable,KI will be the KI th (of 6}
independent variable, KD will be the KD th (of 8)dependent variable,.J, will be
"the j}h data point, ! JI will be the JI th _- of the data points included in the
regression. In the actual program dummy subscripts, usuallyK, are used.
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The FORTRAN statements immediately preceding the statement with state-
ment number, 3, define F, which is the function of the dependent variable, and
PLX , which will be the x-axis function.
F is usually defined in terms of Y, which is the dependent variable for which the
regression is being run. For example, a linear fit might be:
F (K) = Y (K)
or a log fit might be
F (K) = ALOG10 (Y(K))
PLX is usually defined in terms of the velocity. For example, in a linear fit,
PLX (K) = VEL (K)
or, in a log fit,
PLX (K) = ALOG10 (VEL (K))
A. 6 USE OF THE PROGRAM
In practice, in using the method given in this appendix, several precautions
must be observed. The equations used tacitly assume that all the error is in
the dependent quantity, F (v). In actuality, there will be experimental errors
in the independent quantities also, and sometimes the difference in the fit can
be appreciable. In the present study the dependent variables, which are various
crater parameters, have much greater uncertainties associated with them than
do the independent variables, projectile velocity and type, target material and
temperature. Thus, use of the regression method described in the present
study is justifiable on this point.
There is also a tacit assumption that the source of error (i. e. , deviation from
the fit) is random and is constant over the range of independent variable. If
this is not true, data points in regions of larger inherent error are weighted
more heavily in the regression than is their fair share. (This occurred in the
present study but was not serious. ) The assumption of constant error is best
for the log plots since this is equivalent to assuming that the error is a constant
percentage. Actually, the error is probably well represented by a sum of a
percentage plus a constant, but the percentage dominates over the experimental
velocity range.
The value of a is both a measure of the experiments/ scatter in the data and the
goodness of the fit. The scatter can be reduced by using a more general form
for the regression; indeed, an infinite number of curves could be drawn that
would pass exactly through all of the data points. The choice of the form of
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the regression is thus a matter of judgment and depends on physical considera-
tions. There are statistical considerations that can be used, but these also in-
volve assumptions the validity of which is a matter of judgment.
The forms of the regressions given here are linear in the terms that are func-
tions of velocity (such as log (v), or energy, etc. ). Actually, the mean curve
that represents the variation of the parameters with velocity probably is curvi-
linear rather than straight. However, the scatter in the data is such that at-
tempts to determine the curvature would be meaningless. Values of the slope
obtained are not very accurate. Consider, for instance, a crater parameter,
1, which in reality,
1 = KV 0.7
The velocity varies only by a factor of 2.5. A reasonable value for the scatter
in 1 is 15 percent. Assume the curve is not affected by temperature. Then
there are six points at the upper end and six at the lower. Thus the error at
the upper end is ,_ 15%1_, which combined with a like error at the lower end
gives 15%1_" for a standard error in vertical change over a velocity change of
2.5, which results in an uncertainty of Z2 percent over a velocity change by a
factor of 10. Expressed another way, the standard error to be expected in the
value of a slope is about ± 0. 1, which is quite appreciable compared to the 0. 7
slope expected. When the slope can be expected to vary with temperature, the
situation is worse. Consequently, in the scaling section, the only numbers
really used for scaling were the average values at the high end of the velocity
range; the values obtained for slopes were not used at all.
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A.7 LISTING gF THE PROGRAMS USED IN THIS STUDY
SJOB
$1BFTC
1
i000
2
51
52
31
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
2O
1050
1021
21
"2121 LEAST
LEAST LIST
DIMENSION XI6,250),AIDI250),FMATI250),STRUC(250),TEMPI250),PR@J(25
IO),VEL(250),DI8,250),TIg),NUSE(8),Y(250),UII0,10),AMAT(10,250),
2AII0),Z(250),GII0),XXI6,250),F(250),DD(8,250),DUMMY(14),ISKIP(6),
315KIPI(6),SKIP(6,250),PLX(250),TX(9),TY(9),ICPL_T(250) ,
4FP(IO0),ZP(IO0) ,PLXP(IOO),MGM(6)
COMM@N X,AID,FMAT,STRUC,TEMP,PRJJ,VEL,D, NUSE,Y,U,AMAT,A,Z,G,X×,
IDD,F,NRBW,NCOL,SKIP,DUMMY,ISKIP,ISKIPI,PLX
NAMELIST/NAMCON/NROW,ISKIP
NAMELIST/NAMUSE/NUSE
NAMELIST/NAMDUM/DUMMY
CALL IDV(84H BgX Z330-SUITZR
1
MGM(1)=19
MGM(2)=38
MGM(3)=63
MGM(4)=I6
MGM(5)=55
MGM(6)=44
WRITE(6,1000)
F@RMATIIHI)
K=I
READI5,NAMDUM)
IF(DUMMYII).EQ.999.99)GO TO 31
DO 51 J=I,6
X(J,KI=DUMMYIJ)
DO 52 J=l,8
D (J ,K )=DUMMY (J+6)
K=K+I
G0 TO 2
KSTORE=K-1
THIS COMPLETES READING IN ALL
SKIPPED
IF ISKIP LT O, ALL DATA WILL
IF ISKIP =0,ALL DATA BETWEEN
BE SKIPPED.
IF ISKIP GT O,DATA=SKIP WILL
OF DATA SETS T0 BE SKIPPED
READIS,NAMCON)
IF(NROW.GT.IO)GO T¢ 501
READ(5,1050)T
READI5,1050)TX
READ(5,1050)TY
FORMATIgA6)
D0 53 L=I,6
ISKIPI(L)=ISKIPIL)
IFIISKIP(L).LTo0)GO T8 53
IFIISKIP(L).EQ.0)ISKIPI(L)=2
N=ISKIPI(L)
D@ 21 J=I,N
READI5,1021)SKIP(L,J)
FORMATfF1O.2)
CONTINUE
HEAT SHIELD IMPACT DATA
,6H 2121 )
THE DATA. NZW CHECK FOR DATA Tg BE
BE USED
SKIP(If AND SKIPI2)(INCLUSIVE) WILL
BE SKIPPED, IN THIS CASE,ISKIP=NUMBER
3O
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53 C_NTINUE
25 J=l
DO 30 K:I,KSTORE
DO 54 L:I,6
IF{ISKIP(L).LT.O)G_ TO 54
IF(ISKIP(L).EQ.O)GO T8 27
IF(ISKIP(L).GT.O)GO TQ 28
27 IF(X(L,K).LT.SKIP(L,1))GO T_ 54
IF(X(L,K).GT.SKIP{L,2})GO TO 54
G_ TO 30
28 N=ISKIPIL)
DO 29 M=I,N
IF(X(L,K).EQ.SKIP(L,M)}GO TO 30
29 CONTINUE
54 CONTINUE
26 DO 32 L=1,6
32 XX(L,J)=X(L,K)
DO 33 L=1,8
33 DD(L,J)=D(L,K)
J=J+l
30 CDNTINUE
JSTORE=J-1
WRITE(6,1022)KST_RE
1022 FORMAT(IHO 10X,15,28H DATA SETS HAVE BEEN READ IN}
WRITE(6,1023)JSTQRE
1023 FSRMAT(IH 10X,15,34H DATA SETS WILL BE USED IN FITTING)
WRITE(6,1024)NROW
1024 FORMAT(IH 10X,15,32H COEFFICIENTS WILL BE DETERMINED)
DO 55 J=l,6
IF(ISKIP(J).LT.O)GO TO 55
WRITE(6,1025)J
1025 FORMAT(IHO 15X,26HSKIPPING WAS DONE WIH THE,13,21H INDEPENDENT VAR
lIABLE)
WRITE(6,1026)ISKIP(J)
1026 FQRMAT(1H 15X,9HISKIP WAS,15)
WRITE(6,1027)
IUZ I reKMAI llH I)A,L4HIHt _KIHHINb VALUtb W_R_)
N=!SKIP!(J)
DO 35 M:I,N
WRITEI6,1028)M,SKIP(J,M)
1028 FORMAT(1H 20X,5HSKIP(,13,1H),F12.2)
35 CONTINUE
55 C_NTINUE
THE DATA IS N0W SET UP IN XX AND DD MATRIXS
34 NCQL=JSTORE
READ(5,NAMUSE}
DQ 500 J=1,8
IFINUSE(J}.EQ.O)G0 T_ 500
L=NUSE(J)
N=I
DB 36 K=I,JSTORE
Y(N)=DD(L,K)
IFIYIN).EQ.O.)G0 TO 36
AID(N)=XX(1,K)
FMAT(N)=XX(2,K)
STRUCIN)=XX(3,K)
TEMP(N}=XX(4,K)
PROJ(N)=XX(5,K)
VEL(N)=XX(6,K)
KPL=O
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IF(STRUC(N),EQ.2.)KPL=3
IF(TENP(NI.GT.O.IICPLOT(NI:I+KPL
IF(TEMP(N).LE.O.)ICPLOT(N):2+KPL
IF(TEMP(N).LT.(-2OO.))ICPLOT(N)=3+KPL
N=N+I
36 CONT INUE
NCOL=N-I
CALL DEFINE
DO 37 K:I,NROW
G(K}=O.
DO 38 L=I,NCOL
38 G(K)=GtK)+F(L)*AMAT(K,L)
37 CONTINUE
D_ 39 K=I,NROW
00 40 KI=I,NROW
U(KtKI)=O.
DO 41 L=I,NCOL
41 U(K,KI)=U(K,KI)+AMAT(K,L)*AMAT(KI,L)
40 CONTINUE
39 C@NTINUE
CALL MATXINIU,NROW,IO,INDEX,DET)
IF(INDEX.EQ.1)GO TO 50
WRITE(6,1OqO)J
1040 F_RMAT(IHO IOX,47HTROUBLE INVERTING MATRIX
113)
GO TO 500
50 DO 42 K=I,NROW
A(K)=O.
DO 43 L=I,NROW
43 AIK)=A(K)+G(L)*U(L,K)
42 CONTINUE
DO 44 L:I ,NCOL
Z(L)=O.
DO 45 K=I,NROW
45 Z(L)=Z(L)+A(K)*AMAT(K,L)
44 CONTINUE
SIG=O.
DO 46 L=I,NCOL
46 $1G=SIG+(F(L)-ZIL))*_2
ANCOL=NCOL-I
SIG=SIG/ANCOL
WRITE(6,1045)J,NCOL
1045 F_RMAT(IH/// IOX,31HS_LUTI_N FOR DEPENDENT
1,7H POINTS)
00 47 K=I,NROW
WRITE(6,1046)K,A(K)
1046 FORMAT(IH 15X,2HA(,12,1H),SX,EI2.5)
47 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,104?)SIG
1047 F_RMAT(IH IOX,29HSQUARE OF STANDARD
70 XL=IO0000.
XU=-IO0000.
YL=IO00OO.
YU=-IO0000.
D_ 71L=I,NCOL
IF(Z(LI.LT.YLIYL=Z(L)
IFIZ(L>.GT,YU)YU=Z(L)
IF(PLX(L),LT.XL)XL=PLX(L)
IF(PLX(L).GT.XU}XU=PLX(L)
71 CONTINUE
FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE,
VARIABLE,13,6H USING,14
DEVIATION=,EI2.5}
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DO 72 L:I,NCOL
IF(F(L}.LT.YL)YL=F(L)
IF(F(L).GT.YU)YU:F(L)
72 CgNTINUE
NF=I
DO 80 L=1,6
KK=I
DO 81 LL=I,NCOL
IF(ICPL8T(LL).NE.L)Gg TO 81
FP(KK):F(LL}
ZP(KK):Z(LL)
PLXP(KK):PLX(LL)
KK=KK+I
81 CONTINUE
NCOLP=KK-1
IF(NCOLP.EQ.0)G0 Tg 80
NC=MGM(L}
CALL AICRT3(O,0,PLXP,FP,NCSLP,I,1,1,NC,T,TX,TY,NF,I,16,0'16"0'2'
lXL,XU,2,YL,YU)
NF=2
CALL AICRT3(O,O,PLXP,ZP,NC_LP,I,2,2,42,T,TX,TY,2,1,16-O'I6-O'2'XL'
IXU,2,YL,YU)
80 CSNTINUE
500 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,I048)
i048 FORMAT(IHI)
GO TO 20
50i CALL EXIT
STgP
END
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SJ@B .2121 MATXN
$1BFTC MATXN LIST
SUBR@UTINE MATXIN (A, NZ, MAXZ, INDEX, DET)
C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL INVERT ANY MATRIX (MAXIMUM ORDER OF 40) BY A
C M@DIFIED GAUSS-ELIMINATION METHOD.
C A = THE INPUT MATRIX AS WELL AS THE OUTPUT MATRIX.
C NZ = THE @RDER OF MATRIX A,
C MAXZ = THE MAXIMUM ORDER DIMENSIONED IN THE CALLING PROGRAM.
C INDEX = 1 IF THE INVERSE IS FOUND.
C : 2 IF THE INPUT MATRIX IS SINGULAR.
C = 3 IF MACHINE ERROR OCCURRED, IF PROGRAMMER WISHES i_ LO@P
C BACK FOR ANOTHER TRY, BE SURE TO RESET THE INPUT MATRIX.
C DET : TIHE DETERMINANT @F THE INPUT MATRIX.
C MATRIX A IS DUMMY DIMENSIONED, THIS SUBROUTINE REFERS TO IT AS A
C SINGLE DIMENSIONED VARIABLE BY FINDING THE PROPER SUBSCRIPT.
DIMENSI@N A(2),KOLIIOII,ROW(I01)
N=NZ
MAX=MAXZ
DET=I,0
KOL(1)=1
DO 10 I=2,N
KOL(1)=K@L(I-1)+I
10 CONTINUE
DB 120 K=I,N
L=N-K+I
M=KOL(1)
J=1
IF(N-K) 190,60,20
20 AMPY= ABS(A(1))
DO 40 I=2,L
IF(AMPY- ABSIA(1))} 30,40,40
30 J=l
AMPY= ABSIA(1))
M=KOL(1)
40 CONTINUE
IF(KOL(1)-M) 50,60,50
50 DET= -DET
K@L(J)=KOL(1)
KOL(1)=M
6C IF(A(J)) 70,200,70
70 AMPY=A(J)
DET=DET*AMPY
DO 80 I=2,N
IS=(I-I)*MAX+J
ROW(I-I)=A(IS}/AMPY
IC=(I-2)*MAX
IS=IC+J
IT=IC+I
A(IS)=A(IT)
8O CONTINUE
R@W(N)=I,0/AMPY
IC=(N-1)*MAX
IS=IC+J
IT=IC+I
3O
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A(IS)=A(IT)
DO 100 I=2,N
AMPY=A(1)
DO 90 J=2,N
IS=(J-2)*MAX+I-1
IT=(J-1)*MAX+I
A(IS)=A(IT)-AMPY*ROW(J-1)
9O C_NTINUE
IS=(N-1I*MAX+I-1
A(IS)= -AMPY*RSW(N)
100 CONTINUE
DO 110 J=I,N
K_L(J)=KOL{J+I)
IS=(J-I)*MAX+N
A(IS}=ROW(J)
110 CONTINUE
KOL(N)=M
120 C_NTINUE
D_ 170 K=I,N
IF(K_L(K)-K) 190,170,130
130 DO 160 I=K,N
IF(KOL(1)-K) 190,140,160
140 DO 150 J=I,N
IS=(I-1)*MAX+J
IT=(K-1)*MAX+J
ROW(1)=A(IS)
A(IS)=A(IT)
A(IT)=ROW{1)
150 CONTINUE
M=KOL(K)
KOL(K)=KOL(1)
KOL(1)=M
GO TO 170
160 CONTINUE
INDEX=3
_R TR IRO
170 CONTINUE
INDEX=I
180 RETURN
190 INDEX=3
GO TO 180
200 INDEX=2
GO TO 180
END
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THE LISTING _F THE DATA INPUT CARDS USED IN THE PROGRAM F_LL_WS
$NAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDU_4
SNAMDUM
SNAMDU_
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUK
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
SNAMmUM
SNAMmUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDU_
SNAMDUM
SNAMmUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUH
SNAMDUM
SNAHOUM
$NAMgUM
$NAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDU_4
$NAM_LJM
_NA_,IOtJM
SNAt4DUM
SNAr4DUM
SNA_,IDJM
SNAMOUM
SNAHDUX
SNAHDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
SNAr_DtJM
SNAH_UM
SNAMDtJM
DUMMY=OOI.OO,I,2,+O72,2,09568,.OOOI,.OOOO,.2040'.OOOI'.2t[O'.0488'2*O$
DUMMY=O02.00,l,2,+072,2,[0225,oO001,.1030,°2150,.O001,.2400'.0374'2*O_
DUMMY=O03.00,1,2,-148,2,[I098,°O001,°I390,°2340,°O001,.2370'.0682'2*O$
DUMMY=C04.O0,],2,-145,2,09960,.OOCI,.I390,°2240,.O001,.2240'°0533'2*O$
bUMMY=O05.00,1,2,-258,2,CgI33,.O00[,.I090,°2380,.O001,°2430'.0427'2*O$
DUMMY=O06.00,l,2,-250,2,09726,°I301,.[040,.2560,°0201,*2240'o0678'2*O$
DUMMY=O_)7oOU,I,I,+O84,2,09029,oOOUI,o0960,oI460,.O001,.1620'.OII4'2*O$
DUMMY=O07.01,1,1,+079,2,07143,.O001,o0800*o0980,.O001,.O000'oO087'2*O$
DU_4MY=O08oO0,1,1,+078,2,10624,.O001,.1270,.1950,oO001,.1970'o0388'2*O_
DUHMY=O09.O0,1,1,-147,2,08127,.O001,.I090,.1670,.O001,.1740'.OI47'2*O_
DUMMY=OIO.OO,I,I,-155,2,08564,.OOOI,.IIIO,.lZ90,.O001,oI870'-0200'2*O_
DUMMY=CII.O0,],I,-250,2,10283,.1600,.1500,oI950,.0200,.1950'.0594'2*O$
DUMMY=OI2.00,1,1,-248,2,09653,.O001,.1220,.1590,.O001,.1590'.0366'2*O_
DUMMY=OI3.00,1,2,+067,2,17495,.2800,.1850,.3860,.0300,.O000'.2970'2*O$
DUMMY=OI3.01,1,2,+O78,2,148BI,.2100,.1440,.3010,o0600'.O000'o0970'2*O$
DUMMY=OI4°O0,1,2,+067,2,17773,.3100,o2230,.3220,.0500,.O000'.3530'2*O$
DIIMMY=OI5.00,1,2,-152,2,15346,.2200,.1720,.2920,.0200,.O000'.I560'2*O$
DUMMY=O16oO0,1,2,-146,2,15276,o2600,.2050,.2500,.0200,.O000'.I220'2*O$
DUMMY=OI7.00,1,2,-250,2,15491,.2500,.1610,.3040,.0200,.O000'.I290'2*O$
DU?4MY=OI8.00,I,2,-246,2,14693,o2600,.1940,.2640,o0500,-O000'-I430'2*O$
DUMMY=019.OO,I,I,+075,2,14558,.2400,.1510,.2100,.0200,.O000'.0770'2*O$
DUMMY=OIg.01,1,1,+075,2,12626,.1700,.1370,.I880,°0200,-O000'.0550'2*O$
DUM_Y=020.O0,1,1,+070,2,15123,.2200,.1650,.2060,o0200'.O000'o0730'2*O$
DUMMY=021.00,],I,-163,2,16019,°2300,.I760,o2080,.0200,°O000''O800'2*O$
DUMMY=022.00,1,1,-141,2,14674,.1900,.1540,.2140*.0200'.O000'.0690'2*O$
DUMMY=023.0O,I,I,-250,2,13528,.1600,°I550,o2060,.O001'.O000'-0720'2*O$
DUMMY=024.00,1,1,-241,2,13624,.2600,.1790,.2200,,0200'.O000'-3030'2*O$
DUMMY=025.00,1,2,+070*2,18552,°2600,.2030,o2880,o0200'oO000'.2940'2*O$
DUMMY=026.00,1,2,+070,2,18590,.2700,.2230,o2840,.0300,.O000'o2940'2*O$
DUMMY=027.00,1,2,-152,2,21604,o3700,.2470,o3050,.IO00,.O000'°4240'2*O_
DUMMY=028.O0,1,2,-151,2,21176,.3000,.2350,o3190'.0600'.O000''2510'2*O$
DUMMY=G29.O0,1,2,-253,2*22311,.4300,.2120,.3010,-IO00'.O000''4100'2*O$
DUMMY=030oO0,1,2,-249,2,21705,o3300,°I920,o3150,o0300'oO000''3020'2*O$
DUMMY=031.O0,1,1,+070,2,19171,o2000,oI800,o2100'.OIO0'oO000''0920'2*O$
DUMMY=031.01,1,1,+080,2,21219,.3300,.2120,.2530'.0400'oO000'o2830'2*O_
DUMMY=032oO0,I,I,+065,2,22296,°4100,°2420,°2530,°0500'-O000''2310'2*O_
DUMMY=032.01,1,1,+070,2,21818,°2900,o2120'.2140'-0500''O000''2100'2*O$
DUr4MY=O32.02,1,1,+O75,2,190BI,o2400,.2000,o2420'°OIO0'-O000'oI050'2*O$
DUMMY=033oO0,1,1,-149,2,21898,.3900,.2330'.2960'.0500'.O000''3700'2*O$
DUMMY=033.02,1,1,-146,2,22184,.3800,.2270'.2530'.0400''O000''I830'2*O_
DUM_AY=034.00,I,I,-158,2,21345,.4200,°2250,o2050,.0500'.O000*'2180'2*O$
DUMMY=035oO0,1,1,-254,2,20621,.2800,.1940,o2200,.0200'.O000''II50'2*O$
DUMMY=036.00,1,1,-246,2,21012,.3100,.2250,.2650,°0300'.O000'°2960'2*O$
DUMMY=037.00,1,2,+065,2,22885,.4100,.2820,.3310,.0800''O000''4950'2*O$
DUMMY=037.0],I,2,+072,2,23698,.3750,o2600,.3120,.0300'-O000''3180'2*O_
DUMt_Y=O37.02,1,2,+070,2,22957,.3600,o2740,o3190,.0400'.O000''4160'2*O$
DUMMY=037.03,1,2,+075,2,22764,.3700,o2000,°4040,.0900'.O000''3420'2*O$
CUMMY:038._O,I,2,+065,2,23396,.3700,.2430,.3450,.1200'.O000'.4060'2*O$
DUMMY=038.01,1,2,+073,2,22691,o3900,o2890,o3220,o0300*-O000''3950'2*O_
DUMMY=038.02,1,2,+072,2,23310,o4600,.3000,.3930,o0800'oO000'°4630'2*O$
DUMMY=039oO(),I,2,-150,2,25082,o3800,o2540,.3460,.0300'oO000'°3810'2*O$
OUMMY=040.O0,1,2,-146,2,23466,.4200.o2950,o3600,.0800'oO000''4610'2*O$
[3UMMY=041.O6,1,2,-255,2,23584,.3901,.2830,.3210,.0800,.O000'.3950'2*O$
-124-
SNAh'DUH
SNAMDUt,;
$1','A F_DtJM
SNAt_,OUM,
SNA;,'DUM
SNA;4DU,",
SNAMDUM
$r,IAIVDUM
$NAMDUH
$NAMDUM
SNAF;DUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
SNAIVDU_I
$ NA,MDUP.
SNAF'DUH
SNA_'_DU,H
$NAMDUM
SNAt4DU/_
SNAMDUt!
SNAMDU_-:
SNAMDU;4
SNAMD U,'1
SNAMDUN
SNAMDUM
SNAMDU:4
SNAMDUI'4
SNA_'.'DUM
SNAMDU;4
SNAMDU;4
SNAMDUM
SNA_4DUM
SNAIV, DUH
SNAMDU,"_
SNAMDUH
SNA_,_DUM
_bNAMDOM
$NAHDU M
$NAMDU, "_,
$NAMDUM
$NAMDU:_
$NAMDU.N
$NAfZDUM
$NAMDUH
SNA_4DUM
$NAMr_UM
$NAMDUM
DUMMY=041.OI,I,2,-250,2,23912,.4000,.2820,,3490,.O700,.O000,.3920,2*O$
DUM_Y=O42oOJ,I,2,-253,2,23607,.4100,.2930,.3400,.0600,.O000,°3870,2*O$
DUMMY=042oOI,I,2,-250,2,246IS,.4300,.2700,.36IO,.0600,.O000,.SI40,2*O$
DUMMY=C42*O2,I,2,-250,2,235GO,.4350,.2840,.3560,.0800,.O000,°4160,2*O$
DUMMY=043.O0,1,1,+072,2,23641,.5400,.2200,.2370,.0300,.O000,.1730,2*O$
DUNNY=043,01,I,],+075,2,23148,.4390,.2650,.2840,.0500,°O000,°2710,2*O$
DUM_Y=O44.DO,],],+O7D,2,22763,o4300,.2430,.2600,.OTOO,.OOOO,e2260,2*O$
DUMMY=044°Ol,1,],+075,2,24154,o3450,°2400,o2670,°0500,oO000,.1430,2*O$
DUMMY=Ok4*O2,],l,+O77,2,23431,.3650,.2650,°2750,.0500,.O000,.O000,2*O$
DUM#Y=O_4*03,],],+072,2,23757,°4_O0,.2420*.2640,.0400,°O000,°2030,2*O$
DUMMY=045°O0,],l,-151,2,24170,.3603,.2240,°2470,.O_O0,.O000,*3160,2*O$
DUMHY=046.00,l,]*-150,2,23085,.3300,°2120,.2310,.0500,.O000,.1460,2*O$
DUMMY=O4ff.30,I'l*-255,2,23231,°3200,°2390,.2440,.0400,oO000,o2030,2*O$
DUMMY=O47°Ol,I,1,-250,2,2398Z,o4000,.2690,o2790,oO400,°O000,o2620,2*O$
DUMMY=048.O0,1,I,-250,2,24582,°4300,°2490,°2870,°0600,*O000,*2710,2*O$
DUMMY=OB5°OO,t,2,+058,l,38859,*O001,.1273,°3630,°O001,°6290,*0700,2*O$
DUMMY=O86.OO,1,2,+O68,I,09375,.O001,oII60,.4760,.O002,.5550,.0550*2*O$
DUMMY=087,30,I,2,-]44,l,08321,°O001,.1360,.4930,.O001,°4830,°0650,2*O$
DUM_Y=088,00,],2,-]42,],l]775,°O00],.1420,.4420,.O001,.4890,.1300,2*O$
DUH_Y=O89oOO,I,2,-241,1,O99IO,oOOOl,oI130*o5570,oOOOl,o614O,ot200,2*O$
DUMMY=O90.OO,I,2,-240,i,O9939,oOOOl,°l_90*o4300,°OOOl,.4750,°t550,2*O$
DUMMY=092.OO,l*l,+068,],09203,.O00],°llO0,.3480,oO001,°3870,o0550,2*O$
DUMMY=O92°OO,I,t,+068,1,08441,.O001,.i050,°3790,.O001,°4170,°0500,2*O$
DUMMY=O93.OO,I,I,-I60,],O8616,.OOUI,.II60,.2930,.O001,.3450,°0500,2*O$
DUKMY=Og4.DG,I,I,-148,1,08653_oO00],.0990,.3140,.O001,.3ISO,.0400,2*O$
DUMMY=095.OO,I,I,-220,1,08630,.O001,.IIIO,.3410,.O001,.4100,.0650,2*O$
DUMMY=096.00,1,1,-250,I,_)8653,.OOOl,.1263,.2800,.O001,.3690,.0600,2*O$
DU_4MY=097.00,1,2,+068,1,14847_.O001,.1920,.4560,.O001,.O000,.2100,2*O_
DUMMY=OgB.O0,1,2,+068,]_]4_32,.O00],.1750_.4060,.O001,.O000,.1700_*O$
DUMMY=099.00,1,2,-145,1,15051,.O001,.2170,.3790,.O001,.O000,.2200,2*O$
DUMMY=IOO,O0,1,2,-140,I,15278,.O001,.1970,.4040,.O001,.O000,.2600_2*O$
DUMMY=IOI.OO,I,2,-24],I,15385,.BIO0,.2020,.4640,.0400,.O000,.2700,2*O$
DUMMY=I02.00,1,2,-247,],]4_29,.3170,.2320,.4030,.0700,.O000,.3100,2*O$
DUM_Y=IOB.OO,I,I,+O68,1,15924,.OOOI,.2270,.B750,.O001,.O000,.2400,2*O$
ubm_Y-l_4.00,l,l,+O68,1,!4107,.OOOl,.1640,.B]80,.O001,.O000,.lO00,2*O$
DUMMY=I05.OO,],I,-]50,1,]5189,oO001,.1880,.3610,.OO01,.O000,.1700,2*O$
UUMM_=I_O. _u,i,i,-iSO,i,i435O,.OO31,.IT4C..2g_O.._COl;.090_.!050:2*O_
9UF!WY=]07.00,!,I.-243,],]5178,.O001,.2140,.3890,.O001,.O000,.2500,2*O$
DU_<MY=lOS,O0,!,I,-243,],I3345,.O001,°I450,.2970,.O001,°O000,o0800,2*O$
DUMMY=]09.00,1,2,+068,1,19450,.O001,.2630,.4020,._O01,.O000,.3700,2*O$
DUMMY=IIO.O0,1,2,+068,1,21182,.3750,o2830,.4250,.0700,.O000,,4600,2*O$
DUMMY=IIO.OI,I,2,+068,1,18400,.4200,.2960,o4810,.0400,.O000,.4400,2*O$
DUHMY=llO.02,1,2,+068,],]9802,.3900,.2890,.4820,o0700,.O000,.4500,2*O$
DUMMY=]lO°03,1,2,+068,],20325,.3700,.2740,.5020,.0500,.O000,°3400,2*O$
DUMMY=]lOo04,1,2,+068,],]9639,o4780,.O000,.4380,.0670,.O000,o4600,2*O$
DUMMY=]]O.05,],2,+068,],]9438,°3900,°2810,o4260,°0200,oO000,°3300,2*O$
DUMMY=IlO,06,1,2,+068,1,19760,o3800,o2760,.3980,.0750,°O000,.3500,2*O$
SNAMDUM DUNMY-IIO.OT,I,2,+O68,]*]9546_.3VO0=.25!O,_4940,=0520,,O000o,3600,2*O$
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAHDUM
$NAMDUM
DUMMY=]IO.08,1,2,+068,1,20379,.3900,.3020,.5540,.0750,.O000,.6100,2*O$
DUM/4Y=IIO.09,1,2,+068,],19755,.4000,.3100,.5780,.0400,.O000,.6100,2*O$
DUMMY=IIO.IO,I,2,+O75,1,19146,.5100,.2410,.4220,oOSOO,-OOOO,o42BO,2*O$
DUMMY=]IO.II,I,2,+077,1,]8462,.2900,.2370,o3750,.0500,.O000,°3720,2*O$
DUMNY=]II.O0,I,2,-150,],21909,.4200,.2770,o4900,o0480,.O000,.5000,2*O$
DUMMY=II2°O0,1,2,-158,],21715,-3901,.3060,.5040,.0830,-O000,.5100,2*O$
DUMMY=]13.OO,I,2,-246,l,19801,.OOCI,.2690,.5800,oO001,oO000,.5000,2*O$
DUF4MY=]I4.00,1,2,-241,],I9845,.3901,o3160,.4700,.0560,.O000,,5400,2*O$
DUMMY=]IS.O0,1,1,+068,],I7862,-O001,-2350,.3380,oO001,-O000'-2300,2*O$
DUMMY=l]5oO],l,I,+068,],19410,.4340,.2570,.3790,.0800,oO000,.3700,2*O$
DUMMY=]I6oO0,],I,+068,],I925_,.O001,.3330,.4440,.O001,.O000,.5400,2*O$
DUMMY=]I6.01,1,I,+O68,l,19410,.3700,.2530,oB670,o0550,.O000,.2300,2*O$
IZ5-
SNAHDU,'4
$NAMDUM
SNANDU;'4
$NAMDUM
SNA,'<DUM
SNAMDUM
SNAM, DUM
SNAHDU,'4
SNAMDU_4
$NAMrbuM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$ N Af'41bb r.1
$ NAt-4r)L,M
$i'tAMrbUM
SNAMOU;4
SNAMOUt4
SNAM_.,UK
$ NA_,,,r') U,Z
SNAHrbu#..I
$ NAt'-'rbUM
SNAt"OLIM
$ i',1A_",r'.,t Lv,
$ NA,_40 UF.I
$ NAt,'1") U :,'I
SNAMOUM
$ NAt,,ID U,_4
SNAt.IDUM
SNAr4DU_4
SNAHDU;<
$ NA_'.ICUPI
$ NAPID U_,'I,
$NAMD'JM
$ NA_',4D urn1
$NAMDUN
SNAHf)UM
$NAMDLj,4
SNN, t,DUM
$NAMDU;4
SNAMDUFI
$NA,V DU_,I
SNAMBL;M
$NAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMr:uM
SNAP1DUM
SNAr,IDUFI
$ NAr.4D Ut,.1.
$NAMDUM
$ N A."4D U F'
SNA;4DU v,
$NAMDUq
SNAMD L;Y,
SNAMDUM
SNAMDtJM
$NAMDU v,
SNAt._DUH
SNAMDIJM
SNAM_UM
$NAMDUH
DUMKY=] 16.02,1 ,i ,+068
DUF<MY=]16.03,1 ,i,+068
[)U!4MY=]16.J4,1 ,l,+06h
',)UM."4Y=II6.05,1 ,1,+068
DUHMY=]I6.06,1,1,+068
DUMMY=] 16.07,1 ,I ,+06g
I)UMMY=116.08 ,i ,i ,+068
Du.r'IHY=116.09,1 ,I ,+068
F"U*I"4Y= ] 17.00 ,I ,I ,-147
DUMMY=] 18.00,1 ,i,-149
DU,_4MY = i i 9.00 , i ,1, -241
DUM_Y=I20.O0,1 ,i,-241
DU/1_Y=I21.O0,1,2,+071
DLIMMY=I21.OI ,I ,2,+070
DUMMY=].21.U3,1,2,+076
DUMi'4Y= 122.00 ,i ,2, +068
DUMMY= 122 .,qI , 1 ,2 , +06R
DUMqY=I22.02,1 ,2,+073
I%UM_Y=I23.,]O, 1 '2 ,-I 50
r)UMp4Y=124.00,1,2,-150
DUMP_Y= ] 24.01 , 1 ,2 ,-150
D'dM'4Y=I24.02 , 1 ,2 ,-150
DUP4_4Y=I25.00,1,2,-250
DUMMY=I25.01 ,i ,2,-250
DUMMY=I26.30,1 ,2 ,-250
DUMMY=f26.01 ,i ,2 ,-250
DU:4_4Y=I27.00,1,1,+070
DUMMY=J27.01,1,1,+071
DUYfIY=127.02,1,1,+073
DU;IKY=I27.63,1 ,I,+077
DUMHY =128,0u,I ,I,+070
DUMMY=f28.01 ,I,I,+068
DUMHY=128.02,1 ,i,+073
DUMNY=I29oO0,1,1,-150
'DLJMHY=13C.O0'I ,I,-150
DUMMY=I30.OI,I,I,-147
DUt4MY=I30.02,1 ,i,-150
DU 4MY=130.03 ,i ,i ,-iSO
DUi<MY=I31.OG,I,I,-250
DUNHY=I31.OI ,i ,I,-250
DU;4MY=I31.02,1 ,I,-250
DUI',4t,'Y= 132 .Oh, i , i ,-248
DUMMY=I69.OO ,2,2, +066
DUMMY=I 70.00,2,2, +080
DtJ,Mt.'_Y=I 71 . O0 ,2 '2 ,-149
DUMkIY= 171 .01 ,2,2 ,-150
D L;,Vlt4Y = 171 .02,2,2 ,-i 50
D[JM_4Y=172. O0,2,2,-i 50
DUM_4Y= 173.00,2,2 ,-256
DUM_#Y=174.0© ,2,2 ,-249
DUM_4Y = 175 . O0 , 2 , 1 , +075
DUMMY=I76.00,2,1,+080
DUMMY=177.00,2 , 1 ,-149
DUMMY=I78.0,O,?,I ,-147
DUMMY= 179.00,2 , i , -248
DUMI',4Y=I80.00,2,1,-248
DUM_'4Y=181.00,2,2, +075
DUMMY=182.00,2,2 ,+082
flUM"AY = l _3.0C ,2,2 ,-153
DUMMY= 184.00,2,2 ,-153
,],19247,.3370,.2250,.2630,.0440,.0000,.1600,2"05
,] ,19773,.3590,.2250,.2770,.0590,.0000,.1700,2"05
,1,20000,.4200,.2630,.3270,.0680,.0000,.2300,2"05
,I,2fi497,.3600,.2400,.3870,.0640,.0000,.2400,2"05
,],19218,.3460,.2250,.3910,.1450,.0000,.3100,2"0_
,i,19187,.4100,.2400,.3510,.0520,.0000,.2100,2"05
,I,19440,.4400,.2490,.3050,.0400,.0000,.2500,2"0_
,] ,18400,.3600,.2260,.3240,.0350,.0000,.2100,2"05
,I,20040,.5380,.2580,.2950,.0680,.0000,.2800,2"05
,i,20826,.4300,.2750,.3310,.0600,.0000,.3100,2"05
,] ,19320,.4150,.2610,.3530,.0490,.0000,.3200,2"05
,I,20163,.3200,.2420,.3090,.0001,.0000,.2100,2"0_
,I,23483,.3600,.2900,.4700,.0001,.0000,.6100,2"05
,I,26448,.4700,.3440,.4880,.0900,.0000,.8840,2"05
,I,22599,.3850,.2970,.4880,.i000,.0000,.6240,2"05
,1,23828,.5000,,3200,.6050,.1200,.0000,.7000,2"05
,i,23652,.0001,.3670,.5930,.0001,.0000,.9470,2"05
,I,24510,.0001,.3450,.5460,.0001,.0000,.8410,2"0_
,] ,23835,.5100,.2700,.4660,.1400,.0000,.5500,2"05
,1,22762,.4600,.3240,.5260,.i000,.0000,.6900,2"05
,] ,23464,.4400,.2960,.5300,.i000,.0000,.7780,2"05
,I,24618,.4750,.3290,.4520,.0700,.0000,.7010,2"05
,i,23297,.3400,.3090,.4920,.0001,.0000,.6590,2"05
,i,24492,.4900,.2910,.5410,.I000,.0000,.7780,2"05
,i,25249,.3400,.3200,.4430,.0600,.0000,.6470,2"05
,1,23667,.2950,.2910,.4300,.0800,.0000,.5570,2"0_
,i,22928,.4100,.2900,.3910,.0650,.0000,.3900,2"0_
,i,24950,.4300,.2940,.3680,.0300,.0000,.4690,2"05
,i,24759,.4400,.2750,.4060,.0600,.0000,.5780,2"0_
,i,23732,.0000,.2880,.3720,.0300,.0000,.0000,2"0_
,i,23232,.4050,.2730,°3680,.0600,.0000,.3800,2"0_
,i,22532,.5100,.2980,.3660,.0400,.0000,.4330,2"05
,i,25815,.5100,.2850,.3720,.0500,.0000,.4360,2"05
,i,24169,.4500,.2820,.4300,.0600,.0000,.4400,2"05
,i,22522,.3600,.2710,.3420,.0500,.0000,.3100,2"0_
,i,23474,.3600,.3040,.4160,.0600,.0000,.4760,2"05
,i,23721,.5000,.3050,.3630,.0500,.0000,.4920,2"0_
,i,25225,.4700,.2870,.3890,.0600,.0000,.4170,2"0_
,i,22980,.2800,.2780,.4240,.0400,.0000,.4310,2"0_
,i,24938,.4700,.3450,.3880,.0800,.0000,.5860,2"05
,i,26408,.4550,.3040,.3610,.0600,.0000,.4590,2"05
,I,23Z84,.5300,.3140,.4670,.0800,.0000,.7820,2"05
,2,11369,.2001'.0810,.0950,.0400,.2040,.0174,2"0$
,2,10460,.1300,.0660,.0860,.0200,.IIi0,.0100,2"05
,2,10436,.1300,.0650,.0530,.0200,.0940,.0060,2_05
,2,07520,.ii00,.0390,.0510,.0001,.I180,.0050,2"05
,2,11478,.1500,.0520,.0380,.0001,.0900,.0074,2"05
,2,09494,.1200,.0500,.0610,.0100,.0970,.0060,2"05
,2,10333,.1800,.0700,.0720,.0400,.1520,.0100,2"05
,2,09739,.1700,.0570,.0200,.0200,.0740,.0110,2"05
,2,10209,.1500,.0450,o0750,.0000,.1320,.0090,2"05
,2,10606,.1200,.0590,.0840,.0200,oi080,.0110,2"05
,2'I0269,.1900,.0840,.0660,.0200,.0950,.0060,2"05
,2'i1667,.1200,°0640,.0580,.0200,.I010,.0050,2"05
,2,09892,.2500,.0590,.0510,.0200,.0720,.0150,2"05
,2,09924,.1800,.0660,.0510,.0200,.0800,.0090,2"05
,2,14105,.2001,.0780,.0540,.0300,.1390,.0140,2"05
,2,15430,.2001,.i010,.1240,.0500,.1830,.0340,2"05
,2,15286,.1900,.0810,.i190,.0300,.2050,.0240,2"05
,2,15458,.1900,.0840,.i160,.0500,.1860,.0200,2"05
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$NAMDU,'I
SNAMDU_I
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUhl
$NAMDUI'4
SNAMDUr.',
$NAMDUt."
$NAMDUH
SNAMr)U,_I
SNAMDUH
SNAMDUH
$NA_;DUt_
SNAMDL_M
SNAMDU,'I
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
SNAMgU;1
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDU;4
SNAMDUF'_
SNAt,IDb;'4
$NAr, IDUt4
SNAHDU',I
SNAF'DUFI
SNAt,'DU;4
SNAMDUI4
$NAF"r)U;4
SNAMDU'4
$NAMDU:4
SNA_,_r_uM
$ NAI_ DU,",I
SNAN'DU;4
SNAMDU,'4
SNAMDU:,I
-'I_I'_A I'_,I)U;-'J
SNA.M.DUt4
SNAHDU;4
SNAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDU.M
SNAHDUI_
$ NAt._DU,'4
SNAtHDUM
SNAFCDUM
SNAHDUM
SNAPiDUM
SNAHDUM
SNAMDUY,
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
SNAMDUM
SNAMDU, V,
$NAHDUM
$NAMDUM
SNAMDUM
$NAMDUM
$NAMDUM
DUNMY=185.0C,2,2,-247,2,15613,.3000,.0860,.0950,.0400,.1210,,0320,2*O$
DUMMY=I86.O0,2,2,-247,2,15854,.2500,.0900*.III0,.0300,.1970,.0300,2*O$
DUHMY=I87.00,2,],+080,2,13505,.1500,.09IO,.0650,oO000,.I660,.O090,2*O$
DUMMY=I88.00,2,1,+O78,2,15477,.1800,.IOO0,.II30,°0200,.2020,.OI30,2*O$
DUr_MY=I89.O0,2,],-153,2,15170,.I500,.09IO,.O940,.O200,.I4IO,.OIIO,2*05
DUr4YY=Ig0.00,2,],-153,2,I5576,.1700,.0920,.O880,.0200,.1310,.OI30,2*O$
DUMMY=IgI.00,2,1,-247,2,I5695,.2500,.0950,.O970,.0300,.IO80,.0240,2*O$
DUMMY=I92.JO,2,1,-254,2,1G697,.28J0,°0790,.og00,.0300,.I080,.0430,2*05
DUMMY=I93.00,2,2,+067,2,21392,.2852,.1390,.I350,.0600,.3020,o0690,2*05
DUMMY=I93.OI,2,2,+O75,2,20829,.2500,.I390,.I_20,.0300,.2_00,oO_50,2*O$
DUMMY=I9_.O0,2,2,+067,2,2II83,.2001,.I550,.I630,°0700,.53_O,.0620,2*05
DUMMY=195.3C,2,2,-151,2,20587,.2300,.IISO,.I380,,O800,.I900,oO#40,2*05
DUMMY=I96._u,2,2,-I56,2,20516,.2800,.I070,.15_O,.O900,.2150,.0630,2*0_
DUMMY=I97.00,Z,2,-253,2,ZZiB4,.2900,.IiO0,.0620,o0300,.0620,.0570,2_O_
DUMMY=I97.01,2,2,-250,2,189_2,°3IS0,.II20,oI070,.0300,°I370,.O_20,2*O$
DUMMY=I98.00,2,2,-253,2,I9927,.2800,.O900,.IO80,.O600,.2550,.O_20,2*05
DUMMY=IgB.O],2,2,-250,2,22211,._200,.I290,.I300,.0300,oI7_O,.O820,2*0_
DU_MY=IgB.02,2,2,-250,2,2085B,.2IO0,.0810,.O900,.0500,.2_70,.0360,2*O$
DUMMY=I99.00,2,1,+070,2,19552,.2200,.1370,.1380,.0300,.I900,.0_00,2*0_
DUMMY=200.OC,2,1,+070,2,19873,.2500,.I_70,.I_O,.0500,.2050,.O_80,2_O_
DUMMY=2OI.OO,Z,I,-151,2,21615,°27DO,.1210,.IITO,.0500,°I_O0,.0390,2*O$
DUMMY=202.00,2,1,-150,2,20652,.2200,.12_O,.I090,.O_OO,.1550,°0290,2*O$
DUMMy-_'_-_ ....00,2,1,-253,2,2_411,.3700,.i150,.1100,.0300,°i140,.0510,2"0_
DUMMY=204.00,2,1,-266,2,19_83,°3600,.II90,.IIIO,.O_O0,.I300,°0550,2wO$
DU_MY=205.0C,2,2,+067,2,24080,.2600,.1510,.1670,.0700,.3200,.0730,2*O$
DUMMY=206.OO,2,2,+070,2,23793,.2832,.1570,°I480,.0700,.3010,°0850,2*O$
DU_4MY=207.CO,2,2,-I_2,2,2_025,.2300,.II80,.I680,°0600,.2900,°0590,2_O$
DUMMY=207.01,2,2,-150,2,23142,.2330,°I250,.IISO,°0300,°2_IO,°0630,2*O$
DUMMY=208.00,2,2,-153,2,23979,.2001,.I020,.I580,°I_50,°I820,.0590,2_O$
DUI94Y=209.O0,2,2,-252,2,23609,.3600,.1250,.0960,.0500,°2530,°0780,2*O$
DUt4_Y=20g.OI,2,2,-250,2,26762,o3470,.OOOO,°2910,°IIOO,.4_80,.B070,2*O$
DUt4MY=209.C2,2,2,-250,2,23307,.3600,°I660,.1280,.0300,.I470,°0710,2_O$
DU_Y=210°O0,2,2,-250,2,23973,.2900,.II30,.07_O,°OIO0,°I950,.0500,2*O$
DUtZMY=21].O0,2,1,+C75,2,22520,o2700,.1500,.I540,o0400,.2650,°0620,2*O$
DUVMY=211.OI,?,I,+CTO,2,23q85,.2700,.1380,.1610,.03DO,.2_80,.0660,2*O$
DUMMY=211.02,2,1,+075,2,23310,.27©O,.1510,.1270,.0300,°2320,.0650,2*O$
Duil;_iY-ZiioGS.Z.l.!_?3;2:2':133--_nn.-1_1_,.1540,.0300,.3160,.0550,2_O_
DUMPY=211.04,2,1,+075,2,23696,°2900,°I550,.I_90,.O_O0,°2390,.0620,2*O$
DUMMY=212.O0,2,1,+080,2,24011,.2600,.I_90,°i580,°0400,.2150,o0520,2_O$
DUMMY=212.01,2,1,+O70,2,2329B,.3000,°I480,.1530,.O_DO,.2310,.0660,2*O$
DUMMY=213°O0,2,1,-153,2,25981,.2200,.1220,.1350,o0300,°I880,.0350,2_O$
DUMMY=215.01,2,1,-150,2,22534,.22DO,oI2&O,.1280,.O_O0,.1590,.0510,2*O$
DUMMY=214°GO,2,1,-]50,2,23_96,.2400,.1250,°]360,°0590,°I520,°0420,2*O$
DU_IMY=214.01,2,1,-150,2,25769,°2930,.ISOO,.I_50,.OBO0,.1790,.0640,2*O$
DUMMY=215°OO,2,1,-255,2,25640,°a600,.I240,°I330,°0500,.ISO0,.IIO0,2_O$
DUMMY=216°O0,2,1,-254,2,23023,.3500,.1220,.I270,.O¢O0,°I730,°0820,2*O$
DU_IMY=216°OI,2,1,-250,2,23928,°3750,°I310,°I400,.0400,°I670,°II20,2_O$
DUHMY=216.02_2:I_-250,2,2a655,._IO0,.1500,oI520,°O_O0,°I870,°0950,2_O$
DUb_MY=253°O0,2,2,+068,1,C9784,.12)O,°0800,.30_O,.0500,°30#O,oO010,2*O_
DUMMY=254.0C,2,2,+O58,1,c96_9,.12uO,°O770,.3090,°OSOO,°Wb50,.O010,2_O_
DUtIMY=255.0O,2,2,-153,1,u9868,.O950,°O750,.2730,.OOOO,.2730,.OOIO,2*O&
DUMMY=256°O0,2,2,-152,1,10351,.1700,.0700,°2300,.0200,.2300,.O010,2*O$
DUMMY=257.00,2,2,-256,1,09718,.1800,°0500,.2120,.0550,.2120,.O010,2*O$
DUMMY=258.00,2,2,-256,1,1098D,°I420,°0790,.2610,o0300,o2610,°O010,2*O$
DUMMY=259°OO,2,1,+068,1,10123,.I570,°0920,.3320,.O_O0,°3320,.O010,2*O$
DUMMY=260.O0,2,1,+068,1,09930,.I440,.IO20,°3380,°0500,.3380,.O010,2_O$
_U_MY=261°O012,1,-153,1,09720,°0900,.0700,°2330,.0300,°2330,°O010,2_O$
DUMMY=262.00,2,1,-151,1,10801,oI020,.0750,°2240,°0300,.2_O,.O010,2_O_
DUMMY=253,00,2,1,-2_2,1,10769,°2400,.0990,°I700,°0350,.1700,°O010,2*O_
DUMMY=26_,OO,2,1,-242,1,10I&6,.2200,°0750,°I980,.0300,°I980,°O010,2*O$
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A LISTING OF THE CONTR@L CARDS FOR ONE REGRESSION IS GIVEN
BELOW, THESE CARDS WERE USED WITH THE F_RM OF DEFINE THAT WAS
GIVEN _N THE PREVIOUS PAGE. THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS VOLUME.
THIS IS SPECIFIED BY THE 6 _N THE NAMUSE CARP. SKIPPING IS
PERFORMED _N THE THIRD AND THE FIFTH INDEPENDENT VARIABLEb,
WHICH ARE THE STRUCTURE AND THE PRSJECTILE RESPECTIVELY.
IN B@TH CASES THE VALUE 1.0 WAS SKIPPED, WHICH MEANS THAT _NLY
DELRIN PR3JECTILF AND HONEYCSMB DATA WOULD BE INCLUDED IN
THE REGRESSION. THIS CASE WAb RUN WITH _NLY THE SYLGARD DATA. $0
THE MATERIAL VARIABLE DID N0T HAVE TO BE USED FOR SKIPPING.
SNAMC_N NRC_W=6, ISKI P=-i ,-I, 1 ,-1 •1 ,-1 $
SYLGARD H,C, WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE
VEL@CITY IN CM/SEC
T_gTAL V_LUME IN CC
1.0
1.0
SNAMUSE NUSE=6,7*0$
THE LAST CONTRgL CARD SHOULD BE
SNAMC;_N NRQ_W=IOO.ISKIP:-I,-I,-I,-I,-I.-I$
H_WEVEr_. a_ MANY CASES AS DESIRED CAN BE RUN AT ONE TIME,
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SUi_RELT IKE L'EF IKE
DIMENSICh X (6,25:_ } ,AlD/ 25,) ) ,Ft, AT{ 250), STRUCI250 ), TEMPI 250), PRO J( 2b
IC),%EL(25C_) ,C(_,25:3),T{_] ,_LSEISI,Y (25C),U(IC,IO],AMA[(IO,2501,
2AT IC),ZI25C, I,G( i._,),Xx|h,25CIef(250| ,DI]i8,25OI,I)LJMMY(I4|elSKIPib),
__.[SK IP I{ 6 I, SKIP (6,250) ,PLX125C))
CCIv MC h, X,A IC,F_AI, SIRUC,TEMP, PRCJ,VEL, C, NUSE, Y,U,AMAT tAt Z ,6, XX,
ICD, F, NRC& t ECCL, SK |P,OUh'MY, [SKIP,ISKIPItPLX
C 5EEINE APA1 _NI?, I- IN THIS RCL, 1INE
g[3 2 I<=I,NCCL
C 5EEINE ,_M_I {L,K)
_PAT(I,K) =1._
AMAI ( 2,K )= _C._Ex_VEL (& l _I o5E-6
IF (TF__P(K)) ICI,L,]I,IC2
LC[ IF (TE_.P(K)*2CC.O) 1.q3,1C3,IC4
IC3 SI=-C.5
CV=-C.5
CU 10 IC5
L04 SI=C.C
CV=I.C
6C TO I,."5
IC2 SI=C.5
(.V=-O • 5
105 AV_I(3,K)=SI
ANAl( t ,K) =SI'_-A_AT (2,K)
_MAI ( 6,_ |=C_#AMAT{ 2,K |
IF (VEL(K)-I}nCC.C) ICb,I_6,1C7
I_ AMAI(7,R)=3J.4b'_(135ZC.C-VEL|_) )
G[" 113 ICe
IC/ _._AI( 7tK)-"-,,.:]
IC8 AMAI( t ,K)=AMAI (?_ I_ST
A_AI( _t K)=Af'AT ( ),K)_CV
2 CCI_ I l NL, E
CC 3 K=L,NCCL
C CEFINE F(K)
IF {NL, SE(1)-e,| 2CI,202,20L
2CI F(K)=_.54_-Y(K)
GL If} 2"2
2C2 FIK)=Y(K)
2C3 PLXIK )=A/vAT (2,K |
3 CCNTIKUE
REILRK
E NC
Above is a listing of the subroutine DEFINE
as it was used to obtain the regressions given in
Appendix D. The first six AMAT's define the form
given for those regressions. The last three define
a function which is zero above the transition region
and which is used to decouple the transition region
data from the regression. By specifying that NROW =
these terms will not be included in the regressions.
6#
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OAPPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF EXPLODING FOIL PROCESS
by
Edwin Langberg
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I. INTRODUCTION
Acceleration of small projectiles to velocity approximating meteoroid impacts
has been currently accomplished I, 2 by means of exploding foil guns. In this
connection, it is important to develop an analysis of pertinent factors leading to
the optimization of experimental conditions. Such an analysis is the main goal
of this report.
The basic novelty of the present analysis in comparison with a number of similar
studies relating to exploding wires and exploding foils is the choice of thermo-
dynamic variables used to analyze the resistance of the exploding foil. It has
been recognized for some time, 3 that energy dissipation alone cannot account
for the behavior of resistance of exploding conductors. There is ample physical
reason for the assumption that one of the fundamental variables which determines
the foil resistivity is the atomic separation. The dynamic behavior of atomic
separation in the exploding foil is considered in detail in this report and the
results of an analog computer simulation of the explosion are compared with ex-
perimental results. The agreement between the two is very satisfactory.
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II. THERMODYNAMICS OF FOIL EXPLOSION
The electrical power dissipation in the foil during the first microsecond is
typically of the order of 500 megawatts. This power dissipation is so high that
by comparison thermal losses by conduction or radiation are negligible. _' 5
There is, therefore, little error in the assumption that during the explosion
the electrical energy Q is converted only into the internal energy of the foil and
the kinetic energy of the projectile:
Q = Mfu + 1/2 Ms _2 (Z. l)
In equation (Z. i) Mf is the mass of the foil, M s is the mass of the projectile, u
is the internal energy per unit mass of the foil (which will be referred to as
energy density) and i is the velocity of the projectile.
Equation (Z. I) is the result of the first law of thermodynamics where the explod-
ing foil is considered the working fluid expanding against the projectile which is
equivalent to a piston.
The energy density is dissipated in energy associated with the frozen flow u*
(which includes heat of vaporization, excitation, and ionization) and is converted
into translational velocity of the foil atoms:
u = u* + c2/2
where c is the rms speed of foil atoms.
(2.2)
In order to use equation (Z. i) one must establish a relationship between u*, c
and k . This relationship is obtained from the assumption that the projectile
velocity is equal to the average x-directed velocity of the foil. Then the kinetic
theory of gases specifies that:
c2 = 3 _2 (2.3)
The justification for the above-mentioned assumption is as follows: The projectile
velocity clearly cannot be faster than the average forward velocity of the atoms
of the exploding foil since it is the interaction of the two which causes projectile
acceleration. On the other hand, if the projectile velocity _ were substantially
slower than c, there would be a strong buildup of pressure which would cause
projectile acceleration until the condition in equation (Z. 3) is satisfied.
Assuming further that the internal energy u is divided equally between transla-
tional energy density of the foil atoms c2/2and the energy dissipated in u*, one
can obtain the relationship between projectile velocity _ and the internal energy
of the foil:
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u = u* + c2/2 = u* + 3k2/2 = 3_ 2 (Z. 4)
Substituting into equation (Z. 1 ) the relationship between the heat dissipation Q
and the velocity _ is:
Q = (3Mf + Ms/2)_2 = M_2/2 (Z. 5)
where M is the effective mass defined as:
M = 6Mf + Ms (Z. 6)
Consequently the relationship between the thermodynamic variables of the
exploding foil system and the dissipated heat is
u* = 3/2_: 2 = 3Q/M (Z. 7)
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IIl. BEHAVIOR OF RESISTANCE DURING THE EXPLOSION
The resistivity is a function of thermodynamic variables of the exploding foil.
Since the equation of state for the range of conditions corresponding to foil ex-
plosion is not known, transformation of variables is not possible, and it is im-
portant to choose the thermodynamic variables which most directly effect the
resistance change.
A number of calculations 6' ?' 8 of resistivity in exploding metallic conductors
have been carried out in the past using only temperature and/or energy density
dependence. From physical considerations, it is, however, clear that one of
the most critical variables is inter-atomic distance which relates to specific
density of the exploding foil. The inter-atomic distance is related to specific
volume. It is therefore convenient to use the energy density u, and the specific
volume v for thermodynamic variables:
p = p(u,v) (3.i)
The resistivity of the foil in the solid state and at room temperature is of little
significance since the heat of melting is only a minute fraction of the energy
dissipated in the foil. A more significant approximation to the initial conduction
through the foil can be obtained by considering the foil to be liquid and yet sub-
stantially of the same geometrical configuration as the original solid shape.
Even when energy density exceeds the heat of formation u{ , the foil remains
liquid because it cannot expand freely due to the restraint of the projectile.
Actually, the distinc_ionbetween the liquid and the gas phases vanishes because
the pressure is most likely much higher than the critical pressure.
The temperatures and pressures in the exploding foil are for the most part out-
side of the range of the available laboratory data. One must therefore rely on
the basic physics of the electron conduction in order to predict the behavior of
resistivity throughout the range of parameters which one can encounter during
the explosion.
The electrical resistivity is in general given by the equation
p = mcNQ*/ne 2 (3. Z)
where m is the electron mass, c is the electron velocity, n is the number of
electrons, e is the electron charge, Q'is the electron scattering cross-section,
and N is the number of scattering centers.
In spite of the apparent simplicity of equations (3. Z), the proper evaluation of
its parameters depends on the physical conditions of the metal and can be quite
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complex. In a solid metal*, NQ* is determined by quantum mechanics of scatter-
ing of electrons by thermal latice vibrations. In a perfectly regular latice (i. e.,
perfect crystal at the absolute zero temperatur e) there is no scattering and NQ*
is zero. As temperature increases, the displacement @ of the latice atoms from
the equilibrium position is given by:
s@2 = 2kT (3. 3)
where s is the atomic bond spring constant, and k is the Boltzmann's constant.
The cross-section area for scattering of electrons is proportional to @2 .
Cons equently,
Q, _ @2 =T/s (3.4)
Equation (3.4) when substituted in equation (3. Z) gives the linear dependence of
resistivity on temperature. However, since the atomic bond spring constant s
varies in turn with temperature, this linear dependence is valid only over a
restricted range.
In liquid metals** the scattering cross section for free electrons is no longer
directly dependent on temperature. In the liquid state one can picture the me-
tallic ions as hard spheres bouncing around without directional atomic bond con-
strains. The free volume of the ionic motion is given by (v- vo) A where vo is
the specific volume occupied by the "hard" ions and A is the atomic mass.
Consequently, the average distance between ions is [(v- Vo)A]l./3 The scattering
cross-section is therefore proportional to:
Qe = [(v - v )A] 2/3 I'_. &%
o
The electron velocity corresponding to the top of the Fermi level is proportional
to the interatomic distance:
c _ [(v--vo)A]l/3 (3. 6)
The density of conduction electrons is proportional to the density of atoms:
n_N (3.7)
Substituting into equation (3. Z) the resistivity of liquid metal is proportional to:
* The description of conduction presented here is of necessity very simplified. A more detailed description of
conduction in solids is given in reference 9.
** Discussion of conduction in liquid metals near the melting point is given in reference 10. However, the postulated
resistivity formulation is new and not related to the above reference.
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p a (v --VO)&/N
Noting that N _I/v
(3.8)
p = B v(v-%) (3.9)
The constants B and vo in equation (3.9) which represent the conduction through
liquid metal can be obtained form resistivity and density data for liquid metals. 1 1
The handbook information is available for the temperature range between melting
point and several hundred degrees above it. If values at two temperatures in-
dicated by subscript a (lower) and b (higher) are known, then substitution in
equation (3.9) gives the solution for the two constants Band vo :
B = (Vb Pa - VaPb)/(Va 2 Vb - Va Vb2) (3. I0)
v° -_ va _ (pa/Bva) (3. 1 1)
The metallic resistivity in equation (3.9) is an explicit function of specific
volume only. At atmospheric pressure the temperature dependence can, of
course, be obtained from the equation of state. Equation (3.9) fits the availa-
ble experimental results for solid and liquid metals, including the change of
phase, much better than the linear temperature dependence approximation.
As the internal energy and the interatomic distance increases the point is
reached when metallic conduction ends and the resistivity is obtained from
equation (3. Z) by classical calculation for a gaseous plasma:
p = mcQ/e 2 g (3. I Z)
where g is the degree of ionization defined as
g = n/N (3. 13)
In order to calculate the degree of ionization it will be assumed that the energy
of frozen flow u* is dissipated into evaporation and ionization only:
g = (u* - uf)/u i
where uf is the heat of formation and u i is the heat of ionization.
for u* the expression derived in equation (Z. 7):
(3. 14)
Substituting
g = (3Q/M - uf)/u i (3. 15)
In the range of electron energies encountered in the explosion the collision
cross-section Q* tends to decrease with electron speed c so that the product
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cQ*can be considered approximately constant. The collision cross-section Q*
is determined approximately by the atomic radius, and the electron speed c
corresponds approximately the the first ionization potential. The plasma
resistivity under these conditions and for g = I/Z is defined as K
2m / 2e v i
K - V" n ro2e 2 m
where v is the ionization potential in electron-volts.
!
in Angstrom units then numerically equation (3.1Z) is
If ro
(3.16)
is the atomic radius
p = 1,32 x 10-4 %2 _-_ ui ( 3Q/M - uf) = K/2g (3. 17)
The plasma resistivity in equation (3.17) represents only an approximate value.
There is a possibility of an error in the estimate of collision cross-section and
the average electron velocity. The energy absorbed in excited states is not
included in the derivation; neither is the possibility of occurrence of multiple
ionization.
However, these shortcomings are more likely to effect the numerical value of
the proportionality constant in equation (3. 17) than the basic dependence on the
heat dissipation. The proportionality constant can be adjusted to fit experimental
results. The known functional dependence of the pertinent variables makes it
possible to use the resistivity equation in an analog computer study.
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IV. SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS DESCRIBING THE EXPLODING FOIL
The basic electric circuit of the exploding foil consists of a series connection
of the following elements:
a. Storage capacity c.
b. Inductance L which is partially distributed and partially confined to
the leads and to the foil. The inductance is assumed constant
c. Constants resistance R 1 of the circuit outside of the foil
d. Variable resistance R of the foil itself.
The basic differential equation describing the above mentioned circuit is
L _ + [R l+R(x,u)] + dt = E o
dt
where i is the current and t is the time. The initial capacitor voltage is E o .
The electrical energy dissipated in the foil is derived from joule heating and is
t
Q = Of i2 Rdt (4. Z)
The initial energy stored in the capacitor is:
Qo = CEo2/2
The velocity of the projectile is derived in equation (2.7):
Consequently the thickness of the exploding foil is
t
x = /0 2Q_ at+.
where a is the initial foiI thickness
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
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Assuming a uniform expanding thickness of the foil, and a square foil area, the
foil resistance is related to the resistivity and the thickness
R = p/x = pvl/av (4. 6)
where v1 is the initial specific volume.
The foil resistance R a during metallic conduction can be obtained from equation
(3.9)
Ra = Bv 1 (v - Vo)/a = B (vl/a)2 (x - aVo/Vl) (4. 7)
Similarly, the resistance Rb of the plasma created by the exploding foil can be
obtained from equation (3. 17)
1/R b = 2x (3Q/M - uf)/Ku i ; (4. 8}
The solution of the system of equations described here in closed form is
impractical. However, the solution can be obtained readily on an analog
c omput e r.
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V. ANALOG COMPUTER SOLUTION
The thermodynamic conditions, the electrical conductivity, and the circuit
properties derived in previous sections lead to the following set of equations for
the exploding foil gun:
I"
dl/dr + [rl+r(q,z)] I+ /Idr = 1
(5. 1)
The initial conditions are that I (o) = 0, dl/dr = 1
q = 2 /I 2 rdr
(s. z)
(s. 3)
ra = a z + ro
(5.4a)
(5.4b)
1/r b = {3(z + aeo/p ) (qp2/uf - 2/3)
These are four equations in four normalized unknowns:
I is the ratio of current i to peak current:
I = i/E o oa C
q is the ratio of heat dissipation Q in the foil to energy stored:
q = 2Q/Eo2 C
z is the normalized distance defined in terms of the instantaneous
thickness x as:
z = dr = _ (x- a)
P
(5.5)
(5.6)
foil
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where p is the normalized peak velocity:
p = _2Qo/M
r is the ratio of foil resistance to capacitive impedance:
r = RcoC
The independent variable is the normalized time:
? : OJr
(5.8)
(5.9)
(s. 10)
The analog computer output consists of the plot of the four variables mentioned.
In addition the plot of dI/dr is recorded since it corresponds to the experi-
mentally measured potential across an inductance. There are six normalized
parameters which determine the solution. The definition of these parameters
is given below.
Circuit dumping coefficient:
rI = _CR I (5. 11)
Initial resistance coefficient
ro = coCgo/a
Metallic resistance coefficient of ex-oansion:
(5.,z)
a = CBpvl2/a 2 (5. 13)
Plasma conductance coefficient of expansion:
= 3p uf/o2 C K ui (5. 14)
Displacement coefficient:
aoo/p (5. 15)
Energy density coefficient:
p2/uf ( 5.1 6)
These parameters are determined from the experimental constants corres-
ponding to the currently used conditions listed in table I.
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENT AL C ONST ANT S
Ringing Frequency
Storage Capacity
Initial Voltage
Foil Thickness
Foil Mass
Projectile Mass
Circuit Dumping Factor
For Aluminum
B
K
Initial Foil Density
Heat of Formation
Heat of Ionization
Initial Resistivity
= 4.46 x 106 rad/sec; f = 710kc
C= 0.84 #F
E° = 80 kv
a = 6. 35 x 10 .4 cm = 0.25 x 10 .3 in.
Mf = 5. 66 x 10"4g
Ms = 10 .3 g
_CR 1 = 0. 1
B = 5. 35 x 10 -4 (ohm-cm} (g/cm_ Z
K = 7.05 x l0 -3 (ohm-cm)
I/v 1 = 2.7 g/cm 3
uf = 11.58 kjoule/g
u. = 5.77 k joule/g
I
Po = 2. 62 x 10 "6 ohm-cm
G
From the experimental constants in table I one can derive composite constants
listed in table II
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iTABLE II
COMPOSITE CONSTANTS
C apacitive Admittance
Initial Charge
Effective Mass
Ideal Peak Velocity
_C = 3. 74 mho
Qo = EoC = 2. 68 k coulomb
M = 6 Mf + Ms = 1. 34 x 10"2g
p = 2_-_o/M = 2 x 106 cm/sec
p2 = 4 x 102 k joule/g
From the values listed in table I and table II one can derive the six normalized
constants defined in equations 5. 11 to 5. 16.
TABLE III
NORMALI ZED CONST ANT S
r 1 = 0. 1 a = 305 ao /p = 1. 4Z x 10 -3
r = 1.54 x 10 -2 [3 = 1030 p2/u t = 34.5
O
The solution is initiated on the computer by programming equation (5. i) to
(5.4a). When
q = uf/P 2 (5. 17)
the solution for rb , as given by equation (5.4b), starts getting generated.
This solution is compared with ra , and when they reach equality rb replaces
_UIULIUJ-_ I,.L X _.., v ........ra in the ...... of *_^ system '_¢ _q,,_tlnns
The procedure outlined above is, strictly speaking, correct only for the case of
singly ionized plasma. Multiple ionization requires a modification of equation
(5.4b). However, when the plasma temperature is sufficiently high for signif-
icant multiple ionization, rb is typically so low that the heat dissipation in the
plasma can be ignored. Equation (5.4b) is therefore adequate for the analysis.
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The computer run is continued until q reaches a steady value. Beyondthis
point the effect of r becomes quite small, q reaches an assymptotic value and
the projectile acceleration process ends. If the calculation of current in the
circuit is required beyondthis point it canbe obtained from the linear
differential equation:
dI/dr + r 1 I + /Iar = 1
(5. 18)
The initial conditions for the linear solution are obtained from the final values
of the computer run.
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VI. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
The schematic of the experimental set-up prepared under the direction of R. R.
McMath is shown in figure I. The deflection plates of the oscilloscope are con-
nected to two points on the current return bar about l inch apart. The resistance
of this segment of the bar is negligible in comparison with its inductance. Con-
sequently the voltage developed between the points is proportional to di/dt.
The signal is delayed by 80 feet of RG 63 coaxial cable. This delay is necessary
for porper triggering of the scope sweep. The oscilloscope trace is shown in
figure Z. The time scale is 0. 1 _s/division so that the photograph represents
approximately 0.7 _s .
Since the resonant frequency of the exploding foil circuit is 4.46 x 106 rad/sec
the normalized time represented in the photograph is 3. IZ. This is very close
to one-half of the first cycle.
It is clear in the interpretation of figure Z that spurious ringing at a frequency
of about ZOMc is induced by transients in the oscilloscope input circuit. One
must therefore deduce the actual form of di/dt within the envelope determined
by the peak positive and negative values of the ringing amplitude. These peak
experimental points are numbered in figure 3 and the envelope of the ringing
signal is also shown there.
The ringing represented by points i, Z and 3 is caused by the initial rise in dl/dT,
from 0 to +I. Between the points 3 and 4 a steep drop in dl/dr must be postu-
lated to account for the downward bend in the envelope and the increase in the
ringing amplitude (Z-3) as compared with (3-4). Beyond this point there are
apparently no transients since the ringing amplitude decreases steadily and
becomes negligible beyond the point 17.
The interpretation of the experimental trace in figure Z is complicated by the
fact that the y = 0 line on the scope does not correspond to y axis for oscillations.
On photographs showing the full trace of decaying oscillations it can be seen
that the oscillations ar_ centered around +-he line higher that the initial y = 0.
This phenomenon is very likely caused by a bias voltage which is spuriously
induced and has a long decay time constant compared with I0 gs .
Figure 3 represents an interpretation of experimental results on a normalized
scale which includes estimated correction for the above mentioned zero axis
shift. The dI/dT scale was obtained from the assumption that for the point half-
way between the experimental points No. 1 and Z, corresponding to r _ 0.2, dI/dr
is equal to 0.9.
The general trend of the dI/dr curve can now be reconstructed: The curve starts
at +1, decreases smoothlyup to _ _0. 3 and then drops sharply at about r= 0.45 .
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Subsequently, it increases up to r _ O. 55 and from that time on follows essen-
tially a sinusoidal oscillation which crosses the y axis at about r -_ 1.6 and has
a negative peak at r-"=.
In addition to the dI /dr curve the experimentally determined kinetic energy of
the projectile is important for comparison with the theory. The measured veloc-
ity of the 10rag projectile is 17x103 ft/sec or 5. 18 x 103 m/sec. Consequently,
the energy of the projectile is 134 joules. In comparison with the stored energy
of 2830 joules, this represents 4.73 percent conversion efficiency.
The analog computer program prepared by Mr. L. Somers from the Analog
Group, Avco RAD is shown in figure 4.
The symbols used in the preparation of the analog diagram have the following
meaning:
© COEFFICIENT POTENTIOMETER
+O
SERVOMULTIPLIER POTENTIOMETER
SUMMING AMPLIFIER
SUMMING INTEGRATOR
HIGH GAIN AMPLIFIER
RELAY AMPLIFIER
RELAY CONTRACTS
SERVOMULTIPLIER
X-y PLOTTER
STRIP CHART RECORDER
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The problem operates as follows. Initially, function switches (FS) 1 and 3
are in the up positions. In this mode ra is used in the system equations but is
being continuously compared with rb . When ra = rb , the computer is automatical-
ly placed in "hold". Function switch 3 is manually put into its down position.
In this position rb is switched into the problem, replacing ra , and in addition
scale changing of the program takes place. After a brief settling time, function
switch 1 is put into its down position returning the computer to the "operate"
mode for completion of the problem. At the end of the run the computer is man-
ually placed in the "reset" mode, function switches l and 3 are returned to their
up positions, and the problem is readied for the next run.
The dl /dr curve obtained from a computer run based on values listed in section
4 is shown in figure 5. Comparison of theoretical (figure 3) and experimental
(figure 5) results shows qualitative agreement but quantative descrepaneies.
Specifically the drop due to conduction cross-over occurs too early (r=0.25 versus
r=0.45 for experiment), and the maximum amplitude after cross-over is too
high (0.85 versus 0. 60)
The same computer run gives the assymptotic value of the normalized explosion
energy dissipation asq-0. 04. Based on the assumption in equation (2. 7) q=0.04
corresponds to kinetic energy conversion efficiency of the projectile equal
to q Ms/M which is 3 percent. The theoretical efficiency is therefore somewhat
low; 3 percent as compared with experimentally measured 4.73 percent. In
view of the approximate nature of the assumption and the uncertainly both in
evaluation of the problem parameters and experimental resolution the agreement
is however quite satisfactory.
The assumption regarding the energy distribution underlying the analysis can-
not be expected to be exactly valid. It is therefore interesting to assume de-
partures from this nominal distribution and to examine the effect of such adjust-
ments on the solution.
The first adjustment assumes that the velocity of the projectile is less than the
forward velocity component of the exploding gas by a fraction 71. There is ex-
perimental justification for this adjustment; the measured forward plasma veloc-
ity is several times greater than the projectile velocity. The only change in the
system of equations (5. 1) to (5.4) required to accommodate this adjustment is
the modification of equation (5. 3):
The second assumption which warrants re-examination is the complete conver-
sion of the frozen flow energy u* into vaporization and ionization which is postu-
lated in equation (3.14). If the energy of excited atomic and molecular states
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is not negligible, it is more appropriate to define an ionization efficiency factor
72 which modifies equation (3. 16):
g = (72 u* - uf)/u i
The result of this change appears in modification of equation (5.4b)
(6.Z)
1/r b = _(z + aoJ/p) (_2 q p2/uf - 2/3) (6. 3)
A typical result of the energy distribution adjustment on the dI /dr curve is shown
in figure 6. The value of the adjustment parameters are 7/1 = 1 _ and _2 = 0. 25.
Also rl, was changed to r 1 = 0.2 since this is closer to the experimentally observed
value. The adjusted solution fits the experimental cross=over time and the max-
imum amplitude after cross=over within the experimental error. The assympt-
otic value of q obtained for the adjusted solution is q=0. 12. The efficiency of
conversion to projectile kinetic energy is q 72. Ms/M = 0. 043 or 4. 3 percent. The
results of the adjusted solution show very good agreement between theory and
experiment and substantiate the validity of the analog computer program de=
veloped here for the analysis of the exploding conductor phenomena.
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VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The comparison of the analog computer simulation and the experimental observa-
tions, discussed in Section VI, indicates a sufficient agreement to make this
analysis a valid optimization tool in the design of an improved hypervelocity gun.
However, the overall improvement, which could be expected under ideal experi-
mental conditions, was evaluated before this optimization was undertaken.
The exploding foil process derives its energy from the joule heat dissipation in
the foil due to the passage of the current through it. The resistance of the plasma
formed by the foil explosion is very low resulting in a corresponding reduction
of the heat dissipation. As the previous analysis indicates, the relationship
between the variables of the explosion process is quite complex. However, an
approximate insight into the problem can be gained by assuming that the transi-
tion from the metallic conductivity to the plasma conductivity occurs approxi-
mately at the point when the heat dissipated into the internal energy u * is equal
to the sum of the heat of formation uf and the heat of ionization ui :
u* = u i + uf
For aluminum foil uf = 11.58 x 106 joule/kg, ui
critical internal energy:
u* = 17.35 x 106 joule/kg
A relationship between the projectile velocity x
rived in Eq. (2. 7):
(7.1)
= 5.77 106 joule/kg giving the
(7.z)
and the internal energy is de-
x = Zu*/3 = 3.4 km/sec (7.3)
It should be emphasized very strongly that Eq. (7.3) is meant to serve only as an
order of magnitude estimate. However, qualitatively one can see from the above
considerations that there is an upper limit to the thermal energy which can be
dissipated in the foil, while maintaining its metallic conductivity. The only way
to exceed this energy density limitation is by dumping the energy into the foil
so fast that the inertia of the foil mass prevents the atoms from flying apart. If
the atoms are closely packed even after the critical internal energy is supplied,
the foil resistance is reasonably high and additional energy can be imparted to
the projectile. Under the experimental conditions an improvement of approxi-
mately a factor of 2 over Eq. (7.3) is obtained•
There are, however, practical limitations on the shortest practical time for
dumping of energy into the foil:
(1) Even with a most careful design, the capacitor plates and the leads to
the foil have finite inductance which limits the current raise.
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(2) Fast energy dumping corresponds to a greater acceleration of the pro-
jectile and may lead to projectile disintegration.
Under the current experimental conditions, the inductance of the leads have been
minimized and the voltage on the capacitor has been increased to the point where
tearing of the projectile occurs. It is, therefore, not very likely that, regardless
of the results of the optimization analysis, the experimental conditions can be
significantly improved as far as the shortening of the energy dumping time is
concerned.
There is possibly more hope to improve the performance by optimization of the
foil geometry, of the projectile-to-foil mass ratio, and in the selection of the
projectile and foil materials. However, in view of the basic energy limitations
expressed in Eq. (7. 1) it is not immediately clear that a very significant improve-
ment of the present performance could be achieved.
In view of the limitations on the time and onthe funds under this contract, a
decision had to be made whether the potential payoff of a complete optimization
analysis represents a more promising approach than the modification on the
projectile acceleration mechanism, as described in Section VII. After careful
consideration of the two alternatives it was to concentrate on the modi-
fication of the acceleration mechanism using j x B post-acceleration.
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VIII. DESIGN OF THE jxB POST-ACCELERATION STAGE
The joule energy dissipation in the exploding foil ends when the foil conductivity
changes from the metallic to the plasma conductivity; the plasma conductivity is
so low that the heat dissipation in the foil products is not significant. If the
capacitor voltage is applied to the two rails protruding beyond the foil, an addi-
tional acceleration process is introduced (See figure 7). The current through
the plasma between the rails induces a magnetic field resulting in a force:
F = j×B (8. 1)
which is directed along the rails, and which causes plasma post-acceleration of
the foil explosion products.
The commonly used plasma accelerator geometry is coaxial. However, for the
post-acceleration stage of a projectile, a rectangular geometry is preferable for
the following reasons:
a. The current and the magnetic field are inversely proportional to the
radius and therefore the forces in coaxial accelerator vary as (l/r) 2.
This leads in turn to non-uniform projectile velocity and the possibility of
tearing.
b. The inductance of a coaxial accelerator with ro /q = 3 is 0.22 #H /m
The inductance of a rectangular configuration with equal rail width and dis-
tance is 1.26 #H/m The larger inductance leads to a more efficient
coupling to a capacitor, as will be seen in the calculations which follow.
The ernf associated with the motion of the plasma "short" along the rails
is
E = I(dL/dt) = I(dL/dx) v (8. z)
The following are typical values for the experiment:
I = 2 x 10 5 amp
dL/dx = 10-6
v = 104m/sec
So that
E=2kv
The power delivered to the moving system is
p = IE = 4. x 108 watts (8. 3)
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The duration of acceleration is given by the ratio of the rail length (D = 0. ]m)
and the velocity v :
t = 0. 1/104 = 10-5 sec = 108s (8.4)
The total energy delivered under these circumstances to the projectile and
to the plasma is
u = pt = 4 k joule s
This indicates very adequate coupling with the present capacitor system.
The conduction of a current in the plasma created by the explosion of the foil
material is carried out primarily by electrons. There is consequently an initial
current deficiency at the negative electrode since the current of the positive
ions is insufficient to match the plasma electron current. The result is a build-
up of an ion acceleration region in the vicinity of the cathode and an intense
cathode heating by ion bombardment, creating eventually electron emission from
the cathode. The emitted electron current adds to the impinging ion current
in carrying the plasma current.
It is desirable to achieve the maximum electron emission current combined with
a minimum of cathode evaporation. The most desirable cathode material is a
metal which has the lowest ratio of emission work function to temperature cor-
responding to 10 -5 Torr (12). This ratio for six most interesting materials is
listed below:
Ta W I-If Th C Mo
1.5 1.6 1.65 1.8 1.8 1.9
It is not necessary to make the entire cathode of the chosen material. The cathode
rail can be lined with a foil of tantalum or covered with a sheath of tungsten.
Originally it was anticipated that instabilities may create a practical limitation
on the jxB post-acceleration process. Magnetic forces tend to constrict the
current flow into filaments. If this should turn out to be the case it was anti-
cipated that the foil would be non-uniformly accelerated and that tears may re-
sult. The possibility was also considered that electron emission may have a
tendency to emanate from "hot spots" and not uniformly from the entire cathode
surface. However, related work reported in the literature(13) did not mention
such instabilities and consequently it was considered that the acceleration by
means of jxB process is sufficiently promising to warrant its choice in compari-
son with the continuation of the optimization analysis.
The experimental results proved disappointing because of an entirely unexpected
cause. In view of the size of the projectile chamber and the limitations of the
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existing vacuum pumping equipment, the best vacuum which could be obtained
was of the order of 50 microns. This residual air pressure was sufficient to
cause breakdown between the rails which shorted the capacitor and prevented
any useful energy transfer into the foil explosion or post-acceleration process.
The breakdown between the rail points caused the formation of small craters
on the rails probably due to ion impact.
There is presently no reason to doubt the basic feasibility of the jxB post-
acceleration mechanism. It is, however, clear that the design of a superior
vacuum-tight chamber and the application of higher capacity pump is necessary,
so that the residual gas pressure can be reduced by several orders of magnitude.
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APPENDIX C
HEAT SHIELD IMPACT DATA
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The data for this program are printed on the following pages.
was done from the data cards used in the regression program.
have been verified with the original data sheets.
The printout
These cards
There are some points that should be made regarding these data.
1. The temperature listed is the nominal temperature. Only in one
case was the actual temperature significantly different from the nominal;
this was for shot No. 95 into Avcoat, which showed no significant varia-
tion of crater parameters with temperature.
2. The program interprets a value identically equal to zero as missing
data, and that shot is not included in regressions on that variable. Hence
missing data are printed out as -0. 0000. The minus sign is meaningless,
but serves to signify this data. Data recorded as "small" or "slight" are
given a small value (0.0001 or 0.0010) different from zero.
3. Very irregular spall and crater shapes were common, and often two
values (at right angles) of diameter would be reported. _An average value
was used in the program. Also an average value was used for damage
reported in units of honeycomb cells.
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APPENDIX D
CRATER PAR.AM_ETERS VERSUS VELOCITY
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CRATERPARAMETERSVERSUSVELOCITY
Figure
DI
D2
03
D5
D6
D7
D8
DIO
DII
DI2
D13
D14
DIS
DI6
DI9
i)20
I)21
I_2
D£3
D84
se5
D26
D27
D28
re9
D30
D32
D33
D34
D35
O3d
D37
D38
D39
_0
D41
D42
_3
_4
Target
S_gard 325 tile
Sylgard 325 HC
Sylgard 325 tile
Sylgard 325 HC
Avcoat 5026 tile
Avcoat 5026 HC
O fAvcoat 50-o tile
Avcoat 5026 HC
Sylgard 325 tile
S_gard 325 HC
Sylgard 325 tile
Sylgard 325 HC
Avcoat 5026 tile
-- f
Avcoat no>,__o HC
Avcoat 5026 tile
Avcoat 5026 I_
Sylgard 325 tile
Syl_ard 325 HC
Sylgarg 325 tile
Sylgard 325 HC
Avcoat 5026 tile
_fAvcoat 50_o HC
Avcoat _Oi3 t_ie
O f
Avcoat 50_o HC
Sylgard 325 tile
S_gara 325 HC
Sylgard 325 tile
S)_gard 325 HC
Avcoat 5026 tile
Avcoat 5026 HC
Aveoat 5026 tile
Avcoat 5026 HC
Sylgard 325 tile
Sylgard 325
Sylgard 325 tile
Sylgard 325 HC
Avcoat 5026 tile
Avcoat 5026 HC
Aveoat 5026 tile
Avcoat 5026 HC
Sylgard 325 tile
Sylgard 325 HC
Sylgard 325 tile
Sylgard 325 HU
Projectile
AI
A1
Delrin
Delrin
AI
AI
Delrin
Delrin
AI
AI
Delrin
Delrin
AI
AI
Delrin
Delrin
AI
AI
Delrin
Delrin
AI
Dcirin
Delrin
AI
AI
Delrin
Delrin
AI
AI
Delrin
Delrin
A1
AI
Delrin
Delrin
AI
A1
Delrin
Delrin
A1
A1
Delrin
Delrin
Crater Parameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Zpall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Crater Dia_etcr
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Cr_.ter Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Penetration
Penetrat ion
Pe netrat ion
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetrat ion
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Volume
Volume
Volume
VolLmle
Vol_ne
Volume
Volume
Volume
Total Damage Depth
Total Damage Depth
Total Damage Depth
Total Daz_ge Depth
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HONEYCOMB SYMBOLS
TEMPERATURE SYMBOL
RT +
-150°F X
_250OF *
TILE SYMBOLS
TEMPERATURE SYMBOL
RT C
-150°F 0
-250°F I'1
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C SYLGARD TILE WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
L
Figure D1 Spall Diameter versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles
on Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: _-- ( ,1310 -._&56 5T -,0311 C V_ V
e o _95- - o85SsT- o?S/Cv"
RMS Deviation: . ! 33 c n']
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I SYLGARO H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE "" ' q
* d#
L
Figure I)2 Spall Diameter versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgara 325 HC
Form of Regression: _ = _ .13_65 _r.OW?7 ST -.03 _,3 c v) V
RMS Deviation: .llq c¢_.) -.ID98 -.23335T +.oq6_cp"
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FZ
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Z
L
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W
Z
N
Q
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.J
SYLGARO TILE WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE
Figure DB Spall Diameter versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: _s = (.09 03 -.D172. ST -'.O.Z'_dV) k/
+. IR3q -. 165-O5T "_.o_Qq CV"
RMS Deviation: . O 6 _ c n_
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r 5YLGARD H.C. WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE .....
S .0
@.B
0.0
Z
U
7
N
O.e
I"
,,,,.. @.|
0
J
--I
o.
w
@.Zl
@.8
O. J* 4. |. 4. r.
VELOCITY IN KM/SEC
O,
_1
Figure I)4 Spall Diameter versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HI]
Form of Regression: (Jr = (.07_ _ -.0_,5"g S 7" _010 _ C VJ _/
RMS Deviation: . 0 _ 0 c rn
-_ .IJ_3- _ oo?/.sT -. o_ 7_C v"
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F AVCOAT TILE WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
|w
-@.m
#. J. 4. I, O. Y. O.
VELOCITY IN NM/SEC J
Figure D5 Spall Diameter versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: _j = (.R V23 tO_&O ST _'.O0_ICV) _/
RMS Deviation: . _ 77 c r_ -_(_II -.O_&;_.._T - 00676V
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C AVCOAT H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
Figure D6 Spall Diameter versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: _= (,_ SOb _.0_5"37- -l..O_)lCVJ V"
Deviation: . 3,5'V Cr_ -.6 605- -.I 0_057" "._92.,!CW"
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^VCOAT TILE WITH DELRIN
m,i
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VELOCITY IN KM/SEC _.1
Figure D7 Spall Diameter versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: _ = _ .ICl Y6 _.03 &S 5T "e.OI63 CV ) V"
EMS Deviation: . / 2 6 -.ffIa 8 - .Z26 ? $T - •0 S15 C
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F AVCOAT H.C. WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE • I
$o ,11. |. Q. T.
VELOCITY IN KM/SEC
Figure D8 Spall Diameter versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regresslon: d_ = (._ 19J _.03_I *.O0_YCV) V"
P_ I_vlat±on: , Io3 -. _-,_(b -._y_sT -. 0 85Sgv"
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F SYLGARD TILE WITH ALUMINUM 7
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Figure D9 Crater Diameter versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: _ = (,0_" "t'DIt'tl ST -.003,3-CY'3 V"
.. 0_? .o067SW
RMS Deviation: . 0 S ff c rn
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F SYLGARD H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
L
I. II. d. II. 0, Y,
VELOCITY IN KM/S[C
II,
_1
Figure DIO Crater Diameter versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HU
Form of Regression: _: (DSJ[5 _.031@6T -POo6 Cv)V
RMS Deviation: . 04).. Crr_ "t.O:c?6- -. OtJ'.t]$T't.OlS&CV"
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VELOCITY IN IiMISEC _I
Figure Dll Crater Diameter versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: d = (.0"'I_'_ "I.OI_ST -.O0?SCV) _/
RMS Deviation: . 0 I 3 ¢ _ _. o _-6 -.062 _ IT @.03 ?_C V_
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iv. SYLGARD
..=
! I
H.C, WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE
I"
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Figure D12 Crater Diameter versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 RU
Form of Regression: _ = _.0W)-I *.O#'llST -OOSfCV) _/
RMS Deviation: . 03_¢rr3 +.01 =I0 -.0'i35"._T "P. o05._ CI/
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F AVCOAT TILE WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
i
+
L
Figure DI3 Crater Diameter versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Aveoat 5026 Tile
to= of Re_-e_io_: d = (.oq s_ -.oo_ sr _0oz_ cv) V
RMS Deviation: . 0 5ff c rrl _ . 03_ 4.0 _ o_ST -.0_I 0 CV"
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AVCOAT H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
Figure DI4 Crater Diameter versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 EC
FormofReg=ession: d = C dO_7 ".01t_S[ -.005_cW) V
RMS Deviation: , OS-& (_1
-_ .OWI_ -.O_$clsr "_,o,I05"CV
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F
.7
AVCOAT TILE WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE ' -l
Figure DIS Crater Diameter versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: d -- (.0_I_ *.015_ 57" -.005? 6_'J
+ .OCl_/,F -.///'_57" _.OZOOCI,"
RMS Deviation: O 3 _ C Frl
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AVCOAT H.C. WITH DELRIN
T
Figure D16 Crater Diameter versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: _ _- _D9_5" _ .0,_ ST -.01¥0 c_']
RMS Deviation: . O60 cnq +.Ola7 -.O723 ST ÷.O:/i'(, g_ /
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SYLGARD TILE WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
Z
II. do J. O, Y,
VELOCITY IN KM/SEC
TTITTTTI
Figure DI7 Penetration versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard B25 Tile
Form of Regression: _ = (.OBq_ t .003J, 57" --.QJ,_ 7 CV.)
"'.2'.171 "+. O/_E 3T ,.OY_5-CV'
RMS Deviation: O 30 c rr_
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SYLGARO H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECFILE
L
Jo 4. |. e. T.
VELOCITY IN KPI/SEC
Figure DIS Penetration versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: P= (OWY3 fO3;b ST _OOS_-gV) V"
r
RMS Deviation: .083 ¢rn
+ .23_ -. IJ_5 51" - o/13 cv"
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SYLGARD
Figure D19 Penetration versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: _ : (.0_6 • .Dot 8 ST U0O_W cV)
RMS Deviation: • 01_3 (_ + .oI_ ? .0357 5T -.ooa_6F
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PROJECT ILE
i- SYLGARO WITH DELRIN
L
KM/SEC
Figure D20 Penetration versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
$ylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: p = (_WV -.O03D. 3T -.OOyO cv) _/
RMS Deviation: . 0 _I c,_ -.013") *, 0_27 ET -. O/IR C V/
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DF
Figure D21 Penetration versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: p c_ C.0358 -.03;IS .ST *.0115 CV.) V/
RMS Deviation: . I0 I c m
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F AVCOAT H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
|
Figure D22 Penetration versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: p z (.031 q +.09oI 5Y nPOJ7 g V) _/
RMS Deviation: • ;3 g ¢_ +.o loO -. 345_ 5 T +,0170 c_
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AVCOAT TILE WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE
S. 4. |. Q. Y.
VELOCI TY IN KM/SEC
FigureD23 PenetrationversusVelocityfor DelrinProjectileson
Avcoat5026 Tile
Form of Regression: p = _,057V • .01R/ 5T _00_7 (V) _/
EMS Deviation: .053 Cm ÷- _5_ -.o ?_ 5_ _.O0;_c
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AVCOAT H.C. WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE -I
L.
$. 4. S, g.
VELOCITY |N KM/SEC
Figure D24 Penetration versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 _C
Form of Regression: p = (.06_/ + .0AI_ ST _.O03G CV) _/
RMS Deviation: , O 6 _ crrl t . 3_ 6 -- /063 ST -.039S c/
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TILE WITH ALUMINUM
4. i, if,. li'. di. ,
VELOCITY IN KM/SEC -J
Figure ])25 Spall Depth versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard B25 Tile
Form of Regression: _S = 609 9 _ -,00_ ? ST + .0o I• c V) V_
T .06_b -.O0_W 57" --.Oa08 cV
RMS Deviation: . O 3 2. e
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F SYLGARD H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
@
Figure D26 Spall Depth versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgar_325 Ec
Form of Regression: I°5 -- (,03_6 -D5?8 ST rOO?_ Ct/_ V
RMS Deviation: . Oq9 Cro --, 0 120 _.15-69,9T --.O3q5"C _
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VELOCITY
Figure ];127 Spall Depth versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: Ps -- (.D/_.I -0032. ST "1".0106 CV ) V
RMS Deviation: . Ol 7 crr_ +.ol_,y "t. OO_i& ST -.00_'7 CV"
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Figure D28 Spall Depth versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 _C
Form of Regression: ps -- (.0175- +.Oil I ST -tOl _6 d V_ _/
RMS Deviation: . OS_ cmq -.0305- - , OWIJ 5T -.0_19 C _/
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C AVCOAT TILE WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
8. 4, |. ql, y. 8,
VELOC|tY IN KI'I/SEC
.J
Figure De9 Spall Depth versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: _5 _- ( .0_| -006q 57- _.00_o cv)
RMS Deviation: . O &2. C_ -.IO I_ _. Oo-37 IT - .o/O7 C_/
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F AVCOAT H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
Z
Figure D30 Spall Depth versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: pj _- (.0_ L/3 -_.0110 _T "I".03, 01 C V) _/
RMS Deviation: • 07_ C_r'/ -.13 8_ -. 061_ST -. 0_-_[/
-Z08-
I-
^VCO^T TILE WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE
C
4. J. Q.
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Figure D31 Spall Depth versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: _5 -_ (.DR ff 9
RMS Deviation: .O_ 5 crn
-t".DO LI5 ST "_.O01b
-.063_ -.0/9_ sr
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Figure D32 Spall Depth versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: _ -- (.,03_ 2,. _.00_/I ST tO-l?(o C_'_ V
RMS Deviation: . O5 _ Col -. I0;_0 -.o3_6 ST -.02_ CV
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Figure D33 Volume versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: V = (.03 55 n_[15 57 --.0!5S CV) _/
R_LS Deviation: .O_ cc -.;12g *.O6_6 ST ..05o/ cV
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Figure D34 Volume versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: v -- (.0_ 6_ t0lO_ 5T _pl I_ CV) V
-. _60 -.0.25-0 ST t.o_? cV
RMS Deviation: .052 c c
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Figure D35 Volume versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: v= (.015. 9- -0061 .ST -003ci CV 3 V
ILMS Deviation: .00_ C_ - 0'/¥3 r.oIVb 5T "I".oogO CV
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Figure D36 Volume versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: v ---(.01ql -/)llO ST _,0062 CV_ V
RMS Deviation: ,O39 CC -,05_0 t. OSl_/ST _.O263 Cb /
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F AVCOAT TILE WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
Figure D37 Volume versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: v= (.D$ 9 I -.0IWJ 5T -0o3_ CV) V
RMS Deviation: . 0_(_ CC -.2)5M *.06_ ST t.O0 Hl Ck/
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AVCOAT H.C, WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
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Figure D38 Volume versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HD
Form of Regresslon: V = ( .IW_2_ _J93qO 57" -.0036 CV_ k/
RMS Deviation: . O_q CC_
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Figure D39 Volume versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: v = (OW 65 -_0061 S'T _00_ CV) _/
- OqSR - 0773 ST -.OW6_ CV"
RMS Deviation: . 0 6_ CC
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Figure D40 Volume versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HC
For,no,Regression:v=C.0_g +.00_ ST -.PO1_cv)V
RMS Devlation: .Og_. CC -._307 +.0023 ST -.OO?_ CV
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SYLG^RD TILE WITH ALUMINUM
Figure D41 Total Damage Depth versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: p,n = (.0"11 _, -.OEq _, ST -.00:_ 0 Cv ) V
RMS Deviation: 067 em *._WI6 *. &135 ST -.0732 CV
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Figure D42 Total Damage Depth versus Velocity for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard B25 HC
Form of Regression: _m -- _0_O3 + ./O3_ ST _0L135 C V ) _/
"_ 3_g 3H9 _T -.153 CVRMS Deviation: . :[G 0 c ,,n • -.
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Figure D43 Total Damage Depth versus Velocity for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: pm-
RMS Deviation: . OV _' ' r,4
_0573 +0_3:1 ST -gay_ Cv)V
-_.0 766 f.o5665T _'0,.,'61 cV
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Figure D_4 Total Damage Depth versus Velocity for Delrln Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: Pm -- ('.0_ g_' +.0_ _T -92_.9 dr) V
RMS Deviation: . I g w c m, -. 0 I 6 I -. I I S I _ T 4 . 0 ? 2 7 c V
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CRATER PARAMETERS VERSUS MOMENTUM
Figure Target ,Projectile
E1 Sylgard 325 title A1
E2 Sylgard 325 HC Al
E3 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
E4 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
E5 Avcoat 5026 A1
E6 Avcoat 5026 HC A1
E7 Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin
E8 Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin
E9 Sylgard 325 tile A1
El0 Sylgard 325 HC A1
E11 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
El2 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
El3 Avcoat 5026 tile A1
El4 Avcoat 5026 HC A1
El5 Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin
El6 Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin
E17 Sylgard 325 tile A1
El8 Sylgard 325 HC A1
El9 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
E20 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
E21 Avcoat 5026 tile A1
E22 Avcoat 5026 HC A1
E23 Ave.oat 5026 tile Delrin
E24 Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin
E25 Sylgard 325 tile A1
E26 Sylgard 325 HC A1
E27 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
E28 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
E29 Avcoat 5026 tile A1
E30 Avcoat 5026 HC A1
E3i Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin
E32 Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin
E33 Sylgard 325 tile AI
E34 Sylgard 325 HC AI
E35 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
E36 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
E37 Avcoat 5026 tile A1
E38 Avcoat 5026 HC A1
E39 Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin
E40 Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin
E41 Sylgard 325 tile A1
E42 Sylgard 325 HC A1
E43 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
E44 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
Crater Parameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crate r Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Total Damage Depth
Total Damage Depth
Total Damage Depth
Total Damage Depth
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Figure E1 Spall Diameter versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: (_ = _._I# -I. /_qsr - .$3_-¢v_ _/o-_'/vl
RMS Deviation: . /32. c,,_ +C2._/J-I -S.SSO_T-?.S/Scv) xlO'_
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Figure E2 Spa]/ Diameter versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: _ = _ _.6_b _._._/_r -.&_$CV_ _/o'_ /v7
RMS Deviation: . I I+l cn,;
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Figure E3 Spell Diameter versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylg_rd 325 Tile
Form of Regression: _$-- _ 3.00_-.57._'5T -.8O,FCV) xlO'5-/,_
RMS Deviation: .06Wc._ +( IX.39 -/(_.$OST +?.._t/CvJ _lO "_
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Figure E4 Spall Diameter versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 EC
Form of Regression: _5 = ( 2.5]77 -- _0 $7- -. 3¥¢CV) x10-_-M
RMS Deviation: . 090c_ _(/$.Ib- ++ '71557 -2._86V) *10 -&
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Figure E5 Spall Diameter versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: _s "_ q. 706 _/0-_-_ - . 8_oy
RMS Deviation: I ? <7¢ rn
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Figure E6 Spall Diameter versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 EC
Form of Regression: d s -- 3 910 * /O-I /v/ -. & _/Oc(
RMS Deviation: . S V & c rn
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Figure E7 Spall Diameter versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: _ 5 "= _ y.i'O *'I0 -_" D_ - Y,Z 7(0
RMS Deviation: . I 3 ! c rvl
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Figure E8 Spall Diameter versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HU
Form of Regression: J_ = 7. _37 _/0 /v? -._3/
RMS Deviation: • I I Z c m_
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Figure E9 Crater Diameter versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: d = C .8.25 v .._VV ST -.060gV 3 _/0-#/_
RMS Deviation: .OSWcru 4 _ _.??Y - 6?IST -/.63_CV)x/O
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Figure ElO Crater Diameter versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: d = (. q_'E_ _.Y6"O 57 -.O/OCV) _/O-Slvl
RMS Deviation: .0 W2 cn_ + (_,9_/f - 5. 33.,25T + /.5S_" gv) ,_I0 -Z
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Figure Eli Crater Diameter versus Moment_ for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: c/ = _ / VqY -_ _'2 ST -,.,?.cryCV) _/0
RMS Deviation: . 02S cm _ _2.1&! - _;.2.&9 ST ÷3. 7YI C VJ _10
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Figure El2 Crater Diameter versus Momentum for Delrln Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: _ = ( I.#01 _.5_0 IT -. /_ Cv) _/0 -_ _
RMS Deviation: . 03_ c_ _( I. 39 _ - _.3_0 S_ _. 5_ CV) _ 10
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Figure EI3 Crater Diameter versus M_aentu_ for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
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Figure El4 Crater Diameter versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: d --" /. 63J "+10
-E/v/ + 3.$'7 6 .io
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RMS Deviation: . 0 _ c m
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Figure El5 Crater Diameter versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: d : 2._ _/0-_/_ _ 8. Rf3xlo -z
RMS Deviation: . 0 3 7 c_
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Figure El6 Crater Diameter versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Aveoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: _ z 3.03q _ /0 -S_ • 2.#/5 _#_
RMS Deviation: O 6 3 ¢
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Figure El7 Penetration versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: _= (._&O _._725T -._i_¢v) _lo -_
Deviation: . OS_'¢rn _( I?.J"/ -6.6voST +Y. 30?Cv) "t°'_
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Figure El8 Penetration versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HU
Form of Regression: p = _ I+/_¥ _. ?SD_T ÷./_Og_) _/O-_-fvl
RMS Deviation: 090 ¢_ ,_ _. _36 -.2/./9S7" -/./?_-CV) x/O
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Figure El9 Penetration versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: _= {/. _86 .f. 05"f ST -.D'78[-V) _/o'Jr'/v'l
RMS Deviation: . O13 c¢_ +_l..Z?l "/ 3._'?2ST -.z_'6¢v) =,/0 "z"
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Figure E20 Penetration versus Momentum for Delrln Projectiles on
Sylgara 325 HU
Form of Regression: _ _- ( /. _. -. /08 .57" +. 13_CI/_ _/0-_'['_
RMS Deviatlon: . Oql Cm -_C - 1,3 7_/ ÷ _. 267ST -/.l/_Cv) _/@
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Figure E21 Penetration versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
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Form of Regression: p -- . 5_8 x +0
RMS Deylation: . 105" on')
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Figure E22 Penetration versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: p = • 6 09 x /0
RMS Deviation: . / _/5-c 10
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Figure E23 Penetration versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: p = I. 955" xlO /v/ + .._,-/_
HMS Deviation: . 0 5",'-c m
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Figure E24 Penetration versus Momentum for Dmlrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: p = 2. 2 _I _ / O _/ _ . 37 &
RMS Deviation: , O 7 _ ¢_
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Figure E25 Spall Depth versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 525 Tile
Form of Regression: p5 = ( . I_ L  -.OfOST ÷. 030CV.) xlo'5-/Vl
RMS Deviation: • 03_ (m. +( 6.26 -._ST-2.08CP')_IO
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Figure E26 Spall Depth versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: P_ = (. _8_ -. 650 _X +. J3_ Cv ) _/D'S/v_
RMS Deviation: • 09@ Cr_ "+ (-/. ;_0 "+"15.&_f[ - 3.'YS"cv) _'I0"@"
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Figure E27 Spall Depth versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: pj = ( ._o_ - .o73 5T + . o35"c v_ _,o-_
RMS Deviation: . 01_ ¢_ _ /._ ÷._IGsr -._TCVJ _lO -_
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Figure E28 Spall Depth versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: _ = _. 917 +. _OJST ÷,6/8Cv3_/o-£/_7
RMS Deviation: . Oh-? C_ _ ( -3.05- - 9./3Jr- _..Zgcv9 _'lo
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Figure E29 Spall Depth versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
-_-_
Form of Regression: _ _ . Yl/ _/0 -. / o /
RMS Deviation- . 0 _ 2 ¢-_
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Figure E30 Spall Depth versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HU
Form of Regression: p$ = . ?_f +/0 .6 /vl _ /3_
RMS Deviation: . O _ g c
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Figure E31 Spall Depth versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: ps = . 1_3f,_loo_'r._ -. 063"
EMS Deviation: . 0 2 _, c m
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Figure E32 Spall Depth versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HU
Form of Regression: p_ -- I. 2 72 _/O-r _V - ./0
RMS Deviation: . O 5 @ c rn
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Figure E33 Volume versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: v= (.b/l -.3905T - 2_?CV)_iO
+'(-II.2_ .p 6. V1057 " "4 5'OleV)xlO'_"
RMS Deviation: . o Z _ cc
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Figure E34 Volume versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HU
Form of Regression: V = ( . _O_- - -/_J-ST -.193_) _ /0 "_/_I
RMS Deviation: . 052. ¢_ ÷_-I_'._ -2._'05Tiu¥.b'_gV) "/0 "z
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Figure E55 Volume versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on Sylgard B25 Tile
Form of Regression: V = ( ._0(_ " ._.025T -. I_VJ *lO'_'/v1
BMS Deviation: .O0_cc @ ( -Y._3 i./.,,,,&sT" ÷. _'OCV) "/0 "z
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Figure E36 Volume versus Momentum for Delrln Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: V = ( . _J6 - .366sT -._O_C_#_ "/O'_-/vl
RMS Deviation: . 03_cc 4-(- _'. @0 _ 5-./Y_fT "_ 2"63CV3 XlO
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Figure E37 Volume versus M_)mentum for Aluminum Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: V = #. 5- /0 x/O "_ = M - . 2/
RMS Deviation: 0 7_ c ¢-
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Figure E38 Volume versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: V = I,W6A , /O -_ _4 - ._7
RMS Deviation: . O 93 _
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Figure E39 Volume versus Moment_ for Delrin _Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: V = /. $3 _ _/O'f_¢ - _ t_
P@_ Deviation: , O 6 _ c(
D
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Figure E40 Volume versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: _ : 2. 980 -/o "$ _ - .,7.3.7,.
RMS Deviation: . OSJ co,
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Figure E41 Total _Damage Depth versus Moment_ for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgar_ 325 tile
Form of Regression: _rn = ( . '/_3 -/./ifSr -_.olFCy_ _/O'_/v2
RMS Deviation: .O6_cm _ (_3. _" + &J'.o_sT - 9.1_3_v.)*/0 "z
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Figure E42 Total Damage Depth versus Momentum for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 EC
Form of Regression: P_ : C I.I_ _. @3/ ST- ./O9¢v_/o'_
RMS Deviatlon: • 15-b_cw _ +_.YG - _I,17 _T ÷_8",2_c v) _I0 "L
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@Figure E43 Total Damage Depth versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: _ : ( I. _ 0_ "_ • 2_2 5T A._'/3C V) _10-5 /vl
RMS Deviation: . O_/I/¢n_ "/" ( '_. G@ ÷5".6_$T _,_,,_,_CV) ,,/0
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Figure E44 Total Damage Depth versus Momentum for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: p_ _ C 3.29_ T /'f_/_ _ T -. 95_-C_] _/O-_/_
RMS Deviation: ° /_/c_ ÷ ( I. (_I - //.3lET +9.*77 CV) "+lO-z
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APPENDIX F
CRATER PARAMETERS VERSUS ENERGY
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CRATER PARAMETERS VERSUS ENERGY
Figure Target Projectile
F1 Sylgard 325 tile A1
F2 Sylgard 325 HC A1
F3 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
F4 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
F5 Sylgard 5026 tile A1
F6 Avcoat 5026 tile A1
F7 Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin
F8 Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin
F9 Sylgard 325 tile A1
Fl0 Sylgard 325 HC Al
F1 l Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
FI2 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
F13 Avcoat 5026 tile Al
Fl4 Avcoat 5026 HC Al
F 15 Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin
FI6 Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin
FI7 Sylgard 325 tile Al
FI8 Sylgard 325 HC A1
FI9 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
F20 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
FZI Avcoat 5026 tile A1
F22 Avcoat 5026 HC Al
FZ3 ^ " ^ _ _n_ _il_ Delrin
F24 Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin
F25 Sylgard 325 tile A1
FZ6 Sylgard 325 HC A1
F27 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
F28 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
F29 Avcoat 5026 tile A1
F30 Avcoat 5026 HC A1
F3 1 Avcoat 5026 tile Deirin
F32 Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin
F33 Sylgard 325 tile A1
F34 Sylgard 325 HC A1
F35 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
F36 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
F37 Avcoat 5026 tile Al
F38 Avcoat 5026 HC Al
F3 9 Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin
F40 Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin
F41 Sylgard 325 tile A1
F42 Sylgard 325 HC Al
F43 Sylgard 325 tile Delrin
F44 Sylgard 325 HC Delrin
Crater Parameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Spall Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
C rater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Crater Diameter
C rater Diameter
Crater Diameter
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Penetration
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spall Depth
Spa!! Depth
Spall Depth
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Total Damage Depth
Total Damage Depth
Total Damage Depth
Total Damage Depth
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HONEYCOMB SYMBOLS
TEMPERATURE SYMBOL
RT +
-150°F X
_250OF .
TILE SYMBOLS
TEMPERATURE SYMBOL
RT C
-150°F 0
-250°F I'J
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Figure F1 Spall Diameter versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: d_ = ( L/.05_ _ 1.7_/_ ST -l. oi9 CV) x/o-3_
+ _os -.a713 ST - /s/? CVRMS Deviation: .IVO cm
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F SYLGARD H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE z,. , _
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Figure F2 Spall Diameter versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 BU
Form of Regression: _5 - (ff._Sq * 1.6o0 _T -I. I07 C_/) _JO -3 __
"_.293& --.I:_Y3 ST _.OO'/5-CV
RMS Deviation: . l_Tcrn
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Figure F_ Spall Diameter versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
3ylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: CJ_= ( g.(_ 09 --/,O_5_T -/-_S gV) _IO -_
+.3wR8 -,2o56 gT -.o_Cl/RMS Deviation: .O 6 3 cm
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C SYLGARO H.C. WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE zi_, , _
L
Figure F4 Spall Diameter versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 _C
Form of Regression: _5 -- C W. 63 _ -;.555 5T -.5 _? CV.) _10 -3 ___
_.S&ll - ogslsT -.o6o3 cvRMS Deviation: . 0 _ g C r_
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Figure F5 Spall Diameter versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: _ z _._gO x I0 -3 F -.llq_-"
RMS Deviation: , _ _ I C nl
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Figure F6 Spall Diameter versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: _ ----- _.i37 _I0 -3 _ - . 0 65
RMS Deviation: .3 _6 Crn
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Figure F7 Spall Dlameter versus Energy for Delrln Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: _ "- 12.. 93 _ 10"3_- _" Ic/cls-
RMS Deviation: . lff 7 ¢ r_
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Figure I;'8 Spell Diameter versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 _C
Form of Regression: _5 - I_. WW _ IO -j _ _ .OO qS"
RMS Deviation: . / 3 _ C nq
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Figure F9 Crater Diameter versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: (J = ( I. 52.;L + ."/'7_/ 5T -._3W CV.) _IO-3E
" 199_/ +.0303 _T - 02.'-/.3 cVRMS Deviation: . 039c /r) "
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Figure FIO Crater Diameter versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
SyZgsrd325 Hc
Fo_o_'Re_ess:to,',: d =(_ 1.75"& ",'1.o,'-5- 5T-.o33CV),_/O'3E
RMS Deviation: .OW_ c.m +.1(_"/5 i'.o2.1_. ST -_.oaE? gY
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Figure FII Crater Diameter versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: d -- ( 2.7._ + .99_/T- -. _i&/ CV_ _i0-3 _r
+. 1379 -.0_ _.7.sT -.o/77C_ /
RMS Deviation: .0 2. ? c._r_
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Figure FI2 Crater Diameter versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Silgard 325
Form of Regression: S = ( R _3 +, 977 ST -.330 cv) ,10 -3 E
RMS Deviation: . OS_ cm +.1_,ot +.ooSl ST -.0131CI/
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Figure FI3 Crater Diameter versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tlle
Form of Regression: d = _,12_ *IO -_ E _. _7 _
RMS Deviation: . 0 6 6 Cm
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Figure FI4 Crater Diameter versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: _ _ 3._7_ _I0"3 _ _. _03
RMS Deviation: . 0 8 _ c nn
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Figure FI5 Crater Diameter versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: _ = W. _Og _I O -_ _ _._V_O
RMS Deviation: . 0 _ 0 _m
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Z
Figure FI6 Crater Diameter versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: _ = _.692 _10 -3 E _.1_31
RMS Deviation: . O 6 _ cL_
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Figure F17 Penetration versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: p :- ( 1.506 -_.3_W ST - 3WI CV) _lO -3
.t.5_Y"/ -.OO?_ ST ".OOb-3gV"RMS Deviation: . O V I crn
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Figure FI8 Penetration versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: _ ----- C 1.705 -I- 1.31 q ST _'.19o cv.) _'IO-3F"
-,e. 2 q E, 6 -.O_ST _.o,z_l C_ /
_B Devi,,tlon: . 0 ? 3 c
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Figure F19 Penetration versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard B25 Tile
Form of Regression: _ --
RMS Deviation: . <91[ 6 c_
-3
6p..906 _./6._sT -./6OcV)'_ IO
f.1310 T.0,11_'9 ST -. 0070 Cv'
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Figure F20 Penetration versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: p -- ( 3.5_0 -._b_ ST _. 319 CV) _ (0-3 E
RMS Deviation: , 0 q I cm t. ll3W *.0792 ST . oo71C
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Figure F21 Penetration versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
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Form of Regress'toIH p
RMS Deviation: .I 0 3 c PT+
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Figure F22 Penetration versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HE
Form of Regression: _ = I. "+3,._(0 +"/0-3 _ "' 1.0,.5-_
RMS Deviation: • ! "' _ ¢
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Figure F2B Penetration versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: p = 3.77g _ I0-3_ 4" .37_'+-/
RMS Deviation: O b O ¢ n_
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Figure F24 Penetration versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
-3 _ *.55q3
Form of Regression: _ = W. I_9 _ I0
EHS Deviation: 0 _ 5 c ,-n
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Figure F25 Spall Depth versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: p,S-" (,AT/ -. OHI ST _.OlgC_/3 _/O-_E
RMS Deviation: .03,3 cm ". Og 57 -.O3OW ST -,oI;_qg[/
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Figure F26 Spall Depth versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: p._ _-----( I. 2. Wg - 1.2,15 57- ¢.2.1_ CV)xlO-3E.
Deviation: . lOO Cn4. t. O _??O " .O&$_ 5T -.O11_ CV /
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Figure F2T Spall Depth versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
8ylgard 325 Tile
Formof Regression: ps : (_ .?,;tO -+ 190 ST -,"05-1Cv_),,/O-']E
RMS Deviation: , O1_ em _.o_39 _,0o_0 ST *.OOW_ICV
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Figure F28 Spall Depth versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 _C
Form of Regression: _s -" _ I. 7q_ _ _ 5T _l._6V_ _i0 -3
_-.O31 q -.O09_SY -.OL/SSCV
Deviation: 0 5 7 c m
E
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Figure F29 Spall Depth versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: Ps = I.IOO _/O -3 E - .O172.
RMS Deviation: . O 6 _ c m
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Figure F30 Spall Depth versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: _ = I. _IW x/0-_ E -.OJAO
RMS Deviation: . O 7 _ c
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Figure F31 Spall Depth versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 Tile
"3i5 -.o_o3
Form of Regression: _ -_- J.b ? 3 _IO
RMS Deviation: . 01_ C r_
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Figure F32 Spall Depth versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Avcoat 5026 HC
-3
Form of Regression: _ _ 2. _g_ _lO _ -. OO_I
RMS Deviation: .O&O on%
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Figure F33 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 3-°5 Tile
Form of Regression: v -" _ I.II_ -.633 ST -._7 c_'_ xlO-3E
-- .01_15 t.oOgS 37" .& .0117 CV'
RMS Deviation: 0 2. 9 c_
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Figure F34 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: V--_ /o5_O +o 567 _T -.3_J C_ _/O'_
RMS Deviation: .0_I Cc -.O_V_ -.00_$- ST _-.01_7 CV
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Figure F35 Volume versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on Sylgsrd 325 Tile
Form of Regression: V = ( ._5-I -.359 ST -.a_! cv) xlO'aF_.
RMS Deviation: .007 ¢c -.007_ +.0007 57" -.000 7CV
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Figure FB6 Volume versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Form of Regression: V= ( I. :l GG -- _16 ST -. YOI CVJ _I0 -3 F_-
RMS Deviation: . 038c_ -.01 _? _.03_I ST _.oI17 C_/
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Figure F37 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Aveoat 5026 Tile
Form of Regression: V_ 2.9 _ 8 _I0"_- - .015_/
EMS Deviation: . O 8 ? _c
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Figure F38 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: v = W. _!7 _lo j F__.,. _. 03 _3
RMS Deviation: .0 $ _ ¢ c
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Figure F39 Volume versus Energy for Delrln Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tlle
Form of Regression: V = 3. O B_ x/O -_ E _. OOW_
RMS Deviation: . 0 6 6 Cc
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Figure F40 Volume versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on Aveoat 5026 HC
Form of Regression: V --_ 5. 65_. _ /O'3 F - O I _
RMS Deviation: . 0 5 _/ cc
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Figure F_I Total Damage Depth versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Regression: pm _ (I.)I o - _+$_? _T _.O1_ cv_lO -_ E
_'.570Z -,,W_-_I ST -.o'_gg cv"RMB I)ev:l.:tlon: . O 6 9' ¢ _r_
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F SYLG^RO H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE '"' ' u
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Figure F42 Total Damage Depth versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on
Sylgard S25 EC
Form of Regresaion: p,_ = (" I.GO.F +W. VO.Tg T -.357Cv
RMS Deviation: • 13-6 cm + 7175 -.:[_'3 5T ,./5??CA/
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Figure F43 Total Damage Depth versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 Tile
Form of Re6Tession: _,_ = C 3._2. O "PJ._32 ST -I. OO&CV)=IO'3E
%2_"/"/ _.IIE2 ST _.OII'_CV'Dev.i.ation: . 0 ff 9 _
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Figure F_4 Total Damage Depth versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on
Sylgard 325 _C
Form of Regression: _,._ -" _ 6. 31_ _ 3.3_? gT -I.30_ C_/3 .jO-J_
RMS Deviation: / _ '-/ c_ +._ I_6 +.O_@6 ST 4. OOg_g_ /
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APPENDIX G
SELECTED DATA PLOTS
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SELECTED PLOTS OF DATA WITH QUESTIONABLE POINTS REMOVED
Figur____e Material Projectile _arameter
G1
02
03
G_
G5
a7
08
09
GIO
GII
G12
G13
GI4
G15
o16
G17
GI8
G19
G20
G21
022
023
G24
G25
a26
G27
G28
029
030
G31
a32
033
034
035
036
G37
o38
039
C4o
O1
C42
O3
cA4
@5
O6
O7
@8
_9
a5o
G5I
G52
Sylgard 325 tile ,il Damage Diameter
Sylgard 325 tile AI Damage Diameter
Eylgard 325 HC AI Danmge Diameter
Sylgard 325 tile Delrin Damage Diameter
Gylgar_ 325 tile Delrin Dan_ge Diameter
Sylgard 325 HC Delrin Damage Diameter
Avcoat 5026 tile AI Damage Diameter
f
Avcoat _02o HC A1 Damage Diameter
Avcoat 5026 tile Delr_n Damage Diameter
Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin Damage Diameter
Avcoat 5026 A1 Damage Diameter
Avcoat 5026 Dclrin Damage Diameter
gylgard 325 tile A1 Crater Diameter
Sylgard 325 tile AI Crater Diameter
Sylgard 325 HU AI Crater Diameter
Sylgard 325 tile Delrin Crater Diameter
Sylgard 325 tile Delrin Crater Diameter
Sylgard 325 HC Delrin Crater Diameter
Sylgard 325 ill Crater Diameter
Sylgard __.___ Delrin Crater Diameter
Avcoet 5026 tile A1 Crater Diameter
O fAveoat 50-_ HC A1 Crater Diameter
Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin Crater Diameter
Avcoat 5026 HC Delr_n Crater Diameter
Avcoat 5026 A1 Crater Diameter
Avcoat 5026 Delrin Crater Diameter
Sylgard 325 tile A1 Penetration
Sylgard 325 HC A1 Penetration
Sylgard 325 tile Delrin Penetration
Sylgard 325 tile Delrin Penetration
Sylgard 325 HC Delrin Penetration
Sylo_ard 325 HC Delrin Penetration
Sylgard 325 Delrin Penetration
Sylgard 325 Delrin Penetration
Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin Penetration
Avcoat =_o_ _ Delrin Penetration
Avcoat 5026 Delrin Penetration
Sylgard 325 tile A1 Volume
Sylgard 325 tile A1 Volume
Sylgard 325 tile A1 Volume
Sylgard 325 HC A1 Volume
Sylgard 325 HU A1 Volume
Sylgard 325 tile Delrin Volume
Sylgard 325 tile Delrin Volume
Sylgard 325 HC Delrin Volume
Sylgard 325 HC Delrin Volume
Aveoat 5026 tile A1 Volume
Aveoat 5026 tile A1 Volume
Avcoat 5026 HC A1 Volume
Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin Volume
Avcoat 5026 tile Delrin Volume
Avcoat 5026 HC Delrin Volume
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HONEYCOMB SYMBOLS
TEMPERATURE SYMBOL
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SYLGARD TILE WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE .....
Figure G1 Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: _ o n
Form of Regression: /O_,o(d.-_) =-./o_- _ + /.Olq /o_,oV -.2_3_ ST -.1530 CV
RMS Deviation: 1.3%
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Figure G2 Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: D O n
Form of Regression: lo_i ° ( 4s
-'_ I=-" /_7/ * 1.017lo_,oV- .I_._ sr -.a_4_cv
P@tS Deviation: 1..3.% -.o3_0 Sr.lo3,oV _ ./ss_ cv'(o3,o v
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Figure G3 Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Data Points Skipped: rion
Form of Regresslon: /o6to(_)-e-. _i+'_ + /._3_ /o_,ov -.oooP" @r --oIl',,_cV
RMS Deviation: ICl 7o
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Figure 04 Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: M o _ z
Form of Re,ression: Io_,o(-_ =- . 0o_'I "* .?_,0 /o_,oV -.'('"f s'r -.o?_3cv
RMS Deviation: 13 To
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Figure G5 Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: none
Form of Regression: Io_,o('_.) =
RMS Deviation: / 3 _/o
.o/V3 *.?('97/oJ,oV-'.ma_'$T ._=.OOe,',..S'CV"
_'._.039 ST'/O_to v -./02V CV* lo_t o V"
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F $YLG^RD H.C. WITH DELRIN PROJECTILE '*" ' q
L
Figure G6 Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrln
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Data Points Skipped: / 9 £7 R /
Fo= o_ Re_,sslon: I°S,oC_) = -°65, ÷. _7_j/O_,o v -.o_o._5T -.o_,, cv
RMS Deviation: /3 '_o
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Figure G7
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tile
Data Points Skipped: II 6 j I17 131
('+,)Form of Regression: /o_, ° _- = -.3_o + I._YP IOo_/o
RMS Deviation: / 7_
Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
V
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C AVCOAT H.C. WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
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Figure G8 Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 I_C
Data Points Skipped: non_
Form of Regression: /o_,o (_) r-.A,fo _ 1._71 Io_, o V
RMS Deviation: I 0 _o
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Figure G9 Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tile
Data Points Skipped: none
Form of Regression: I
O@la
RMS Deviation: /6 °/o
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Figure GI0
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HC
Data Points Skipped: /
Form of Regression: /o_,@ (_) - _3,o
RMS Deviation: / 0 "/o
Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrin
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Figure Gll
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026
Data Points Skipped: i I 6 , / / _,
Form of Regression: /o_i 0 ( as
RMS Deviation: 18 7o
Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
131
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Figure G12 Log Reduced Damage Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026
Data Points Skipped: /
ds) = 3ore _ /._ 83 Io_,, V * .o 8S /-tForm of Regression: /03,0 C "-__ -"
RMS Deviation: IS '7o
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SYLGARO TILE WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE
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Figure G13
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: no/_e
Form of Regression: /o_, 0 (_-) :-" "7"7"7
RMS Deviation: _ °/o
Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
_, . g/67 /_j_oV _ 0_'3_ &T -.o',,s3cv
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F SYLGARD TILE WITH ALUMINUM PROJECTILE '"' ' n
Figure GI4
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: n O n
Foz'm of Re_'esslon:
I_ Deviation: _/% e.o.s?/ Sr./o_,.V
Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
_-.OVRoST -.076@'CV
Y'.O_'aWcV. loj,° V
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Figure G15 Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Data Points Skipped: n o n a
Form of Regression: 'o_,o(t) :" 3_7(. _.9"/c/6/o,_,o _ -P.15_"/ ST _'.o#_/;'CV
RMS Deviation: /3 "7o
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SYLGARO TILE WITH OELRIN PROJECTILE
L
Figure Gl6
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: n o n c
Form of Regression: /o_ (D_.) =-. 3_11 ,'.,_,.z Io_,oV
RMS Deviation: I 9 %
Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrin
_.0201 ,.ST -.0285 CV
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Figure GI7 Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: D o n a
Form of Regression:
*._o_o sT.IoS,oV - .os_s cv'/o3, _ V
RMS Deviation: / ? _/o
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F SYLG^RD H.C. WITH OELRIN PROJECTILE "" _ _
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_'igure _Ao Dog Heduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325
Data Points Skipped: i 0 ? _ 2
'o3,o(_)--"_'"*,.o,_,oV.o.,_sT-o_o_cvForm of Regression:
RMS Deviation: ! 2 o/@
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Figure GI9 Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Sylgard 325
Data Points Skipped: non¢
-. o / 6,z H
RNS Deviation: / 3 °/o
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F $YLGARD WITH OELRIN PROJECTILE
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Figure G20 Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325
Data Points Skipped: _ 0 _ R 2
-.02'/3 H
RMS Deviation: I J _'o
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Figure G21 I_g Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tile
Data Points Skipped: / /
FormofRe_sslo,,:/O_,o(_) :-_,_-.-* ._S_¥Ioj,,V
RMS Deviation: V
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Figure G22 Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HC
Data Points Skipped: n o _ £
Form of Regression: /0_ '° (%) : _,/.1.../7 _. ,9638 /o_,oV'--
RMS Deviation: I0 %
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Figure G23 Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Avo0oa_ 5026 Tile
Data Points Skipped: n o n
Form of Regression: /o_,o(_) =-. /o&/ + ,0¥I /O_,o V
RMS Deviation: _ _/o
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Figure G24
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HC
Data Points Skipped: _ ? • S O ,
Fo=o_Re_essioo:,O_,o(_)
RMS Deviation: /0 %
Log Reduced Crater Diamel;erversus Log Velocity for Delrin
3? _3
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Figure G25 Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026
Data Points Skipped: / / b
(-_) r_ / :_SJ" .t .96,y ,o_,oV -_.o3"II t-IForm of Regression: J o_, ° -.
RMS Deviation: 9 "/o
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Figure C_6 Log Reduced Crater Diameter versus Log Velocity for Delrln
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026
Data Points Skipped: _ _ 30 J 37 P_,3
Form of Regression: Io_ ('-_) =-/_o_ -, ._ 76J /o_,_V *.0,¢4? 14
RMS Deviation: / 0 "/o
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Figure C_7 Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: no_e
Form of RegreBsion: /O_,o(_> =. o?,, *.SJ,O l_,oV *.063/ST'-.0._3/ cv
RMS Deviation: /O °/o for V - Y._" _/se_
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Figure G28 Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Aluminum
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Data Points Skipped: 2 _O _{, 2 9_ _;j 2.9
RMS Deviation: /I °/o F_, V • _.,,r /(,,V/sec
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Figure C_ Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points S_ll_ped: ] _ 7 _ / / /_ 2
J
,orm of _egression: /Oo@,o (_) "- _/41/ @ .,_, /o3V ". 0 C_' ' _ 7"
RMS Deviation: 7 */o
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Figure G30 Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: / 8 ?j _ / ! /'_ 2
Form of Regression: 1o_,o (D_') =- v _'71 + .,YJ-6/o_,oV ÷._?,,,T _.o,_(,CV
RMS Deviation: 6 _/0 -.;t_oo ST'/_j,_V *.O06J" CV. /o_,oV
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Figure G31 Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Data Points Skipped: [97 _ 109'j lOt 171) 2<10
Form 0f RegressIon: /o_,o(_) "';(."_ ÷ I.I,7/o_,oV +.1,61 ,._T +" .O/76 CV
RMS Deviation: 3 2 °/o
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Figure G32 Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325 BE
Data Points Skipped: /fT, 20_, _0_/, ,2.10
For,,,of Regression:
-.56/g ,Cr lo3,oV - oosY CV /os,oV
RMS Deviation: 3 I °/o
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Figure G33 Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325
Data Points Ski_Bed: / 9 _ 209_ 209 /_/, 2/O
_'.00_1 H
Deviation: ;_ 3 %
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Figure G34 Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Sylgard 325
Data Points Skipped: / _ 7, ,2. 0 _ a 2 0 _ R /) 2/0
_o=o_Re,,,e.°lo_-/O_,o(_):- ,-_,-_*,.o,o,O_,oV.,,'_','_;,',,_7_v
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Figure G35 Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Aveoat 5026 Tile
Data Points Skipped: n o n e
Fo=o_"_,,;ossion:/°9,o(_) = "'_ _._oo 1OJ,oV
RMS Deviation: // _/o
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Figure G36
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HC
Data Points Skipped: /3j 3 7 g3)
Form of Regression: /a_, ° ( D__J =
RMS Deviation: 7 °/o
Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Delrin
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Figure G37 Log Reduced Penetration versus Log Velocity for Delrin
Projectiles on Avcoat 5026
Data Points Skipped: /3_ 3 _ /_, 3 8 /_2
Form of Regression: I°_,o ('_D) =" ;13f(, ÷ .5-D77 /ajxoV +. /2.76 #'#
RMS Deviation: / 0 */,
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Figure G38 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: 2__ A_j 300
Form of Regression: V = ( ._69_ -.r/qY-S?" ",3't_o'cv)./0 "'_ E
RMS Deviation: , o ._3 cc
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Figure G39 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: 2 _ ,3 _ 2) _ O O
Form of Regression: _/ = (I. OWO -.Y/'./'/"ST -.35"Y.I.CV).IO-3E -.0:_19/
RMS Deviation: .Oil cc
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Figure G40 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: 2 _ 3 _ Z > 30 O
Form of Regression: V = ( /.ov3 -.E22i. ST -.V_3¥.CV)./O'3_ -.O2I_-
RMS Deviation: .O:Zl CC ÷. OOIO_T *.00 i_cv
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Figure G41 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Data Points Skipped: 2. _0 RI RS</ RIj 2_q R.?, ,,?qO/el ._gy
Form of Regression: _/ = (o _07 ÷ /9#_ Sr _.O6_ CvJ ./O'J_
RMS Deviation: . O z$ e c
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Figure C_2 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Data Points Skipped: _'O R/, ,?,_qi_l, ,_o_r-f l'_2, j _<_O _I, ,7,_
Form of Regression: V-- ( /,08:/ ._ .;_R//ST -.OR//CV] ,/0"_ -. 02d'/
RMS Deviation: .0 / _' 6 cc
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Figure G43 Volume versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: node
Form of Regression: V = _. 83 V/ -.3?_?_ST -.26_Y ¢V) "/0-_
RMS Deviation: . 0 0 _q cc
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Figure G44 Volume versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on Sylgard 325 Tile
Data Points Skipped: _ o ne
Form of Regression: V= C" 95-O_ -.3_5"_S_ r -.25"II CV'J "/0-3_
RMS Deviatlon: , O0 ? 7 c._. -. O0 78 i..O0Oef 6T -. O0O_/cv"
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Figure G45 Volume versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on Sylgard 325
Data Points Skipped: _ O 9 _ /
Form of Regression: V = _. 8 6 7 0 * + 0 @ 5-_ s 7" -. o _ 0 9 g v_ -/d "J_
EMS Deviation: , 0 0 % 7 (c
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Figure G46 Volume versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on Sylgard 325 HC
Data Points Skipped: 20 ? _P/
Form of Regression: _/: (. _3_0 ÷ .0_?_ _l" - .02f_ CV_ .IO-_ E
• C)o Y3
RMS Deviation: . O O 8_ _
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Figure G47 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tile
Data Points Skipped: 1 3 2,., 116
Form of Regression: V r 2. 6_'$ _'I0"3_
RMS Deviation:
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Figure G48 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Aveoat 5026 Tile
Data Points Skipped: I S _ //6
Form of Regression: V = 2, ?3-9 x/O "JE -. O /Z ?
RMS Deviation: , 05"7 cc
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Figure G49 Volume versus Energy for Aluminum Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HC
Data Points Skipped: /_ _Z
Form of Regression: V = _. 33/ _/0-JE
RMS Deviation: . o 7 _/ ¢ c
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Figure GSO Volume versus Energy for Delrln Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tile
Data Points Skipped: 2. _j 31 R/j 33_ J6j _ )_/ _3-
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Figure GS1 Volume versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 Tile
Data Points Bkipped: _Y_ 3/ RIj 3_ J'?6} £./y /_/j L/,_
Form of Regression: V= 3. o/,5-*/o "3 E" - . o / ¥ .E
RMS Devlation: . 03 0 cc
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Figure G52 Volume versus Energy for Delrin Projectiles on Avcoat 5026 HC
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DH. 1 INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this appendix to give supplementary explanatory information
concerning the form of the regression information included with each graph in
Appendices D-G.
H. 2 UNITS
The following units were used consistently in all regressions:
linear dimensions cm
volume, v cc
velocity, V km/sec
energy, E joules
density, p gm/cc
momentum, M gm cm/sec
The RMS deviation is given in units of the parameter for a linear plot and in
percent for a log plot.
H. 3 REGRESSION TERMS
Most of the regression terms used are self-explanatory, but a few, described
below, are not.
H. 3. 1 Temperature Variation
When temperature variation was allowed, three degrees of freedom were
given to the three temperatures. One term is included in the constant; the
other two terms were linear and quadratic in the temperature points, and
were:
ST = 0.5 for room temperature targets
0 for - 150 ° F targets
-0. 5 for -250°F targets
CV = -0. 5 for room temperature targets
I. 0 for -150°F targets
-0. 5 for -250°F targets
-377-
If one thinks of the temperature used in this study as successive points,
t , tI = -250°F, t2 = -150°F, t5 = RT, then
n
ST = 1/2 (n-2)
CV = 1 -1.5 (n-2) 2
ST is linear in n, and CV is quadratic in n.
H. 3. 2 Structure Variation
The following function was used to a11ow for honeycomb effects:
H = +0. 5 if the target is honeycomb
-0. 5 if the target is tile
H. 3. 3 Transition Region Terms
To permit meaningful fits for data on penetration by aluminum projectiles,
a term was used which is linear in velocity in the transition region and
zero above. This term had the effect of decoupling the transition region
data from the fits. The regression form listed with the graph gives only
the form above the transition region.
H. 4 REGRESSIONS NOT PLOTTED
Those regressions which gave meaningful results and which contain projectile
variation as an independent variable are given below. Regressions with pro-
jectile variation could not be plotted with the existing program.
H. 4. I Crater Diameter in Sylgard
 o,01 l=0o,0Iv,
\-i
+ 0. 0900 ST - 0. 0184 CV
-0. 0197 H + 0. 382 lOgl0 pp
R_A/[S deviation: 13 percent
Data Points Skipped: Z09 R2
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H. 4. 2 Crater Diameter in Avcoat
l°gl0 (_--_) =0.7123 + 0.9Z15 lOgl0V + 0.03581H
+ 0. z324 pp
R_A4S deviation: 9 percent
Data points skipped: 29, 30, 37, 1%3, 116
H. 4. 3 Penetration in S]rl_ard
ForV > 0.45 units/_sec
/Olog p\
1Ogle (-_PD / '-" 0e 3068 -_ 0. 9459 _Ogl0 V "_ 0e 06857 ST
-0. 006938 cv + 0. 01490 H + 0. 7871 lOgl0 pp
R/VIS deviation: 19 percent
Data points skipped: 197, Z09, Z09 1%1, ZI0, Z80 1%1, Z93 1%1, 294
For slope dependent on temperature:
log10 (--_)= 0.3629 +0.9529 lOgl0 v - 0.03308ST
-0.0130 CV - 0.3715 ST • log10 V
-0. 1522 CV • logl0 V + 0.0i537 H
+0. 7943 logl0 pp
R_MS deviation: 18 percent
Data points skipped: 197, 209, 209 R1, 210, 280 R1, 293 R1, 294
H. 4. 4 Penetration in Avcoat
for v > 0. 6 cm/_sec
lOgl0(P/ = 0. 6634+0. 5109 lOgl0 V + 0. 1144 H
+0. 5544 lOgl0 Pp
R_N_S deviation: I0 percent
Data points skipped: 13, 37 1%3, 38 1%Z, 89, ii0 R8, II0 R9, 116,
116 R2, 116 R3, 12Z, 122 1%1, 132
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